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More Merit Badges Awarded
At Last Night’s Meeting—•
Scouts Pass Tests

Handled

(ing on Christmas scrapbooks and
Christmas cards, in making a quilt'
for the city matron to give to one cf
her needy children and we are now '
making some baby clothes for her to J
have on her emergency shelf. We,
' cf Rockland, which opened the meet- have held one public candy sale andj
, ing In form, with dignity ana con- several times we have served refresh- j
i fidence; unabashed by the fact that ments to the Senior Sewing Circle.**
,, „ .
.. . , , . ..
.
I following their lead in the pledge to We have had a Washington Birthday j
! the flag and the other ceremonies program. Last summer we had a.,
were 50 odd Auxiliary members from number of swimming parties and tbi? J
many parts of the State and several summer we are looking forward to.j
of the town dignitaries from Damari many boating and swimming parties]
to rest us after our meetings."
J
scotta.
In crisp white dresses, with red,
Then little Miss Haskell handed
white and blue shoulder sashes, all the gavel, with a bow, to Mrs. Ber
wearing the badge of office, the tha S. Abbott of South Paris, State
little folks, ranging in age from 4 vice president for the Second District,
years to II, marched into the hall who, after a rising vote of thanks had
with Mrs. Harriet Redonnet of been given to the juniors, conducted
Damariscotta at the piano. After a the exercises for the remainder of
pretty drill, well executed, the tiny the afternoon, but not a bit better1
- i officers took their stations, and the than had the little folks.
It is interesting to note that there
Fred M. Kittredge of Rockland sold little president wielded her gavel with
land and buildings in Rockland to assurance. After the pledge to the are two other Junior Auxiliaries in
Hiram H. Crie and Muriel G. Crie ol
flag the chaplain, Virginia Has Maine, the one formed last month in;
Rockland.
Emeline F. Roberts of Vinalhaven kell very impressively led in re Sanford, and the one in South Port
sold land and buildings in Vinalhaven citing the Lord's Prayer; then re land, sponsored by Mrs. Hayes who,
to R. Mont and Emily E. Arey of cited the preamble to the Constitu her friends say, eats, sleeps and
Rochester, N. Y.
Elizabeth Mansfield sold land in tion, and although some of the older dreams junior auxiliary—so active
Warren to Catherine Glaentzel of members had to refer to their cards are the youngsters and so well adapt
Camden.
or skip a line now and again, not a ed is Mrs. Hayes for this work.
John S. Stackpole of South Thom word was missed by one of the tiny
Mrs. Susie Lamb of Rockland;
aston sold land in South Thomaston
tc Fred and Jennie M. Anderson of tots. With heads erect, eyes shining, known among her Auxiliary friends^
they recited every word, letter per- as “Rehabilitation Sue,” so success ‘
South Thomaston.
Ernest E Knight and Grover C, feet. Then the president called upon ful has she been in that branch oft
Knight of Rockland sold land and
buildings in Rockland to John Ken- ' the secretary, Mary Lamb, to glve the Auxiliary work, is the sponsor for the'
dall and Georgie E. Kendall of Rock- . history of the Rockland Junior Aux- Rockland Juniors. When one of the;
little folks wai queried by the re
land.
I iliary which follows;
John J. Johnson of South Thom
Thom-
presj,jent has been a member porter about Mrs. Lamb's duties, she]
aston sold land and buildings in
South Thomaston to Sandra E. of the Auxiliary for six years. When replied nonchalantly, “Oh, she doesn’t
she came to school and told about do anything—not anything a'tall! We
Teerila, of Quincy, Mass.
Etta R. Teel of Matinicus lsie sold !
good times she had at the grown- do all the work. She just comes
land and buildings in Matinicus Isle up meetings and all the important 'cause she likes to and sometimes
to Herbert H. Teel of Matinicus Isle.
things she did. some of the rest of us when we has 'freshments she does
wished to belong, too. Early in the the cooking; she doesn’t need to do
spring of 1931 we began to talk up anything ’cause we knows how to do
having our own meetings. May 25. everything ourselves, and we like
AT
1931, we held our first organized Junior Auxiliary; no, It doesn't
meeting and elected these officers, bother us a hit to do our work at our
New Armory Ball Room which were all re-elected for 1932: meetings; we likes to do it and we
Third Floor of Spear Block
end were properly installed: Vir- all know our own parts.”
Foot of Park Street
There are nine members to the
• ginia Haskell, president; Alice BarRockland
Junior Auxiliary; the
1
ton,
vice
president;
Barbara
Lamb,
MONDAY, MAY 9
chaplain; Mary Lamb, secretary; I youngest, Patricia Kelley, four
Dancing 9 to 12.30 P. M.
Geraldine Norton, Sergeaut-at-Arms. I months old, being the only member
Kirk’s Orchestra
“Our time, after meetings, has , not yet pressed into service—al
been spent in playing games, in work- though she attends many of the
i meetings and outings.
Perhaps the most interested listen
ers to Hon. Robert Townsend, ex •
Consul to Sweden, who gave a very
Interesting account of his experiences
and of the Swedish colonies in Maine,
were these same little folks, who were
eager to remember the stories to tell
to their schoolmates.
Among those attending from Rock
land were Mrs. Blanche Morton, Mrs
Susie Lamb, Mrs. Levi Flint, Mrs.
j Vance Norton, Mrs. 8arah Griffin,
Barbara Griffin, Geraldine Norton,
Barbara and Mary Lamb, Virginia
Haskell, Alice Barton and Betty
Kelley.

A Boy Scout Court of Honor was
held in the High School auditorium
last night when these merit badges
j were awarded:
Percy Young, Troop 2, journalism;
Harold Whitehill, Troop 2, cycling,
Scoutmaster Edgar Libby, Troop 10,
carpentry, cycling and handicraft;
Assistant Scoutmaster Russell Mor, gan, Troop 10, and Scoutmaster
Walter Kimball, Troop 3, surveying;
Elliot Gamage, Troop 8, second class.
Troop 2 won the district elimina! tion contest, with nine points. Troop
(i was in second place with eight and
Troop 11 finished with one point.
Fire by friction proved somewhat
of a failure until Eagle Scout Morl gan gave proof, by getting a blaze,
that it was not the fault of the set.
Flint and steel, as a fire producing
means, was a complete flop.
Somers and Young of Troop 2 won
first and second places, respectively,
in knot tying; Rackliff of Troop 11
finishing third. Spear and Hewett
of Troop 6, first and second in
bugling. Staples of Troop 2 drawing
third place. Scouts finishing first
and second are eligible to represent
the district at the Lewiston Jamboree
May 21.

A unique and pleasing feature cf
the Second District Council meeting
ol the American Legion Auxiliary,
held Tuesday in Damariscotta, was
the presence of the Junior Auxiliary

BUY COAL

Coal is now at its lowest price for the season. You can save money

by filling your bin during the month of May. We are offering you
the hest of American Anthracite Coal at Prices Which Show a Sav
ing of at least $2.00 a ton. Buy now while this price is in effect.

The Lowest Price in New England.
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TINY TOTS TAKE CHARGE

To Address the Mother and
Daughter Banquet Next Being the Story of How Rockland Juniors
Auxiliary Meeting In Damariscotta
Thursday Night

The mother and daughter banquet
in the Congregational vestry next
Thursday night will have a distin
guished guest speaker in the person
of Mrs. Althea G. Quimby, State
president of the W.C.T.U. The full
program follows:
Assembly singing, led by Mrs.
—
Ability Is of little account
Gladys Morgan; greetings, Mrs.
» without opportunity.—Napoleon I. ♦ Hope D. Brewster; introduction of
•••
(R ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• JP toastmistress, Mrs. Edith Tweedie,
solo, Mrs. Nettie Frost; Daughters
Around the World, Miss Hazel Marshall; piano duet, Mrs. Jessie Marr
and Miss Carol Gardner; "Hold Fast
and Go Forward," Mrs. Ethel Perry:
solo, Mrs. Gladys Morgan; address,
"What Mothers and Daughters of the
Hour Demand," Mrs. Althea G.
Quimby, State president of the
W.C.T.U.

MOTH lilt

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, May 7, 1932

SENATOR WHITE ACTS

Would Have War Department Recon
sider Its Decision About Isle au
Ilaut Dredging

MOTHERS’ DAY . . . the day of millions of thrills of mothers of
America whose hearts throb with joy through the manifests of devo

tion tendered by those whom they love most, their children.

the happiest day of all the year to the mothers who receive the ten

der tributes that mean to them b ut one thing . . . love recompensed.
And it can be the saddest day, too, to mothers who carelessly or cruel
ly remain neglected.

RATIFICATION
MEETING

many witnesses were examined, but
no indictment was found. The case
had apparently gone into the discard
until within recent weeks when
County Attorney Ensign Otis, Attor
ney General C. F. Robinson and
Deputy Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick de
veloped evidence which resulted In
the indictment.
When arraigned yesterday afternoon
Stone pleaded not guilty. He said he

STONE INDICTED, TWO COUNTS
Charged With Manslaughter In Willie Davis Case and'
Threatening Selectman Seavey’s Family

The examination of more than a was begun the first inquiries being
score of witnesses resulted yesterday made in the vicinity of the wharf
in the return of two indictments from which it was feared that he
against Eldridge Stone of St. George. might have fallen while at play.
One charges him with manslaughter
Men from the Burnt Island Coast
in causing the death of Willie Davis. Guard Station dragged until mid
11-year-old son of Carlos Davis of night, and early next morning trans
Port Clyde, and the other with ferred their search to the ice pond
threatening the family of Selectman where the grappling irons brought
Fred S. Seavey of St. George.
the boy's body to the surface on the
Although nearly two years have first try. Blood was issuing from
elapsed since the battered body of the both nostrils and ears, and becam•
Davis boy was found in an ice pond more noticeable when the body was
near his father's residence, interest (laid on the banking. It was noticed
STRAND THEATRE
in the case has never lost its inten that both eyes were closed, a symp
Back from the war to find a job sity, and it was only recently that tom not found on bodies taken from
gone, a business collapsed and a girl the investigation took the turn which the watch
Another matter which attracted
married to another man! That’s what led to the grand jury action.
attention was the fact that the boy's
happens to the three aces of “The
Lost Squadron,” which comes Mon
cap had been pulled down so tight
day and Tuesday. The predicament
ly over his forehead and ears that it
will strike a sympathetic note in the
was removed only with difficulty.
e « • •
memory of many ex-service men, who
Suspicion of foul play did not im
found that addresses of welcome
didn't take the place of pay checks.
mediately present itself until two
In "The Lost Squadron” the three |
weeks later, however, when the senti
homeless heroes (Richard Dix, Joel
ment of the townspeople became
McCrea and Robert Armstrong) hop
wrought up to such an extent that
a freight for Hollywood, where dare
devil pilots can find congenial em
an autopsy was held. An examlnaployment In stunt flying for the
; tion of the stomach contents revealed
movies. Though studio flying fields
! articles which young Davis was
aren't actually paved with gold.
knoi^n to have eaten at dinner time,
crashing planes before the cameras
at $50 a shot does enable a hero to
with the exception of peanuts, which
eat. But In this case there are extra
he had probably eaten later. It was
hazards. The girl (Mary Astor) who
estimated that death must have en
jilted Dix is now a famous movie star,
married to her director (Erich von
sued about 4.30 p. m„ although this
Stroheim). She still loves Dix, and
could not be fixed definitely as diges
her husband is both observant and
tion varies.
jealous. Since he can order Dix to
Water in the lungs and bronchial
crack up a plane as part of the day’s
work, figure for yourself the chance'
passages indicated that there was
for the crack-up to become the real
still life in the boy's body when it
thing. Thus in spite of its air-mind
entered the pond, but that he was
ed title, “The Lost Squadron,” is by
probably unconscious and incapable
no means just another flying picture
—adv.
of making more than a feeble
struggle. The clothing was more or
less bloodstained. There was a dis
pi tri
coloration of the upper and lower lids
of the left eye, a black and blue spot
over the right eye and the left ear
was discolored, with three cuts across
it. Back of the left ear, and near
Farmer-Labor Party of
the mastoid bone, there was a bruise
Maine
and there were abrasions between the
right eye and ear. The mouth was
K. of P. Hall, Rockland
Grand Jury Finds a Manslaughter discolored bv a blow which had been
MONDAY EVG., MAY 9
administered with such force that the
Indictment
7.00 o'clock (Standard)
teeth
were driven through the upper
ADDRESSES BY F. L. P.
tween 4 and 5 p. m., coming fiom the lip.
Candidate for Governor
The investigation continued spas
direction of the cold storage wharf.
And Out of State National
Speakers
He failed to reach home at supper modically after some months' work
“BUSINESS DEPRESSION AND time, but this did not cause special by officials and detectives had failed
UNEMPLOYMENT”
alarm as he was frequently late. His to produce direct evidence of foul
Will be the subjects discussed
playmates were questioned but non» olay or an assailant, and at one of
Public Cordially Invited
had seen him and a systematic search the grand jury sessions last year
Admission Free

ir

It is

Willie Davis, the 11-year-old Port
Clyde Victim

had no counsel, but that the parents
of the murdered boy, Mr. and Mrs.
Carlas Davis, were negotiating for
the services of ex-Senator H. C. Buz
zell of Belfast. His statement occa
sioned much surprise in the court
room, particularly among those who
are unaware of the varying sentiment
which exists in the village where the
two-year-old tragedy occurred.
i

PARK THEATRE
Undoubtedly Lew Ayres' best
screen vehicle since his memorable
triumph “All Quiet on the Western
Front," is "Heaven on Earth " which
will b" spen Monday and Tuesday.
The story is a drama of Mississippi
River life, and presents the handsome
young star as the supposed son of
a steamboat captain. When he final
ly learns that his parents were really
"poor white trash” in the nearby vil
lage of “shanty-boaters,” he returns
to his own people and becomes the
center of an absorbingly Interesting
scries of events, culminating in a
raging flood on the Mississippi.
Avres’ work is exceptional in this
picture, and in the role of States
Lilly he delivers a striking charac
terization of an ignorant boy some
what bewildered by his buffeting at
the hands of fate. Anita Louise is
capable and altogether lovely In the
leading feminine role, and other
members of an unusually large cast
who do pleasing work are Harry
’"eresfe’d. Elizabeth Patterson and
Charley Grapewin.—adv.

Senator Wallace H. White Jr., has
urged the War Department to reverse
its adverse decision on dredging the
channel between Isle au Haut and
Kimball's Island. This project of
dredging the channel to the depth of
eight feet, at a cost of $41,000 and
included in the 1930 bill, was ap
proved by the local engineers but dis
approved by the division engineer in
New York.
An adverse report on the project
was made by the Board of Engineers
j of the War Department in April and
Senator White notified that the
grounds of rejection were that there
. was no manufacturing need in the
{ vicinity, that there was no showing
that the situation was hazardous to
j the extent of the loss of life, that
' most boats could get through the
channel even at less than high tide
and that the benefits to be achieved
by the development were not com
mensurate with the cost.
Senator White asked that if the
plan to dredge to eight feet were
. not possible that the board consider
I dredging to a depth of six feet, which
I could be done for approximately
$28,000.
WILL MOVE TO TENTS
Houlton Citizens Plan To Give Up
Their Homes To the Legion Boys
Next Month

Hotels, summer camps, cottages,
farm houses, dormitories, over night
cabins, and private homes on both
sides of the international border are
being placed at the disposal of the
overworked housing committee as ac
commodations for more than 3000
visitors expected in Houlton for the
annual convention of the Maine De
partment of the American Legion,
June 22, 23 and 24. The hospitality
of Aroostook is being convincingly
demonstrated. Roy M. Hayes, princi
pal of Ricker Classical Institute has
assumed the tremendous task of
mobilizing quarters for the Impending
Invasion.
Some families have agreed to move
to sleeping porches and tents in order
to turn over their homes to the vet
erans. Such generous offers prove
there will be no dearth of bunks for
those who wish them. In the mean
time an active committee Is going
about its plans with a thoroughness
that is leaving nothing to chance In
providing both a business like con
vention and a program of entertain
ment for the diversion of delegates,
their friends and their families.
At the annual meeting of the Universalist Ladles' Society Wednesday
evening these officers and commit
tees were elected: President. Mrs. C.
E. Rollins; assistant president, Mrs.
Lucia Burpee; vice president, Mrs.
E. F. Berry; secretary. Miss Ellen J.
Cochran; treasurer, Miss Flora Wise,
executive committee. Miss Lucy
Rhodes, chairman, Mrs. Charles R.
Richardson, Mrs. Ambrose Mills. Mrs.
Ralph C. Wentworth. Mrs. E. W.
Peaslee, Mrs. Eugene E. Stoddard,
Mrs. Alice Fish, Mrs. A. C. McLoon,
Mrs. T. C. Stone, Mrs. John H. Mc
Loon, Mrs. C. Alton Palmer, Mrs. Ar
thur F. Lamb. Mrs. Donald Leach.
Mrs. Hervey Allen, Mrs. Adelbert
Miles and Mrs. J. A. Jameson; house
keeping, Miss Therese Rankin, chair
man, Mrs. Susie Davis. Mrs. George
H Welch, Miss Maud Pratt, Mrs. C.
E. Daniels and Mrs. George L. St.
Clair; membership. Mrs. E. F. Grover,
Mrs. Stoddard. Mrs. Ralph L. Smith
and Mrs. L. R. Campbell: flowers,
Mrs. Annabelle Berry. Mrs. E. W.
Pike, Mrs. Clarence Beverage and
Mrs. Howard Dunbar.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a lose
of happiness —Charles Darwin.
THE PALM-TREE AND THE PINE
Beneath an Indian palm a girl
Of other blood reposes.
Her cheek Is clear and pale as pearl,
Amid that wild of roses.

Beside a northern pine a boy
Is leaning fancy-bound.
Nor listens where with noisy Joy
Awaits the impatient hound.

grows the sick and feverish
calm—
Relaxed the frosty twine,—
The pine-tree dreaiiieth of the palm.
The palm-tree of the pine.
Cool

As soon
Those
As these
Renew

shall nature Interlace
dlmly-vlsloned boughs.
young lovers face to lace
their early vows!
—Richard Monckton MUnea.
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. '
Who on oath declares that he is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette, j
and that of the issue of this paper of j
May 5. 1932 there was printed a total of
6108 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
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Pigs Two

CONVICTS QUIT PRISON FARM

THE RESCUE OF OTIS

A NIGHT OF FISTICUFFS

But Soon Found On Charles Curtis Premises, Owner In Which the Legion Boys Get Credit of Putting On
of Which Is Haled Into Municipal Court
- Another Fine Entertainment

I

W. R. Walter Recalls How
Life of Present County At-!
torney Was Saved

A MAJESTIC
Refrigerator

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The fine likeness of Ensign Otis,
• Doleful reflections on depression i In the fourth round he swung a trei were cast aside, temporarily at least, mendous uppercut onto Morton's jaw. which appeared in the April 21 issue j
night, and that good old and the latter ceased to be an active j of The Courier-Gazette brought fresh
factor in that bout.
I to my memory an experience he had
advance agent of prosperity, the
Young Hooper of Tenant's Harbor in deciding to become a “wet" boy.
.SRO
was hung out at Emp’rc and Battling Dow of Rockland apThe episode to which I refer is
Theatre, where the American Legion peared to be very closely matched. like this: The delegations from Knox
Drum Corps was staging a boxing and nobody was prepared for the and Lincoln Counties chartered the
......
i.,,™
i
. . . .. . .
. isteamer Merriconeag to take them to
exhibition. The large crowd in at- , sudden ending which the bout experi- | ,hf. Democratjc state convention '
tendance was entirely complimentary | enced when a straight left to the jaw j holden at Bangor. Ensign boarded I
to the Legionnaires, for it was an ex sent Dow to the mat face downward the steamer at Rockland, selling
I pression of confidence in the calibre The blow was undoubtedly a knock- I badges t° the delegates. The steamer
. .
.. j stopped at
Camden to take on deleof the entertainments they put on.
out in itself, but if it hadn t been the | ga(es from that section. Ensign was I
With a solitary exception the pro- clip which Dow received when he to land there and take the electrics'
gram Thursday night was the real struck the floorwould haveended the for home. However, he lingered on
ho i _
board a, bit too long, for as the ,boat
A NEW
argument. tIt» was some moments be6
I swung from the wharf he made a
called championship of Camden bout fore he again beheld the world with I desperate leap, striking the edge of
One may or may not repose full
IN SUPERIOR COURT
SCHOOL BASEBALL
between Cunningham and Richards. normal vision.
j the wharf with his insteps, poising for
confidence in the prohibition poll
Oliver Hamlin got the cordial ia couple of seconds and then falling
The boys shaped up well in the ring,
In
the
Midst
of
Busy
Civil
St.
George
Handicapped
In
conducted by the Literary Digest, but
...... , .
,
backward into the water, which was
„ .
„
t ii
i
r»
m
i\r- • iand looked like world-beaters, but greeting which the local fans always thf,n
,ow.ebb Fortunately there
he will admit that the result—46 wet
Docket —
— Seve
Seven Indict- ’the Box Was Easy Victim one and one.half rounds convinced 1 have for this sturdy boxer, and he 1 was one brave man willing to put his
States and two dry states—is an
ments Reported
For Thomaston
} the fans that they were egg-beaters, ' justified it by the sterling exhibition \ swimming ability to the test. Philip
impressive showing and too nearly
_____
instead, and that the eggs had so which he gave with Kid Lamouche I Howard, then candidate for the offlce
unanimous to be an accidental find
The Case of Louise J. Bochman vs.
Today's games: Rockland at Vi !____ .
„
I that Mr. Otis now holds, threw off his ,
ing. Kansas and North Carolina William Justice Lee and Frances Lee nalhaven; Camden at Thomaston; long been exposed to the elements , of Waterville, showing more aggres- coat_ leapcd jntQ the water swam tQ I
I that they had lost their youthful | siveness and doing most of the lead- j the boy and caught him as he came |
alone voted for a continuance of na was concluded yesterday afterndtsn. Lincoln Academy at St. George.
freshness. Referee James Dondis ing. Nobody should underrate this \ to the surface. He then swam with
tional prohibition, and the result This was an action to recover $25,000
Thomaston 20, St. George 8
stopped the bout in the first round Lamouche party, however, for he has |bU buJ'deV l° the pilin* ^at. supp°rts
there was so close as not to be em for injuries sustained by Miss Boch, . .
j
j,
* , .
thc wharf where he held it until a
Twenty runs on nine hits was the and went into a huddle with the plenty
See it in our store
of skill and oodles of pluck.
boat came to the rescue.
phatic Turning aside for the mo- I man while in the employ of(the Lees somewhat mystifying result at Tenleatherpushers.
in
the
course
of
Miss
Bochman
w
r
as
a
nurse
taking
\
j
o
Ask for Details.
As
an
offset
to
the
evicted
ping
When
the
accident
occurred
the
I
ment from this straw vote, and the Miss Bochman was a nurse taking
, ,
, ; care of the younger children and one ant's Harbor, Wednesday, but the which he said things that any Eng- pong artists, the management sup boat stopped so suddenly that some !
fact that similar polls made by the J day wen(, t0 the attic to hang up paradox is not quite so puzzling when ,jshman cou,d understand.
The
Tickets Free with Every
plied an extra in the former of four part was broken that required the re
Literary Digest
uigesr have
nave shown
snown quite j some clothes.
ciotnes. The
tne ladder leading to a perusal of the score shows that one
. . ,
mainder of the day to repair, and it
faithfully how the wind is blowing, the attic opening gave way and Miss i fs George pitchers walked 11 prulcipals seemed somewhat amazed twos by Bud Fisher of Maine and was well along towards night when
Twenty-five Cent
Bochman fell some distance landing |
e_
.
, p
.
.to think that they were not emulat- Kid Leger of New Hampshire. Polks the boat again headed up the Penob
one cannot be blind or indifferent as
men.
The
home
team
scored
seven
of
Purchase
J on her back. She claimed that this
ing Sharkey and Schmelling, but were prepared for merely an exhibi scot. and it was in the small hours of
to the action which is being taken by , fan caused permanent injuries. She its eight runs in the last inning when
the
morning
when
we
arrived
at
our
agreed to be good. The second tion. under the circumstances, but it
manv of the State conventions in I was in the hospital at Rockland for
destination. We went to the Penob
j round was more of the same' and the was a real fight in which both men scot Exchange that was already full
both parties. Some of these States two weeks but then returned to work Christmas offering.
Apply At the Store For Details
......
,
I and finished the season.
Ifemey, the Thomaston ace, seemed ; referee warned the combatants out showed a high degree of cleverness.
to its capacity. However, they tucked
go on record very definitely as favorR w&s nQt until 2,4 y£ars ,ater (ha.
to have wintered well, allowing only ; of the spotlight's glare into a cold
Jerry Duprey of Bangor was introaway in various nooks, the writer
ing the repeal of the 18th Amend- \ She started suit against the Lees, one hit in his five innings on the i and unfe£jing audience.
being assigned to a bathroom, where
duced
—
one
of
Maine's
best
mittmen
ment, but to our mind this is not The defence was that the ladder mound, and fanning eight men.
a very comfortable bed was made up
. .
....
The main bout was fully entitled to in the bathtub.
The pitcher in whom St. George
curtain ralser had
a live/
nearly as significant as the action "'Hich had always been fastened had
. ,
,. _. .
, .
I been unfastened by a man who had places its dependence has been ill with , ly bout between Red Smith of Owl's the distinction which is supposed to
Altogether it was a long, tedious
taken by many other States m asking taken some trunks lnt0 a room back -pneumoRla/ whlle slevewright had '
Rockland Con
day and any quarters to rest in would
RANKIN BLOCK
NORTHEND DRUG STORE
go
to
the
topliner.
The
principals.
fer a popular referendum. Resub- of the ladder and that this had been the misfortune to get hit in his pitch- , “ ““J7* . r °‘
*
have been welcome to the weary trav
missionists are not new beings, and ' done without the knowledge of Mr. | jng arm.
j stant banging brought gory tears to Bob Cochetti of Dover and Jack elers.
W. R. Walter.
Free S. & H. Green Stamps with Every Purchase
the country is not unfamiliar with Lce The Jurv was out for about tw0
Coach Rawley realizes that he got Devan's proboscis, but he rallied White of Berlin are both New Hamp
North Waldoboro, May 4.
hours and then returned a verdict away to a bad start, but is nowise dis- strongly in the final moments of the shire boys. A ringside enthusiast was
their activities, but the trend of pub 1 for the defendants. John B. Lee of couraged. The score:
53T-Stf
SEASHORE FERTILIZER
bout, and got the verdict
being a apparently skeptical as to White's
lie sentiment is so marked as to show Hartford, Conn., and Charles T.
Thomaston High
I stayer.
identity, but whoever he was he was Sea Urchin? and Mussels Are Lobthat the resubmission movement of Smalley of Rockland for plaintiff and
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for
de,
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all
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way
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end, but rather to see how many
1 pose of exterminating one Tete ly be banged twice in succession becf the Night." All services on stand
The case of Alan L. Bird vs. Philip i Morgan, rf, lb ....... 6
thinking people would have the prob
The vast possibilities in the way of
Church Notices
ard time.
Day, rf ................... 1
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Bucklin, rf ............ 0
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afternoon. This was an action by ""
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to
wit
three
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played
gave ground, and the banging had no j ers are being overlooked by the farmif there is some system which will Attorney Bird to recover his fees for Henderson, lb ....... 4
Day at the Methodist Episcopal
0 pcssum in the opening chapter and apparent effect upon him. It is said ers of the sea shore countries, is the Church. Let every family be pres
Street Orator—“We must get rid
Ifemey, p, if.......... 4
overthrow the Bootleg Monarchy. professional services.
opinion
of
a
former
lobster
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0 . then went after his opponent with a that he has been in only a few ring
• • * •
Simmons, 3b, p ..... 4
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There are radical drys and radical
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near
Lubec,
who
was
0 vigor that showed why he is some- battles, but Rockland fans would like practically driven out of the business Rev. Richard H. Moyle will speak at vism. Communism, and Anarchism."
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wets, but as we have before intimat
Voice from the Crowd—“And while
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the present term in this manner:
2 times called the Goose River Flash. - to see him in another. Also Cochetti. by the rapid increase of living or the morning service on "God's Like
ed there is a great class of in-between
ness to Motherhood;” Sunday School we're about it, why not throw in
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voters seeking a better situation.
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the headquarters of the Department Haut; Mrs. Inez Dyer, Owl's Head;
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1932. issued this week discloses that Union Man Adheres To Be- nus’ or sca urchin which'
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the Catholic population for the Unit
of Maine, Grand Army of the Re Mrs. Addie M. Erickson. St. Geoige;
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inhospitable
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for
lobsters,
lief
That
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System
cd States , including Alaska and
public. directs attention to the 65th Frank Gardner Rockland; Horace Johnson, u ............ 5
flounders and scallops, and the small
Hawaii,
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E. Lamb, Rockland; Mrs. Adelaide K
.
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1931. This
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"^he Goods
mussels who grow in clusters so large
annual encampment of that organi Marriner, Hope; Fred G. Olson. Cush- T
„................. c,
as to form an impenetrable mass on
zation, which is to be held in Rock ing; Fred A. Starrett, Warren.
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population
of
ten
Editor
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Second Jury — Howard Anderson,
years ago and 5,220,832 over 19S2.
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,
, bottom
. . and. along
. .., the edges of the
land next month. An organization
The New York Archdioces* of 1 * ha;e
A
Camden, foreman; Miss Pearl E. Anders°n- 2b ........ 4
which has dwindled to only about 250
which Cardinal Haves is the head.
®dopt on of Vandard tlm* « B°^,wthe fC?TUS and }hP mUSSCl
Borgerson. Rockland; Edward OB. Matson, lb.............. 4
eatuniin nnw.ioH,*,
members, and which will be repre Burgess. Thomaston; Albert C. Jones, Slingsby, cf ............ 3
leads oHfh
with oa Catholic
population of Published in your issue of April 26. are edible and bring good prices in
sented here by less than one-fifth of Rockland; Martin Joyce. North Reid, if ................... 3
1,273.291.
Chicago has’ 1.230000 Although I was quite young I re-1 the city markets, but only a half
i Sievewright, p ....... 1
Catholics, and the Archdiocese of member the time very well and 1 will \ hearted effort has ever been made to
that number, but still standing four Haven; Albert R. Marsh. Rockland: • Pease, p ........ ‘....... 3
Edward
C
Merriam,
Rockport;
John
Boston lists 1.044,000. The Diocese agree that it was not favored by gather and ship them, until the last
square to the winds that blow, and
A. Nelson. South Thomaston; Fran
of
Brooklyn is the only diocese in the many but it was accepted by all as! few winters, when some have been
37 8 8 24 10 5
as loyal today to our institutions as cis Reardon, Rockland; Harrv Swift,
country with more than a million tlie only legal time and those who' sent to Boston and New York, meet2160 10 001 x—20 population, the figure for this year disliked it most kept their private, ing with a ready sale. But it is as
it, was loyal to the union cause in the Warren, Crawford Young, Camden; Thomaston,
St. George,
0000 0010 7— 8 being 1.049.361, an increase of 18,592. timepieces on sun time. The change fertilizer that these shellfish are
Quincy
E.
Young.
Union.
first half of the Sixties. The gen
Hits off Ifemey in 5 innings, 1; off -pje
catholic population of th was especially disliked by rural peo-! mainly valuable. A trial of the urSupernumeraries — Arthur Ames,
eral order to which reference has Camden; Thomas J. Baum, Vinal Simmons in 3 innings, 4; off Perry in New York Archdiocese is given as ple as their clocks, by necessity, had i chin as a potato fertilizer was made
been made was prefaced by these haven; George H. Robinson, St. 1 inning, 4; off Sievewright in 5 inn- 2.324,652. of whom fully 2,000,000 re- to be set and regulated by the rising! not lon<? ago. when a colony several
sun as very few people carried 1 feet deep and of large lateral extent,
George, Pearl Sukeforth, Washmg- ings, 5; off Pease in 4 innings. 4. Two side withln the city nmite
verses, apropos in this day:
ton and Fred L. Young, Friendship, i base hits. Kulju, Wilson, Slingsby.
hierarchy of the United States watenes and it was quite impossi- was ravaged and spread beneath the
There ls no land like my land
Beneath the shining sun:
* ’ • e
Grafton 2, Feyler Bases on balls, of now numbers 123 prelates, seventeen ble to bring the correct time home! soil that covered the potato seed on
j a hillside farm in West Lubec. Tlie
There is no flag like my flag
The grand jury completedits , Sievewright 11, off Pease 1.
Struck archbishops, including four cardinals, from town in a paper bag.
In all the world—not one.
The sun governs the days and ' interior of the urchin is a solid mass
labors yesterday forenoon, and was out. by Ifemey 8: Simmons, 6; Sieve- and 135 bishops. There are three vafinaliy excused, having served three wright, 2: Pease. 2: Perry, 2. Hit by cancies, the Bishoprics of Manches- nights and thereby must govern 1 of semi-egg construction, very rich in
One land, one tongue, one people—
To one flag be loyal and true.
terms. Seven indictments were re- pitcher. Verge, Johnson, Anderson. ' ter Portland. Me., and Salt Lake, time. Webster defines noon as “12 nitrogen; while the shells, disinteNo red shall wave o'er my fair land
ported The list follows:
Umpires. Libby and Monahan. Scor One archbishopric and one bishopric o'clotk daytime, when the sun is at1 grate very rapidly and supply a large
Without the white and blue.
the zenith." Daylighter would have [ amount of lime per ton. which would
Eldridge Stone. St. George, charged er, Singer.
, were established last year.
us believe that the old sun gets a lit- j to quite an extent take the place of
with manslaughter, in causing the
____________
The
number
of
priests
now
is
28,297.
You’ve put a lot of money into
In California where Roosevelt, death of Willie Davis at Port Clyde
he weary during the warmer months i the commercial fertilizers designed to
an
increase
of
433
over
last
year.
In
ST. GEORGE
and does not arrive at the zenitn furnish these ingredients to the soil.
Garner and Smith were conducting a June 10, 1930.
that home of yours. Du Pont Paints
_____
1912 each priest represented a until 1 o'clock. We must all admit
As for the small cluster mussel,
Eldridge Stone. St. George, charged ,
tremendous primary battle, looked
will keep it looking worth the
with making threats against the j Services in the First Baptist, Catholic population of 858 plus, while tliat sun time is the only exact time the same is true to a less marked ex
upon as a crisis in the Democratic
Church here will start on the sum- ln 1932 each priest represents 715
family of Selectman Fred S. Seavey mer schedule Sunday morning when Plus- This change in proportion of but inasmuch as it necessitates a tent. as it decays rapidly and fur
price. We recommend Du Pont
change of approximately six min- j nishes a large amount of nutrition to
presidential contest, that party cast at Port Clyde.
the service will be at 9.15 a. m. Sub- priests to population is attributed to
Edward
Benner,
Thomaston, ject, “Like As a Mother.” Sunday ! the establishment of 89 theoldglcal ules in timepieces for every 100 miles the soil. It is advocated by men who
a total vote of approximately 500.0C0.
Prepared Paints because they cost
PAINTS
east or west it is impracticable.
President Hoover unopposed, received charged with forging a check in the School will meet at close of the seminaries in the United States in Tnis changing time made little con have tried it, as an all-round ferti
no
more
than
paints
that
do
not
lizer, and is especially good when
amount of $27. in the name of Wil morning service.
There will be i the last twenty years. There are fusion when many people's “wor.d"
600,000 votes—splendid endorsement liam Fish- of Hope.
service in the evening at 7 o'clock. 112,484 parishes, with 18,152 churches. was the county in which they lived compounded with seaweed or muck,
last as long. They look better, and
of his home State in a trying period,
all of which are in good supply along
Ernest Lermond, Anpleton. charged 1
VARNISHES
but
when
rapid
transit
began
to
dethe
seacoast.
There
are
vast
fields
with
uttering
the
check
alleged
to
when a Chief Executive is beset with
they cover more surface per
veiop a more uniform time was im- i of these marine animals, where tons
have
been
forged
by
Benner.
more difficulties than any other
perative. The Federal government could be taken with little effort, and
gallon.
Cecil Morris, St. George, charged
President of this nation has ever had with rape.
recognizing this need divided the with the present decline in prices of
DUCO
country into time zones with a dif farm oroduce, they might be to some
John Koskinen, Warren, two in-1
ference
of
one
hour
between
each
dictments. charging assault upon
extent, a substitute for materials that
THE STATE BIRD
and designated it as standard time. cost out of proportion to the results
Walter Aho and Eino Aho, with a
ASK US THE NEW LOW PRICE
It
seems
to
many
of
us
that
the
dangerous weapon, and intent to kill.
obtained, although not entirely sup
BOYS ARE PERSONS
How Many Readers Know That This
confusion caused by the public use planting them for some crops.
Honor Is Held By the Little
of any other time is needless. If
The prisoners were arraigned yes- i
Chickadee?
OYS are very much more than A wishes; he longs to be strong nnd
those who want to enjoy the beauties
terday afternoon and oleaded thus;
B°y,
vital;
he
is
hungry
to
manipulate
ippetites with skins pulled
of the early summer mornings, but
Eldridge Stone of St. George, man
Did you know that Maine has an slaughter and threatening a public
cannot seem to bestir themseivis
over them." They are very much nnd construct and create. He loves
ROCKLAND. MAINE
official feathered emblem in the official. Not guilty.
until their watches indicate a cer
more thnn measles, mumps, skinned to fight (unless Ills fighting has
tain hour, would do as the sun time
chickadee? This little fellow was
noses nnd empty stomachs.. They been utterly Inhibited). Competi
John Koskinen of Warren, assault
advocates did 50 years ago by setting I
chosen as the State bird bv the Legis with intent to kill. Not guilty.
are embryo personalities; they are tion is food to his soul. He hates
ROLLINS & STRONG
lature of 1927. and is legally in charge
tiieir private time pieces by dayliglit
Ernest Lermond of Hope, uttering I individuals In the unfolding; they the commonplace and routine; he
of Maine birddom by virtue of Chap a forged instrument. Guilty.
time and govern their own affairs
FOB HOUSEHOU) USE-RIMIITUItE-WOODWORK-FLOORS-flUTOHOBHIS
FOR YOUR
are bundles of instincts and emo wants thrills of adventure. He en
thereby there would be less friction
ter 111 of the laws of that year. It is
Cecil Morris of St. George and Ed- 1 tions that crave confidence, sym joys bartering and selling; craves
between
urban
and
rural
people.
interesting to note, perhaps in line ward
__ _____
Benner ox Thomaston were not
pathy, understanding, recognition, the companionship of others of his
W. A. Ayer.
with the slogan oft repeated of lat» j arraigned.
placement, and a place to grow. kind; he is fascinated with pets
Union, May 3.
that the Pine Tree State is an al! '
____________
and hobbies of every kind and sort
They
are
embryo
personalities
who
year round playground, that the | The bus was full but a large lady
long to achieve, make a place for and fairly gloats over his collection
chickadee is also one of our full time ' elbowed her way in.
We don’t want to crab the Olympic
themselves, come into new nnd of stamps, coins, anti whatnots.
citizens, and is much in evidence
Games, but sliding downhill on a sled Tel. 824-M
Lady—"Two tickets, please. One
Tel. 1009-W
His
emotional
life
Is
gratified
anti
thrilling experiences nnd rises to
both in the summer and winter. Of lor mc and one tor my husband out
is our idea of nothing to give a grown
efficient adulthood; and because thwarted pretty much as is adult
our official bird the Maine State side."
up man a medal for.—Southern
Rockland, Me.
Library Bulletin writes:
Lumberman.
Conductor—“Can't your husband \ they are all of these and more, life. He is a really, truly person
and
should
be
treated
as
such
Owners of two hundred and sixty-nine Shares of Stoek,
“The chickadee is a common, per get his own ticket. How am I to
they are necessarily always coming
manent resident in all the counties know which is your husband?”
into more or less violent conflict gather than ns a "scamp," or a
Scries 66, ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCI
of Maine. One of his songs 'tells his
Lady—"Impudence! I shall com- j with their environment, people, "woman’s darling,” as the case may
ATION are receiving
name’ as he seems to say, ‘Chick-a- plain to the company.”
he or our own emotional tides (dic
places, things.
dee.’ He is also easily identified be
tate—a person with inalienable
Conductor—"Calm yourself, mad- i
A boy has great plans, unrealized
cause of his characteristic color, am. I can imagine what your hus- 1
rights—a grown up adult in the
hopes, aspirations. He also has un
like."—Die Wocheim Bild
making. Why men make a toy or
fortunately, endless fears, as well
he often approaches the observer at (Olten).
a lap dog or a little vllllan out of
for these Shares which have just matured. They bought
ns joys and sorrows and feelings
close range. The chickadee possesses
him? Tell me that:
them on the Monthly Payment Plan, out of their sav
which
have
a
way
of
being
hurt
and
WHITE
AND
COLORS
the qualities of optimism, cheerful
Mrs. Mannerly (to her little
We cannot trample initiative in
ings, paying at the rate of $1.00 per month for earh
ness, trustfulness, friendliness, hon 1 daughter, who has just returned
thwarted, just as do those of his
a boy and then expert it to func
csty and thrift to a marked degree j fiom tea with friends)—“I hope you
parents. The way he Hhaves is
Now you can paint your home and give it a beautiful
Share. In this way they SAVED $38,736.00, and these
tion later on.
We believe that these qualities are j said No, thank you' oftener than
merely his individual reaction to
savings EARNED $15,811.82. We have been maturing
appearance.
This
paint
protects
any
outside
surface
also characteristic of the State of I Yes. thank you.’ ”
We cannot ignore self-esteem and
the environment in which he finds
and paying off these Shares every six months for
for many years and will not lose its smooth lustrous
Maine."
' Mabel—"Yes, I did. I hadn't been
himself largely, by no choosing of self-respect and self-confidence and
THIRTY-TWO
YEARS. Ask your neighbors about us.
This little bird is grayish brown , eating more'n half an hour before
his own. He is superactive, drawn self-control in a hoy nnd then ex
finish. Take advantage of this amazingly low price.
above and grayish white below and ir j they began saying, ‘Don’t you think
Then come in and talk it over. You ought to be an In
on by deep instinctive urges of na pect it to function later on.
Give us your order today.
summer seems to grow shyer and seek you’ve eaten enough?' 'Aren't you
vestor here.
ture to contact everything and
We cannot smother a sensitive,
the deeper woodlands. He is omniv airaid you'll make yourself ill?’ And
everybody
about
him
anil
to
find
unfolding flower and then expect it
Made by the makers of MONARCH PAINT
orous and his diet consists of small I said: ‘No, thank you,’ every time."
out, by one means or another, all to proudly raise its head at a later
fruits, berries, seeds of plants, and —Humor (Australia).
about everything, lie hungers for time and bloom in till its glory—
insects and their eggs
As on'1
free, exuberant self expression. He not so.
"The only thing a banker will lend
chickadee has been estimated capable
wants to taste nnd smell and "feel"
From the very beginnings of life
of devouring 5500 canker worm eggs you now is his ear," says the Greens
TEL. 745-W
ROCKLAND, ME.
everything he can get in contact we must reverence and conserve
Well, he's
in one day it can be seen that he is boro Herald-Journal.
with; he desires to make every personality.
a valuable help lo farmers and or pretty free, too, with his nose.—Wes
50&52
54-59
ton Leader.
part of his body respond to his
chardists.

Heaviness in the heart of man
Two trusties who have been work- house in answer to Deputy Sheriff
maketh it stoop; but a good word ing On the prison farm in South Ludwick’s inquiry.
maketh it glad.—Prov. 12:25.
But the deputy s keen ears caught
Warren absented themselves yester
a scuffling sound and he decided to
day, and suspicion fell upon the
investigate for himself.
premises of Charles Curtis, not1 far j
misslng convicts were found
from the institution, as their hiding ; hidden in a bedroom.
place.
: The officers also found four gallons
Thither went Warden Thurston, ' of alcoholic liquors, and In addition
Deputy Warden Hopkins and the | to bringing the convicts back to the
farm superintendent Prank Adams. ! prison they summoned Curtis into
late last night, accompanied by j Municipal Court to answer to a
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick.
\ charge of search and seizure.
“We've seen nothing of them," i The case was continued to next
said one of the occupants of the j Monday morning.
__ goods that exception being the so-
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 7—District meeting of I. O. O. F.
with Knox Lodge of Rockland.
May 7—Knox Pomona meets with Hope
Grange.
May 7—Baseball—Rockland at Vlnal
haven; Camden at Thomaston; Lincoln
at St. George.
May 8—Mothers' Day.
May 10—Thomaston—Home Night at
the Methodist Church.
May 12—W. C. T. U. Mothers' and
Daughters' banquet.
May 13—Rockport—R. H. S minstrels.
May 13-14—Camden—Statewide con
test of school bands and orchestras at
Opera House.
May 14—Annual meeting of Maine
State Hand Engine League ln Topsham.
May 18—Membership meeting of Knox
County Fish and Game Association ln
Union.
May 23—Poppy Day.
May 23—W. C. T. U. county conven
tion at Camden Baptist Church.
May 27—Rockport—Dramatic Club pre
sents “Mrs. Wlggs of the Cabbage
Patch."
May 27—Annual mceting of the Rotary
Cluh.
Mey 30—Memorial Day.
June 3—Waldoboro High School gradu
ation.
June 10-13—Bates College commence
ment.
June 13-16—Grand Army and allied
bodies hold Encampment Week at Rock
land.
June 17—Camden High School gradua
tion at the Bok amphitheatre.
June 20—Primary election.

WEATHER
After a showery start, the merry
month of May has brought a string of
sunny pleasant days which though a
bit cooler than to everyone’s liking,
would be judged pretty fair weather
by the legal mind which we all try to
cultivate when court is in session.
Early yesterday morning the mercury
was down to 32 but warmed up to 55
t; r.oon.’wind west; this morning was
50 at 8 o'clock, wind has turned to
east and the seagulls are crying for
rain. Occasional showers tomorrow,
says the weather man.

Robert Gallant has employment as
second cook at Penobscot Grill.
Ernest C. Davis is sorrowful over
the loss of his pet Pekinese dog.

Lee Oliver is employed temporarily
at Flint's Market, South Main street.
J. N. Southard leaves tomorrow on
a business trip into Aroostook
County.
Vance Norton is the new proprietor
of the neighborhood store formerly
operated by Bert Wardwell.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge serves sup
per tonight to the Odd Fellows here
for the district meeting. Mrs. Helen
Paladino-is chairman.

The Auxiliary of Winslow-Hol
brook Post will meet Monday evening
at 7.30 with Mrs. Elizabeth Barton
and Mrs. Myra Watts as hostesses.

Miss Ruby' Whitehouse of Port
The dances in Odd Fellows hall each
Clyde is employed at Penobscot Grill Friday evening are much enjoyed.
as waitress.
Kirk’s Oithestra furnishes music for
an attractive program.
The Y.P.B. will meet at the home
of Lilia Sherman, 11 Center street,
Supt. E. L. Toner and Principal
Monday evening at 7.30.
Joseph Blaisdell motored yesterday to
Augusta where they attended a con
John D. Mitchell of Friendship ference of State principals.
has been appointed district deputy
grand master for this section.
A meeting of the newly elected
officers and committees of the Uni
Huntley-Hill Post, V.F.W. will be versalist Ladies’ Society has been
instituted Sunday afternoon at 2 called for Monday afternoon at 4
o'clock and it is important to have all o’clock in the vestry.
members there.
The annual meeting of the Girl
The Sunshine Society will be en Scout Council will take place Thurs
tertained on Monday afternoon at the day evening at the Universalist vestry
home of Mrs. Aurelia Bray, 52 Me together with a supper put on by the
Scouts at 50 cents per plate. Those
chanic street.
planning to attend are asked to notify
The Baptist parsonage on Middle Mrs. Orissa Merritt, telephone 453-R.
street has been sold by Willis Snow not later than Monday.
to Cleveland L. Sleeper, Jr. The
MRS. ROBERT A. WEBSTER
deal was made through F. S. Young's
Lillian Grace (Knowles) wife of
real estate agency.
former City Marshal Robert A. Web
The work of demolishing the Glen ster, died at her home on Main street
cove canbam, which was resumed yesterday afternoon, after an illness
several weeks ago, ls now proceeding which had confined her to her bed
apace, and little is left but the only one week. The funeral services
will be held at the Bowes & Crozier
skeleton of the structure.
undertaking parlors on Claremont
There is probably somebody in this street at 2 o'clock Sunday afternoon,
city who has a second hand cook Frank A. Richardson, reader of the
stove which is not being used, but First Church of Christ, Scientist
which would do lots of good in a officiating.
The deceased was a native of Surry,
needy family. Please notify the pocr
department or Miss Gertrude Smith. daughter of Capt. James Knowles,
a well known whaling captain who
Lyndon Nelson of this city, left had made many voyages into Arctic
Fort Slocum May 5 on the Steam waters. She was a graduate of
ship Chateau Thierry bound for Pan Castine Normal School, where she
ama, where he will be located three took a post graduate course after at
years in the service of the U. S. tending the East Maine Conference
Seminary at Bucksport. After leav
Army.
ing school she taught for a short
John H. McLoon is still without in time in Western Massachusetts, and
formation as to his missing'8-months' later, for some time, was a purser on
old English setter which bolted from the Oscar Crockett steamship line.
its kennel last Wednesday. The ani
She was marriecT to Mr. Webster in
mal ls valued as a bird dog and Mr. February, 1904, and they made their
McLoon will gladly pay a reward.
home for one year in Canton, Oxford
County, where Mr. Webster was then
Miss Margaret Crockett, 72. an in teaching.
Dix Island was their
mate of the Home for Aged Women, home until 1908. since which time
died last night after a short illness. they have resided in Rockland. Mrs.
She had been a resident of Rockland Webster’s constitution was never a
all her life. Funeral services will be rugged one, but she persisted bravely
held tomorrow at 2 o'clock from the in her work and in recent years had
Home for Aged Women, 148 North been a second and first reader with
Main street.
the First Church of Christ Scientist
her prominence with that institution
Mrs. Helen Burpee Larsen of Water also finding expression in her chair
ville, formerly of Rockland, has writ manship of the committee on literary
ten the words for a song which will distribution.
be broadcast by a baritone over
Mrs. Webster was also formerly a
WLBZ tonight at 9.15. The words, member of the Order of Eastern
written for Mothers’ Day, are dedi Star. Devoted to her church, a wom
cated to Mrs. Larsen’s mother, Mrs. an of keen literary instinct and with
Isabel Burpee of this city.
kindly thoughtfulness as one of her
Byron Joy, the Rockland High outstanding traits, her memory will
School senior who developed pneu be cherished by many. Mrs. Webster
monia while on the Washington trip, Is survived by her husband, one sis
necessitating treatment in a private ter, Mrs. Ralph H. Crockett of Rock*
hospital in Arlington, Mass., was able land, and one brother, Capt. Hiram A.
to be brought home Tuesday. While Knowles of St. Petersburg, Fla.
still very weak, he is gaining in a
BORN
most encouraging manner;
HOLM4N—At Kezor Fulls. Mav 3. to Rev.

St. Bernard's Circle, Daughters ol
Isabella, will meet Monday evening
at K. of C. hall. All who have signed
Three local youths who broke into
applications for membership are
the cabin of the smack Pauline Mc
asked to be present.
Loon were appresended Thursday
The Rockland locals defeated the night by the vigilant night watch,
Camden locals 2379 to 2378 at Cam Robert Hussey, and were turned over
den Y.M.C.A. last night. The home to Patrolman Achorn and Special
team had a 30 pin margin In the last Officer Hatch. They were sentenced
to the State reformatory, but sen
string, only to lose by one point.
tence was suspended and they were
The Ladies' Auxiliary of St. Peter’s placed in the charge of the parole
Church plans to serve noonday din officer.
ner June 15 in connection with the
The Farmer-Labor Party of Maine
State G.A.R. convention, co-operat
will hold a meeting in the Knights of
ing with other local organizations.
Pythias hall, Rockland, next Mon
The public landing float, recently day night, commencing at 7 o'clock,
rehabilitated at the South Railways, standard. There will be addresses by
is again in place. The lights are on the party's candidate for governor
and the water will be turned on short and national speakers. Business de
ly. The clubhouse will not be open pression and unemployment will be
this season, not for the present, at the subjects under discussion, and
the public is invited.
least.

Major Art Goebel, who won the
first San Francisco to Hawaii flight
in 1927, Babe Green, World War ace,
and Frank Clark, responsible for
most of the thrills in "Hell's Angels,”
appear in “The Lost Squadron’” at
Strand Theatre Monday and Tues
day. So docs Dick Grace, who wrote
the Liberty magazine story from
Charles Coughlin, recently home which "The Lost Squadron" was
from University of Maine where he made. There will be a special chil
is teaching, had as guest Dr. Guerin, dren’s matinee Tuesday at 4 o'clock.
professor of organic chemistry. Dr.
The Universalist Mission Circle
Guerin showed much interest in the
plant of the Lawrence Portland Ce meets Wednesday with luncheon at
ment Company and made an exten 12.30 in charge of Mrs. C. E. Rollins,
Mrs. E. W. Berry, Mrs. Ambrose Mills,
sive tour of the works.
Mrs. E. L. Hewett and Mrs. C. E.
The speakers at the Farmer-Labor- Daniels. Relief sewing will be en
Socialist party meeting in Knights of gaged in until 2.30 when the general
Pythias hall Monday night (7 o'clock program will take place. The theme
standard) will toe John P. Quinn, na for the roll call will be “God's Good
tional organizer for the Socialist ness and Mercy." There will be speLabor Party; Alfred Baker Lewis, of
Boston, district secretary for New
England of the Socialist party;-and the missionary play “The Awaken
the Farmer-Labor candidate for gov ing.” Members are reminded to take
ernor of Maine. They agree to tell their mite boxes and articles for thc
working men why they are out of “household shower” for the Clara
work and merchants why these hard Barton diabetic mission in Oxford
Mass.
times.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge is to give
an entertainment following the next
Lodge meeting, May 17. to be open
to the public at a small admission.
The program will include a one-act
play and several specialty acts of
high order. Miss Hazel Marshall will
have charge.

Opportunity Class met Wednesday
evening with Miss Mary Frye who
was assisted in entertaining by Mrs.
Chloe Farrington and Mrs. Lillian
Joyce. There were' 24 members and
two guests present. Mrs. Florence
Keach gave a talk on missionary
work in India, and Mrs. Gladys Mills
read extracts from Dr. Tucker's
monthly paper. Mrs. Alice Kaler and
Mrs. Winifred Keller were appoint
ed visiting committee for the month
of May. The program directed by
Mrs. Maud Grant included readings
by Miss Alice McIntosh and Mrs.
The Auxiliary of the Sons of Clara Gregory. Hot chocolate and
Union Veterans underwent inspection assorted cakes were served.
at its Wednesday night meeting, with
Miss Marie Patterson of Hallowell,
The pupils of the Tyler school
past department president, as inspect marched out of the building, in or
ing officer. She received a gift in derly lines yesterday morning to
appreciation of her work, Mrs. Mae plant a tree, ln honor of “Bird and
Cross making the presentation. Col. Arbor Day.” The winning grade was
F. S. Philbrick and his violin added the Fifth, Mrs. Nellie Hall teacher.
entertainment features. Miss Pat The winner in the poetry contest was
terson was accompanied by her Laura, young daughter of Mr. and
brother, Manley Patterson, and by Mrs. Edward N. Sylvester, Cedar
her mother. The Camden and War street, whose clear young voice could
ren auxiliaries were well represented be heard distinctly. After the chil
as special guests.
dren had marched to their places.
Mrs. Knott C. Rankin spoke aptly in
Don't take chances without automo behalf of the Garden Club which
bile insurance. Insure your automo presented the tree, a fine young
bile today with Roberts & Veazie, maple. This program was presented:
Inc., M. F. Lovejoy, manager. Masonic Poem. Laura Sylvester; song. Grade
Temple, Rockland.
40-S-tf
5; poem. Trees; song. Grade 4; song,
grade, 3; exercise, Trees, Grade 2;
exercise, Grade 1; song, America.
Homeward bound late last night
Rodney Murphy and Kosti Ruohoma
espied flames in the Abram W. Nye
garage opposite the Congregational
Church. Their first thought was
that it was a forge fire, but fortunate
ly for everybody concerned they in
vestigated and found rather a lively
blaze in progress. They sent in an
alarm, and the department did the
rest, small damage resulting. Patrol
man Christofferson cut one of his
hands quite severely in effecting an
entrance.

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro and Rockland
Highlands
Artistic Memorials in Stone
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Every-Other-Day

A regular quality $2 and $2.50 car
wash for 95 cents, cash, during
month of May at Fireproof Garage.
Cars called for and deliveied. Phone
889. 1228-tf
53-55

LINCOLN BAPTISTS

Rev. F. W. Barton Chosen
Moderator At the Annual
Meeting; 200 Present
The annual meeting of the Lincoln
Baptist Association convened Thurs
day at Ridge Baptist Church, Mar
tinsville. Blue skies, bright sunshine,
combined with good traveling con
ditions brought together nearly 200
delegates.
Rev. H. A. Welch of Warren in thc
morning devotional hour, stressed the
duty of the churches to be witnesses

IN THE
CHURCHES
T&MsAit&J.tL M

SERMONETTE
He Made the Stars Also

Rev. F. W. Barton

of the gospel of thc Lord Jesus Christ
to the uttermost parts of the earth.
The need of the church is the power
of the Holy Spirit, which makes
strong for service.
The usual business was transacted,
and the reading of the letters from
the several churches of the Associa
tion was enjoyed by the assembly.
Rev. C. L. Peaslee of Belfast, the
morning speaker, based his thought
on what we are, as determining our
value to the Kingdom of God. The
afternoon devotions were led by Wil
liam Sayward of Knox, showing that
the death and resurrection of the
only begotten Son of God as the
remedy for sin Indicated the serious
ness of the disease of sin in man.
Rev. J. S. Pendleton, State secre
tary, gave a resume of his work, and
Miss Dorothy Bucklin interestingljportrayed the work of Americaniza
tion among foreign speaking women
of New England. Rev. Herbert C.
Long of India told of the remarkable
advance made among the BengalOrissa people along Christian Educa
tional lines.
and Mrs. John Holman, a son.
Early in the morning session a faw
moments weye spent in memory of
DIED
CROCKETT -At Rocklanrt. Mav 6. Miss the late Rev. F. A. Snow, who was long
Marearet Crockett, aged 72 years. Fu a beloved member of the Association.
neral Sundav at 2 o'clock f-om the
Home for Aged Women. 148 North A memorial hymn was sung and
prayer offered expressing the sorrow
Main street.
CURTIS—At Owls Head. May 6. Lizzie, felt by this loss, and the sympathy of
wife of Silas Curtis, acred 50 years. 1 the Association was extended to Mrs.
month 23 days. Funeral Sunday at 2
Snow.
I
o'clock from Burpee parlors.
Delightful additions to the pro • 1
BARKER—At Rockland. Mav 5. Martha
Eleanor Barker, aged 85 years. 1 gram were two tenor solos. “Jesus
month. 5 days. Funeral Saturday at Only,” by Chester Wyllie of Warren.
1 o'clock from Bowes & Crozier fu
and “Footprints of Jesus,” by Rev. j
neral home.
WEBSTER—At Roekland. Mav 6. Lillian K. H. Cassens of Rockland, and a
G.. wife of Robert A. Webster, aged duet by Mrs. F. W. Barton of Ten- |
59 years. 5 months. 15 days. Funeral ant’s Harbor and Mrs. Lillian Joyce
Sunday at 2 o'clock from Bowes &
, of Rockland. An unusually interest
Crozier funeral home.
ing half hour of music was rendered
IN MEMORIAM
at the evening service, the story of
In loving memorv of our darling God's plan of Redemption as ex
daughter and sister. Virginia Lee Carver, pressed in various hymns, being sung j
who passed away May 9. 1928.
by a volunteer choir, composed of
Just four years ago today dear.
Since God took you to that peace | members of the choirs of the visiting
ful happy land.
churches, led by Rev. M. R. Kerr.
Leaving us to bear all sorrow,
Rev. C. D. Tripp of Jefferson was the
Why. we cannot understand.
1 last speaker of the day, bringing out
They say time heals all sorrow
And puts happiness in Its place.
the thought that God desires the en
But never shall we be happy.
tire personality to be in fellowship I
Till we meet you face to face.
with him, that our intelligence, our1
• Father, mother, sister and brother.
love, our will must be brought into
the right relationship with Him.
CARD OF THANKS
These officers were elected:
I extend to my friends my heartfelt
gratitude for their many kindnesses
Moderator—Rev. F. W. Barton,
during my past Illness, and especially . Tenant's Harbor; assistant moderafor the faithful and Intelligent care given
me by Mrs Alzada Simmons during my , tor, Rev. W. E. Mesler, Morrill; secstay at her home.
Jerucl M. Hart. I retary-treasurer, Mrs. Lois Cassens; |
Warren.
• auditor, Frank H. Ingraham; mem
ber of State nominating committee,
NOW OPEN
Rev. George Currier, Rockport;
MOOSEHEAD COFFEE chairman of Association committee,
Rev. J. C. MacDonald, Rockland.

It is night on Spruce Mountain.
The glories revealed by day are
covered with the sable mantle of
darkness; but now you realize
“there is another glory, of the
stars” and that even “one star
differeth from another star in
glory.” Night lends itself to
meditation, it is a time for great
thoughts.
You do not have to be an as
tronomer to study the heavens.
"Knowest thou the ordinances of
heaven?” asks Job. It is possi
ble for anyone to walk to the
uttermost bounds of space, with
God. and think upon His mighty
works. Sit for a moment in the
darkness that broods over these
White Mountains. The stars that
are visible are only about seven
thousand out of billions. No
human mind can compass the
vastness of the universe. It has
been described as a sphere whose
center is everywhere but whose
circumference is nowhere.
The most distant stars are so
far ob that light which travels
nearly two hundred thousand
miles a second requires over a
million years to reach us. All
these suns or planets move with
incredible speed and yet with
such precision that they clear
each other. The Creator is God.
His universe proclaims “the hand
that made us is divine.” The
most amazing fact is His love for
us. Th* wind sweeping through
the forest brings the lesson of the
night. You may walk through
this great universe with Him for
he is the light of it. “Give glory
to the Lord your God, before your
feet stumble upon the dark moun
tains.”
W. A. H.

f 6.15. All mothers are invited. The
People's Evening Service at 7.15. The
favorite hymns erf mother will be
i sung in the “big sing.” The choir
will sing “Constantly Abiding,” by
] Murphey. A ladies’ trio will sing,
J “Memories of Mother," by Harkness.
A stereopticon lecture entitled,
. "Building Anew In India,” will be
; given by Rev. Herbert C. Long, misI sionary for fourteen years in our
! Bengal-Orissa Baptist Mission field.
The happy prayer and praise meeting
on Tuesday evening ot 7.30. The
Rainbow Hour will be broadcast from
i this Church over WLBZ, on Wednes
day evening from 6 to 6.30.
• • • •
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni
versalist Church at the 10.45 a. m.
service will have as the topic of his
sermon "The Enigma of Life.” The
trio "Thy Sun Shall No More Go
Down” by Brown will be sung, ar.d
Mr. Wyllie and Mrs. Morgan wili
give the duet “Lead Kindly Light”
by Barnard. Mothers' Day will be
observed particularly in the church
school to which the mothers of the
children have a special invitation.
Knickerbocker Class, church school
and adult woman’s class at noon.
The week’s activities include; Meet
ing of the new officers and commit
tees of the Ladies’ Society in the ves
try Monday 4 p. m. Chapin Class an
nual meeting Tuesday evening. Mis
On Sunday evening the people of Rockland are to have the privilege of sion Circle Wednesday.
hearing Rev. Hejbert C. Long discuss the subject, “Building Anew In India,”
at the First Baptist Church. This lecture will be Illustrated by stereopticon
GRANDMOTHER
pictures taken by Mr. Long in India. He spent fourteen years in this land of
To M. A. G.
India as a missionary of the Baptist Foreign Mission Society. His work was At elghty-elght In sitting roohl,
Dear
Orandma
ln hef chair,
mainly in Bengal-Orissa, one of the great industrial centers of India. Mr.
back upon the old homestead.
Long will discuss the large returns on the investments made and thc expecta Looks
And things that happened there.
tions of the future, with a background of the life and architecture of India.
She sees again the man she loved.
The service will begin at 7.30.
In manhood's strength and pride,

BUILDING ANEW IN INDIA

by these young people; Arlene Cha
ples, Vivian Chaples, Vesper Grover,
George Hottenstein, Alta Perry, Lil
lian Lord, Evelyn Hart, Frances Hall,
Mavis McMahon, Marion Perry, How
* « • •
ard Chase and Olive Bragg. Prayer
St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) Rev. meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30.
! E. O. Kenyon, rector. The services for
* * « •
I tomorrow will be appropriate for
Pratt
Memorial
M. E. Church. The
j Sunday after Ascension. Holy Com
munion at 7.30. Church school at I 10.30 a. m. subject is "Dedication of
j 9.30. Choral Eucharist and sermon Samuel," by Rev. H. H. Marr. An
them, "Rock of AgeB,” by Dudley
at 10.30.
• * • «
Buck, choir; solo, Mrs. Ruth Sewell.
At First Church of Christ, Scien Solo, “Mother O’ Mine," Mrs. Mari
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster anne Bullard; 12 m., Sunday school;
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30 6 p. m. Epworth League, subject,
I and the subject of the lesson sermon “Christianity and the Rural Life of
tomorrow will be “Adam and Fallen the World;” 7.15 p. m., subject, “In
Man.” Sunday School is at 11.45. vitations of Mercy,” by Rev. H. H.
Wednesday evening testimony mcet- Marr. Chorus choir led by Parker
! ing is at 7.30. The reading room is Worrcy.
• * •♦
1 located at 400 Main street, and is
I open week days from 2 until 5 p. m.
Mothers’ Day will be observed
♦ ♦ ♦ w
Sunday
at the First Baptist
At the Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church, the subject of the morning
Church the pastor will take for his sermon being "What They Say About
subject Sunday morning “Mother.” Mother.” The choir will sing, "My
The choir will render an anthem, Task,” by Ashford. “You Have Only
"When I Remember You Mother." One Mother," will be sung by Gladys
Frank Gregory and Norman Crockett Grant and Mrs. Muriel Crie. A bou
will sing "Your Mother's Old Bible.” quet of flowers will be presented to
At the Congregational Churn'll to Junior Church at 10.30, Miss Olive the oldest mother present.
The
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will Bragg leader. Bible school at 11.45. Church School with classes for al!
preach on the subject “Christ And In the evening the young people will ages will meet at the noon hour.
The Home.” The Rockland Girl present a Mothers’ Day service in The Christian Endcavorers are hav
Scouts are invited guests. The Sun- story and song. The parts are taken ing a special meeting for mothers at

day school will convene at noon. The
Comrades of the Way will meet in
the vestry at 6.30 o’clock. The new
ly organized Camden chapter will rei ceive the Admission Step, May 15.

As arm In arm adown the lane.
They walked at eventide.

She hears once more the old church bell.
That rang on Sabbath days;
She lives again the fellowship.
In God's dear house of praise.

She lifts her voice ln sacred song.
And hears the preacher pray;
She knows the Christ that she found
there
Is now her strength and stay.
What happy days were those to her.
Those days of youth and Spring—
The wedding day ln month of June.
With roses and with ring.

The children now grown up and gone—
in hallowed memory
She hears their footsteps all about.
Their chatter and their glee.
Along with smiles and sunshine bright,
Come shadows, sorrows, tears;
Increase the graves of those dear ones,
As multiply the years.
Book ln her lap. the Book she loves—
Dear Grandma falls asleep;
While hover round angelic hosts,
And faithful vigils keep.

A golden glow lights up her face.
The gleam of sunrise skies;
Sweet dreams are here, of hopes fulfilled.
The Joy of Paradise.

North Haven.

Henry Felton Huse.

She was Just temperamental—90
per cent, temper and 10 per cent,
mental.—Florida Tlmes-Union.
It seems that the League of Nations
works best at stopping wars when
there ain’t any.—Ohio State Journal.

HOUSE AND CABINS

Dance at Rockville hall Saturday
Moosehead Lake Highlands
j night, with accordion music by WilGREENVILLE, ME.
54-55 i
Edith M. Barney, Prop.
54-55 I liam Ojala.—adv.
MUMUilnlhlllllWilliwIiiwiilHr iP'iiiniiniuiuiiiiiHiniiiiiiiiiiiiii'HiiHi’tniiFHiini’n’i HlllblllHIIliillIillHluiillllllilllllllllillltllllllll lllnUllllllhiilllllllillllulii i"'
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WALLPAPER SALE
HAVE JUST PURCHASED

, 4500 ROILS OF PAPER
This will arrive in about a week

In order to make room for this my present stock goes |
on sale

DIRECT
CONNECTIONS

MONDAY, MAY 9

AT ROCK BOTTOM PRICES
50-3x6 FELT BASE RUGS,....... 63c [

E. O’B. GONIA

j

PHONE
NUMBER

770
OUR USED CAR DEPARTMENT
IS CALLING FOR

FIVE FORD CARS
E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 466-W

COURIER-GAZETTE

WANT-ADS

COME IN—DAY OR EVENING

632 MAIN STREET

The Want-Ad section of THE COURIERGAZETTE is the "central
exchange” wherein the seller is given a direct connection with prac
tically all possible buyers—where employer “gets a line" on needed
employes—where owners learn of suitable tenants . , . this “central
exchange” is operated by courteous, efficient Want-Ad Takers trained
to offer every assistance in the preparation of resultful classified adver
tisements.

55-lt
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THE STORY
CHAPTER I—Six bandits tome
aboard the steamer. Midnight Sun,
while she is tied to the bank of the
Mackenzie. Father Claverly and the
other passengers on the boat are
amazed at the sight of banditry In
this Great Waterways country, a
thousand miles north of Edmouion.
Jimmy Montgomery, who had spent
years with the Canadian Mountea,
draws his gun In the face of the
covering rifles and (Ires upon tha
ruffians. He is shot through the
heart by a half-breed. The bandits
get away with gold dust and choice
peltry.
CHAPTER
H.—Corporal
Bill
Hardsock brings the news of the
crime to Sergeant Alan Baker at
the Mounted Police post at Fort
Endurance. After a Drlef dispute
over plans with his Incompetent
superior. Inspector Haskell, Alan
starts out after the bandits In the
big police launch with the corporal
and four constablee.
CHAPTER III—Reaching the
Midnight Sun, they stop long
enough for Alan to board her and
consult witnesses of the crime. Alan
aske the skipper to put Jimmy
Montgomery’s orphaned four-yearold daughter off at Fort Endurance
and leave her in the care of Alan's
fiances. Elizabeth Spaulding. At the
MacMillan trading post on the Big
Alooska, Joyce MacMillan Is alone,
awaiting the return of Dave, her
father, from a fur-buying trip. She
Is thrilled when the police launch
ties up there for the night, as she
has not seen Alan Baker for monthe.
Secretly she had hoped to marry
him: then she was stunned by the
news of his engagement to Eliza
beth. She is happy now to perceive
from his halting talk that the
planned marriage Is not definitely
certain.

It was a strange slory that Alan
and Bill listened to, there on the
island in the heart of Many Wa
ters. , . .
Eighteen months ago, on a whal
er in Beaufort sea, the five whites,
excluding the half-breed Andre
whom they picked up later, had
“run a buck” under Jensen’s insti
gation, but were overpowered by
the captain and rest of the crew.
Flung ashore with the skipper's
sulphurous good wishes nt bleak
Demarcation point on the Arctic
coast, they made their way across
the Romanzoff’s to the new placer
fields in the Kayukuk headwaters.
They came too late to get worth
while claims; and they discovered,
too, that “hawking” in the perpet- j
ually-frozen subsoil was even hard
er work than whaling.
It was Jensen, brooding over
their predicament, who conceived
the idea that it was easier to find
gold which already had been found
than to thaw a hole thirty feet
down to black sand and bedrock
and then maybe get nothing. It
was Jensen who allayed their fears
and dangled the golden lure in
front of their eyes till their mouths
watered and they were ready for
anything he planned.
Andre the half-breed was a find.
He fitted into the party like a key I
into a lock. They were crassly ig
norant of the country; they were ,
tyros when it came to traveling,
biding, living in the bush. But An

dre the 'breed was bush-wise as
a weasel and water-wise as a mus
keg mink, and he knew the whole
north country from Roes Welcome
to Point Baarrow as he knew the
palm of his hand.
It was Andre who had brought
the party into this strange coun
try, by back rivers and untrav
ersed trails, avoiding all sight of
men, so that they seemed to have
dropped from the sky. It was An
dre who suggested the place of at
CHAPTER V.—Haskell, who is
Alan's active enemy and is trying to
tack on the Midnight Sun, and the
win Elizabeth, blames Alan for the
Thal-Azzah as a place to hide in
failure and orders his demotion to
after the swoop and robbery. And
the ranks. He flatly denies that he
ordered Alan to split the police
it was 'breed Andre’s sharp-speak
party. He refuses to let Alan lead a
ing Savage that drilled Jimmy
second expedition against the ban
Montgomery through the heart. . . .
dits. Seeing only one way now to go
after the bandits and clear Joyce's
Alan Baker breathed a little
father from the charge resulting
harshly. He ordered, "Describe
from the obviously planted* evid
that ’breed.” And he added, “So
ence, Alan buys out of the Mounted.
Haskell gives Alan his release on
there will be no mistake when I
condition that he signs a paper to
meet him."
the effect that Haskell did not give
Woolley described his meti con
the order to spilt the expedition.
federate. Alan nodded curtly. Aft
CHAPTER VI.—After making ar
er a few moments’ silence, he
rangements with Hardsock and old
Dad Pence to look after Joyce's
spoke again: “Now about Trader
safetv while she Is alone at the
MacMillan. How did that pack of
MacMillan post (her father being
furs get in his shed?”
jailed at Fort Endurance), Alan
starts out of the country In a mo
“Jensen put it dere.”
tor canoe. As the days pass and
“Why?”
she does not hear from him, Joyce
Woolley did not know all the dele heartsick for Alan.
1 eails, but from iiints Jensen had
CHAPTER VII.—On his journey,
dropped he was able to piece the
Alan runs across "Buzzard" Feathstory together pretty well.
erof, famous aviator of the World
war, and now "on his own." with a
Several years ago at Hershell is
dilapidated machine.
Affinity of
land, that gathering place for
spirit draws them together, and
Alan enlists "Buzzard" in the en | whalers, Indians, traders, Eskimos
terprise. Lacking sufficient funds
and Arctic explorers, Jensen bad
to procure equipment, they loot J run afoul of Dave MacMillan. He
government stores, starting their
had come ashore from a whaler,
pursuit of the bandits, themselves
criminals In the eyes of the law
hungry for drink and hungry for
woman’s company after eight
CHAPTER VIII.—“Slob-Ice" .Tenmonths of following the herds. He
sen, leader of the bandits, plans to
capture Joyce MacMillan and es
had found the drink, and in a whis
cape to Manitoba. At Fort Endur
ky haze had started to make rough
ance1'Haskell catches on that Bill
love to fifteen-year-old Joyce Mac
Hardsock is caching gasoline and
oil for Alan at En Traverse lake,
Millan.
and plans with Constable Whipple
Dave MacMillan fell upon him.
to capture Alan when his plane
For years now Jensen had been
alights there.
nursing his hairy chin reminiscent
CHAPTER IX—Haskell's .elabo
ly where MacMillan’s hard fist had
rate plan to entrap Alan failtt Piekcaught him: and his ears still rang
ing^up Hardsock at En Traverse,
with the derisive jeers of those
the plane, with its three occupants,
continues to the MacMillan post
who saw him dog-whipped down
CHAPTER X—Alan is thrilled to
across the swells and over the shin
see Joyce again, but she is cool to
gle to the whaler.
ward him. Continuing the flight,
He had never forgotten the Mac
Alan locates the bandit tent on an
island. He leaves Bill In charge of
Millan girl nor the incident of that
the one bandit found there, and he
snowy October day. The incident
and Buzzard fly back to the Aloos
had smoldered in his vengeful soul;
ka to try to head off the other
bandits. But they have made,their
and when his party passed the
raid, killing old Dad Pencet her
trading post, It had flared out. It
sole defender, and with Joyce their
was a neat stroke, putting that
prisoner are on their way back to
the rendezvous.
comparatively worthless bale of
furs in the shed of the man who
had dog-whipped him. He had
CHAPTER X. CONTINUED
counted on the trader discovering
them, wondering about them, in
While Bill searched the bandit
nocently calling the attention of
for a hidden revolver, Alan looked
the police to them, and getting into
at him curiously. He was a strange
hot water when he failed to ex
character to find in this country.
plain how they got there. . . .
Slant-eyed, his skin olive, he
Tlie revelation of Dave MacMil
looked as though he had oriental
lan’s complete innocence was no
blood in his veins. The rag he
surprise to Alan but merely a proof
had waved In token of surrender
that his and Joyce’s instinctive be
was a sling. His right arm dan
lief had been correct. Now he
gled limp at his side.
could know that in buying out of
Alan demanded, “Are you the
service he had saved the reputa
fellow we hit in that fight?”
tion and possibly the very life of
“Chink” Woolley nodded.
Joyce’s father. Under Haskell’s
“Are those other men out hunt
tyranny he could never have vindi
ing?” Alan asked. “Or where?”
cated Dave. In his own way he
Woolley batted his eyes slowly,
had planned, and had fought
as though taking thought. “Hunt
through to this partial triumph.
in’, yes," he managed.
Writing down the essential
"Which way?”
points of the confession, he forced
“Nort'east?”
Woolley to make his mark on the
“That probably means they went
paper, with himself and Bill as
southwest," Alan remarked, and
witnesses. He made a second copy
his short laugh was not pleasant.
for Bill, in case something hap
“You lie natural and easy-like, but
pened to Bill or him. Then he de
It won’t get by with us. We’ve
manded of Woolley:
nailed too many liars in our time.
“You say those other men went
I want to know who this party of
hunting. When are you expecting
yours is, where they came from,
them back?”
how they got into this country, how
Woolley did not know.
He
they know their way about in it.
seemed strangely hesitant. Fidget
I want to know how that pack of
ing uneasily, he would glance up
otter pelts got Into Trader Mac
at Alan and Lbnn awav as though
Millan’s storage shed. I want to
know the man who killed Jimmy
Montgomery there on the Midnight
Sun. Now get busy.”
He clicked the safety on his au
tomatic and brought his elbow up
against his side.
Chink Woolley trembled, his
MOTOR
knees shook, he wilted. He guessed
Since 1840 this firm has faitM"1"’
that this man must be the Baker
served the families of Knox County
fellow, le sergent terrible, whom
LADY ATTENDANT
Metl Andre always mentioned in
lowered voice.
Those hypnotic
Day Telephone 450—781-1
gray eyes seemed to be boring
through him. That heavy automatic
BURPEE’S
was tilted to make his next lie the
ROCKLAND, ME.
last And if he turned king’s evi
dence he might escape the noose.
CHAPTER IV.—Larry Tounge,
one of Alan’s men, discovers in
MacMillan's fur shed a bale of pelts
stolen from the Midnight Sun. The
evidence incriminates Dave so
strongly that Alan is compelled to
tell Joyce. She hotly defends her
father. Alan leads his expedition
up the Big Alooska. Compelled by
Haskell’s a’oollsh orders to divide
the party. Alan falls to capture the
bandits. The police expedition re
turns to Fort Endurance with Larry
badly wounded.

MEiMLSumc

f EMBALMING <
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fie *liad something to tell but wits
afraid to tell it.
Alan saw his agitation. He de
manded: “Wliat're you stumbling
over? Cooking up some lie?”
The man wetted his dry twitch
ing lips. “You’ll not kill me if 1
tell you de trut'—where dey went?
You maybe can git back dere on de
Alooska in time to save de girl."
“On the Alooska—in time to
save the girl”—Alan jerked as
though a bullet had sung past his
throat. His face went suddenly
pale. “You mean Joyce MaeMil-

NORTH HAVEN'

CUSHING

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Mrs. H. J. Marshall, \fisses Edith
Maloney and Marion Coombs were
recent dinner guests of Mrs. Lora Ol
son.
William McNamara has returned
from Green Lake, where he was the
6
guest of his friend and former associ
ate in business, Charles Peterson, who
17
The new $1,000,000 Shakespeare has a store, the postoffice, and sev
eral
cottages
there.
Memorial Theatre at Stratford-on21
William Andrew is assisting D. G.
Avon, England, was opened with a
Young in getting his boat in readi
golden key by the Prince of Wales. It ness for the summer.
was a day of colorful pageantry and
Last Thursday gave us another
ceremonial tribute to the genius of touch of winter, ice forming in many
England’s greatest bard. Ambassador places, and the mercury running
Health Nurse Reports
Mellon represented the United States near the freezing point.
Examination of the pupils in the
Mr. and Mrs. James Ulmer and
schools last week by Miss Grace A. in this international celebration in Miss Lottie Partridge have returned
36
which
the
flags
of
America,
Japan,
Lawrence, R.N., assisted by Super
here after spending the winter at
visor Miss Sutherland, R.N., of the Russia, Germany, Prance, and many their Thomaston home.
State Department of Health a.id other nations 70 in all flew side bySchools in town have changed their
Welfare and Dr. Daniel Woodman
shows a very encouraging condition, side to honor the immortal poet The schedule to daylight time.
Owing to the change of time in the
and one of interest to the commun.ty United States from which came a
in general, and to parents in par good part of the funds for the mem arrival of trains at Thomaston and
ticular. Pupils examined were 76; orial got special mention in an ode Waldoboro, the mails are coming
59
of this number 53 were found io written for the occasion by John earlier to this place.
have some defect other than that ol Masefield, poet laureate, and in the
Nearly 20 residents of friendship
teeth, ol the throat 11, neart three, speech of the Prince of Wales.
are located in this town digging clams
lung one. thyroid three, underweight
A lively discussion has been going for the factories.
four, 10 per cent, overweight three, on in the newspapers concerning the
fa7
A house drawn by three pairs of
20 per cent. While most of these appropriateness of Miss Elizabeth horses was recently taken through
defects are tabulated slight, several Scott’s design for the memorial. this place to Pleasant Point to be
70
are noted markedly unsatisfactory, While her bold building has been used as a summer cottage by Sidney
the latter being in connection wi’.h quite generally praised, numerous Prior.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
throat and tonsils.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
critics have written to the papers
Mrs. Sadie Maloney, the champion
In the matter of teeth 53 of the 18 protesting that the “hideous memo rug-maker, has completedtind shipped
50-Fabled demon (pi.) 15-Sends forth
1-Short staff (pi.)
18-Postpone
show some defect. The care that rial" is an insult to the memory of to Connecticut parties the past week,
53-Eternities
7-Speaks slowly
20-Follow
has been given teeth during the past Shakespeare.
55-The vowels
13-Omlt
three large rugs in one parcel, and
23-Eldere
five years shows its accumulate, e
57-Boat
• • • •
14- Mlmlc
one large one in another lot, and still
26-Tests
benefit for the defective teeth are
59Science
(abbr.)
16Wait
for
In the Oxford University Press has orders to fill.
28-Savers
few. In the matter of teeth and gen Spring list are set forth numerous
60Tllted
17Waded
Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Rivers of
62- Associate of Royal 30-Vapors
eral healthy physique Miss Law books bearing fascinating titles about
19-Submissive
were recent guests of Mr.
Academy (abbr.) 32-Silly
rence reports North Haven an excep to be released. “The Heart of Scott’s Portland
21- Glrl’e name
and Mrs. W. A. Rivers.
“I'll Not Kill You If You Tell."
33-Coliided
63- Member of U. S.
tional community.
22- P*oreordaln
Poetry” by John Haynes Holmes, pre
Eben
Davies
has
bought
hay
from
35-Take a seat
Congress (pi.)
This health work is done very pared for the 100th anniversary of
24- Brotherhood of
Ian? What about her? Tell it, or
B.
B.
Robinson
and
is
hauling
it
in
37-Swab
65-Put soap on
Cards Sir Walter Scott's death. The volume,
Locomotive
by G—d I’ll choke it out of you! carefully and thoroughly.
his
truck.
39-Wages
Engineers (abbr.) 67- Bird of prey
Open up. What about her? What are sent to the parents of each one which is a labor of love, consists of
Mr. -and Mrs. William Morse who
25- Spreads for drying 68- Mend with needle 41-Propel with sudden
do you mean—'in time to save examined with defect- noted what selections from Scott’s poems and an spent the past winter in Reading,
force #
and thread
ever it may be, ana recommenda introduction, on the model of Mat
as flax
her?’ I’ll not kill you if you tell.”
44-Combi’ning form.
Mass., at the home of their daughter
69- Place
27- Clenched hands
Woolley stammered: “Dey went tions offered in the way of remedy. thew Arnold’s editions of the selected Mrs. Stokes, arrived here Sunday.
Saliva
28- Used In a winter 70- Naval officer
down de Alooska to git her. It’s Wnat this means for the State as a poems of Wordsworth and Byron.
46- lntermltten fever
Rev. and Mrs. F. C. Wheelock and
71- Sowed
sport
Jensen’s idee. He’s aimin’ to take whole is of untold benefit and prom Great attention has been paid to the children Prank and Carol of Spring(pl.)
29- Anxlous
her along on de escape ami keep ise for the generations to come.
47- One who leases
VERTICAL
31-Connected
One special effort that is being typography and format of this charm field. Mass., are to spend this week in
her for himself. He's all burnin'
49-Draws closer
,
1- Becoming
town at their summer home, Gray
apartments
made by the State department ing book.
about dat girl. . . .”
• t • •
51- Moldeled
2- So|itary
House.
34-Female horses
His shaky voice trailed off. He is to eliminate the possibility and
Then there is "A History of Shake
3- Prolonged censure 52- Dug the earth
Newton Peck, George Hubbell and
36-Huge (Archaic)
shrank back in quivering dread peril of that swift and fatal malady,
54-Sea
•
4- Peculiar
38-Retains
from the expression that had come diphtheria. Toxoid treatments have spearean Criticism" by Augustus William Andrew of Woodbridge and
56-Insert
5- Necessity
Ralli.
This
is
termed
a
source
book,
40-Sister
(Short)
Orange,
Conn.,
spent
last
week
at
been given in xores of communities.
into Baker’s eyes.
58-Girl’s name
6- Ga iters
for in it the author has brought to Saints Refuge, Mr. Peck’s home here,
42- Malicious burning
For a little while, a few moments The aim is to cover the entire state
60-Stag (Prov. Eng.)
8- A rigmarole
gether
the
names
of
all
European
of
a
house
returning
to
their
homes
Monday.
only, Alan stared unseelngly out as soon as possible. The treatment
[61-Quantity of
9- Away (Scot.)
critics,
from
the
17th
century
till
1925.
43Stories
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
C.
Bucklin
of
Rock

across the waters of the great blue is very simple and consists of two in
medicine
10- Songsters
45-Saxon lord
lake. To wait here, until the ban jections of the tjxcid three weeks who have w-ritten about Shakespeare, land have opened their home for the
64-Turkish name
11City
of
France
48-Sticky
substance
and
has
stated
the
exact
nature
of
summer.
dits came back? Not that; they'd apart followed up in the course oi
66-High playing card
12- Horses
from pine trees
Master Howard Orne of Pleasant
he three days and nights on the re six months by the Schick test to the view that each held about the
poet
and
his
work.
The
array
of
Point spent the past week with Mr.
turn trip... . Joyce would be help demonstrate immunization. The cost
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
less all that time, in the power of for each child is a mere trifle, name- critics through the ages, all dea.ing and Mrs. H. J. Marshall.
Miss Feme Benner of North Cush
ORFF’S CORNER
u
the man who was “all burnin’ about ly. 25 cents for the ’.wo treatments ?'lth Shakespeare, is an imposing one
is published in two volumes,
ing was a guest Sunday at D. L. Ma
dat girl.” They had left only thir with possibly 10 cents at the final
loney
’
s.
test
—
35
cents
in
all.
•
•
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Achorn of Rox
ty-odd hours ago. He stood a
|P|OiT
Nelson Spear has returned from bury, Mass., have been in town for a
Nearly ail of diphtheria deaths are
Goethe possessed probably the most
chance of beating them to the trad
those of children between the ages profound knowledge of European lit- Portland where he served on the Fed few days.
ing post ...
’
L T|A
of six months and six years. Babies erature outside his own country that eral jury.
Whirling on Bill he ordered:
ERA
|L| I
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Walter and j
Miss Orpha Killeran was at home Sidney Walter of Gardiner visited
“Yon stay here. You attend to and children given this treatment any great writer of modern times has
this end of it. Buzzard and 1 will become immune. Any question that had. He particularly admired the from Hinckley over the weekend, re their father Sanford Walter Sunday.
attend to the other. We’ll go after parents may wi'h to ask will be glad- genius of English literature. "Goethe's turning Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Earle of Auburn |
them in the plane. There’s a ly answered by Dr. Woodman or Miss Knowledge of English Literature" by
Mrs. J. Perie is selling her poultry
spent Sunday at Percy Ludwig’s. '
chance we can get to the trading Lawrence.
and
is
contemplating
moving
out
of
James Boyd (Oxford Press) is timely
OH i
Charles Ludwig returned with them
post before they do. You’ll have a
A toxoid clinic is being arranged as the centenary of Goethe’s death town.
N El
rifle extra. They’re Intending to lor North Haven May 26. No ch,ld fell on March 22, 1932. Mr. Boyd takes | Mrs. Lawreston Creamer has an for a visit before going on to Boston.
Rev. A. I. Oliver of Auburn was re- *
come back here after the loot If is treated except upon the written one by- one the authors from Shake-! oiange and a lemon tree in her home
.
anything happens to Buzzard and consent of tn? parent. Descriptive spear* onward, with whom Goethe which have fruit on them. She raised cently a caller at Albert Elwell’s.
lay!
me, you'll be left, you’ll have a leaflets have been distributed in was acquainted, and marshals the
Percy Ludwig has a new Dodge car. j SEE
trees from seedlings
chance at them. It'll be all up to homes, and those wishing treatment evidence for his knowledge of them.
It is hoped that Cushing may have
Mrs. Evie M. Studley of Medomak. '
you.”
for their children have been asked to 1 More than 60 of the greater English at least one celebration during the Mrs. Mamie Benner of Dutch Neck
He turned on his heel and ran send the consent to the teacher of j writers are noticed, the longest see year to commemorate the 200th anni and Rev. Mabelle Whitney, a former I
down to the canoe and skirled out the school the boy or girl attends, or tions devoted to Shakespeare, Byron, versary of George Washington’s
pastor, were callers last Thursday at
to the waiting plane.
to Dr. Woodman.
Scott and Carlyle. There is also ex- birthday. Programs for all such oc Mrs. Albert Elwell’s.
“Get back to the Alooska, Buz airect
With the medical profession dipn- tensive account of Goethe's know- casions may be secured by writing to
Everyone is glad to see C. J. Achorn 1
zard ! To Joyce’s home!” He tlieria
has become a disease of the j ledge of minor writers of the 18th and the commission at Washington, D. C. out again after having been confined
pleaded huskily, “For G—d's sake neglected
child.
Also
some
observance
should
be
made
ISth
centuries,
and
of
journals.
make it straight and fast!”
to the house for several weeks.
by the schools on Flag Day, June 14.
• • » ■
•
••••••
34tf
Rev. George B. Davis of Aina, a
Call
the
postoffice
here
for
further
FRIENDSHIP
No one appeared at the doorway
former pastor, was a recent caller
A new Bromfield novel is always information regarding the matter.
of the trading store. No one, with
Prcd Young is serving on the news! And Louis Bromfield has a new
at H. E. Porter’s to visit Mrs. Ida
hair shimmering in the sun, came traverse jury in Rockland.
Lash who is confined to her bed.
novel "A Modern Hero”, which is the
r
running down the path to greet
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Mitchell are story of the rise and fall of a financial
Vellis Weaver was in Rockland last
SEARSMONT
them.
Portland visitors this week. Mr. adventurer of our day,
Thursday to attend the Farm Bureau
Their shouts at the landing Mitchell is attending the annual
• • • •
E. Bliss Marriner and family re executive board meeting held at the
brought no answer from a girl's meetings of the Masonic bodies
turned Sunday to their home in Copper Kettle.
‘
Why
do
you
call
your
new
novel
lips or from old Pence. In some there.
Portsmouth, N. H.
Miss Mildred Kennedy spent Sat
Boomerang’?”
measure prepared, Alan called
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Brown of
Prof. H E. Cobb of Chicago is spend urday in St. George guest of Miss
“Because it does not matter which
Joyce’s name as he strode into the Bath are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
publisher I send it to, it is sure to come ing his annual vacation here with his Pearl Leonard.
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
trading hall. He called but once; George Pottle.
Ten women attended the local
brother Eben Cobb.
back.”
he looked but once into her room.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Stenger
689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1250
Farm
Bureau
meeting
Tuesday
at
•
•
•
•
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rattan
and
family
Buzzard came running to him motored to Boston this week.
ROCKLAND
have moved onto the Bertram Drum the home of Mrs. Calvin Bragg. The
Every
type
of
clubwoman,
no
matter
with a piece of paper in his hands.
56-tf
Mrs. Harry Mason and son Wil
subject was "Breakfast Suggestions,"
mond farm.
His face was lit with elation.
liam have arrived at their Martm’s with what field of activity she Is con
Henry Buck went Sunday to Ban and the meeting in charge of Mrs.
“Alan! Alan! Luckiest thing In Point cottage for the season.
cerned society, politics, literature will
gor where he will work for the Ken- Amber Childs, foods project leader
our whole d—d lives! Look here.
The Aspinet, Capt. A. M. Wallace, welcome “How To Be a Clubwoman,"
Read this! Joyce and old Pence made a trip to Portland Monday, by Helen Cowles LeCron and Edith duskeag Creamery Corporation. Mr During the forenoon breakfast dishes
had left! Weren’t here when that
Wassan McElroy. It is a complete and Buck has been a clerk in the V. A were prepared and later served foi
pack came! Went after caribou! carrying 3800 pounds of lobsters to workable manual. The authors write Simmons store here for the past 17 lunch. It was a very interesting and
N.
F.
Trefethern
Co.
years and has made many friends enjoyable meeting.
Almost too good to be true!”
The fishermen are receiving 16 from wide experience with many dif who much regret his leaving, and all
Alan grasped the note and read.
ferent
types
of
women's
clubs,
and
It was in Joyce’s fine swift hand tents a pound for lobster at the pres from the practical understanding join in wishing him success. His fam
writing. No doubt about that. It ent time.
ily will join him in Bangor in the
Tht Waldoboro baseball team beat derived from conducting the club de early fall.
stated that she and old Pence had
partment of a popular magazine. In
gone to Black Timber lake thirty Friendship 11-4 in Waldoboro Thurs chatty, intimate fashion they describe
The primary and grammar schools
miles north to get caribou and day.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Murphy and the ways in which the most successful of the village gave this joint health
would be back in two days. In case
daughter have moved from Crow clubs are directed and managed program. Friday p. m.: Reading of the
a patrol happened past.
23d Psalm, Richard Wadlin; music,
Alan studied the note for half a Point Road to the Village where they Beginning, they show how a group of victrola; health alphabet, Primary
SIMON K. HART
women
may
assemble
and
form
a
club,
aie
living
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
minute. His face did not relax.
pupils; The Road to Health, gram
MONUMENTS
They
furnish
a
model
constitution,
Murphy.
“Yes, too good to be true," he
53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
Albion Wotton is confined to his discuss the duties of the officers and mar pupils; fresh air lesson, 1st and
commented slowly.
“Don’t you
31Stf
outline ways of developing each office 2d grades; music, victrola; Radio
see?—this note is addressed to home by illness.
Constable Larry Younge. Why did
Mr. Hill of Damariscotta was a to its greatest usefulness and prestige. Healthgram, Everett Parsons; How
Preparation of club papers, the mak Milk is Made, 4th grade; The Chil
Joyce do that? She knows Larry business visitor in town Thursday.
is not patrolling, knows he Is at
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. Weaver of ing of speeches, entertaining clubs in dren's Charter, Ralph Butler, Curtis
Endurance all shot up; and she Boston have arrived at their Mar social session, handling committees, Rogers and Maurice Butler; music,
knows we know it. Don’t you see tin's Point cottage for the summer.
the Parent-Teacher Association, the victrola. Several parents and friends
what she tried to do? It was her
Albert Collamore and Ernest Wins reading club, the athletic club, etc., of the school attended the exercises.
SERVICE & REPAIRS
The high school speaking contest
only way of telling us that some low have gone into partnership in the are taken up in special chapters.
held Friday evening was very enjoy
thing was wrong. She had to write fish business.
(Appleton)
ALL MAKES OF SETS
Flowers in the Land of Nurmi
• • • •
able, each one taking a part and
this note as they dictated It, but
she tricked them."
Looking ahead to Mother’s Day, doing well, much to the happiness of
It has been common in these mod
R. W. TYLER
“It’s so, it’s so," Buzzard agreed.
lirlhg The police Tiot on flielr trail. May 8. the two fine novels of the their parents and friends. The pro em days of outdoor life ar.d sport to
“She tricked them under their very
PHONE 58-23
How had they dealt with old American family, “A Lantern In Her gram: The Southern Negro, Harold call Finland the Land of Nurmi, the
eyes, and counted on us to under
Pence?
Hand” and “A White Bird Flying” by Wing; Swan Song, Lillie Pease; The runner, rather than the land of
stand.”
As he picked up the stick, he Bess Streeter Aldrich, are recom Organ Builder, Helen Higgins; Mary Westermarok the sociologist or of
From room to room—Joyce’s
saw a browniah-red stain on one mended as suitable gifts.
Garnin, Clara Bartlett; music, Miss Sibelius the composer, hence our
room, her father’s, the kitchen, the
end of It, a crimson splash already
* * • •
Crystal Stanley; Jane, Madelene Day; title. For a land so far to the North DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
trading hall, the ground outside—
turning dark; and a few hoaryGathered into one grand volume, Gettysburg Address, Fred Hills; Bat and so cold in winter many often j
Alan went carefully, noting signs,
DENTIST
white hairs clinging to the wood. “The Cream of the Jesters”, edited by tle of Santiago, Kenneth Plaisted wonder how it is able to display such
reading the story of what had hap
And this story-stick which old J. B. Mussey, are the funniest works, The Revolt of Mother, Marguerite brilliant flower beds in summer. ‘ 302 Main St.
Tel. 915-M Rockland
pened.
Pence had been whittling at, carv in word and picture of all the people Richards; One of the Little Ones, Everyone, so it seems, brings flowers
Nothing about the post was dis
ing clumsy bas-relief scenes from
139*60
Anna Buck; music, Miss Crystal Stan
turbed. There were no signs of a
his own life—scenes of mining (outside Congress) who make America ley; America, sung by congregation. to sell on market days at Helsingfors,
struggle or fight. Joyce’s light rifle
camps, of the fur-path and lonely laugh. All are present, from those who Fred Hills and Miss Lillie Pease won the capital. The secret will be shown
still hung on a peg in her room.
gold trails, of dog teams and pack- have made America over, like Walter urst honors; Harold Wing and Miss in winter, if you will observe the
thread network arranged and tied Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
Its barrel Inside was clean and
horses, of broad-shouldered men Winchell, John Held Jr., and Peter
shiny; the weapon had not been
bent under heavy portage loads and Arno, down (or perhaps up) to those Clara Bartlett, second. The judges to the wooden pegs which rise just tism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
Sprains and Bruises when
fired. Joyce must have been sur
of women with a crude beauty of who are just plain nutty, like Frank were Miss Nina Jones of Lincolnville, above the plants. On this network Lameness, METHYL
BALM
prised and overpowered without a
face and figure—this story-stick of Sullivan and Ogden Nash. It is an Mrs. Ruth Dow of North Searsmont spruce boughs are laid, and in the will bring almost instant relief?
larger beds wooden chimneys poke
chance to fight back.
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
his life, from its rounded handle to anthology of modern American fun and Mrs. Moore of Morrill.
ROCKLAND
through for the plants to breathe 73 PARK ST.,
At the clearing edge Alan found
its tapering end, was completed with all the sting, the savage glee, the
Sent Post Paid on receipt of »ric«
ludicrous inconsequentiality that dis GLENS FALLS INDEMNITY COMPANY and all is warm under the snow till
a trampled spot in a thicket where
now.
50 cent, 18-fh-tt
spring.
five men had lain and watched.
tinguish our present humor. If there
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Kneeling down, examining the
is any kind of laugh that is not rep Real Estate .............................. $18,430 48
TO
BE
CONTINUED
broken twigs, the wilted leaves,
resented in this book, it is a foreigner Mortgage Loans ..................... 786.947 00
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
the crushed nettles, he read that
WOMEN
and had better go back to Russia Stocks and Bonds ................... 3.363.449 38 MODERN
Cash
In
Office
Riid
Bank
.......
357,842
75
all this had happened three hours
where it came from. (Albert and Agents' Balances. Cr...............
& SON, Inc.
NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
20,896 22 NEED
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
ago and that the criminals were
Charles Boni).
Bills Receivable ....................... 980.354 78 Chi-chea-tersDiamond
Brand Pills are effective,
thirty or forty miles up the spruceInterest and Rents ................
38.002 22 reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold b>
Cemetery Memorials
buried Alooska, with Joyce their
Among the latest novels arc noted: All other Assets ..................... 405.557 51 all druggists for over 45 years. Ask for—i
EAST UNION, MAINE
prisoner.
“Back Yonder, An Ozark Chronicle,”
Gross Assets .......................... $5,929,687 90 CHICHESTERS PILLS
4-tf
About the whole post there was
Deduct items not admitted ....
78,414 54
by
Wayman
Hogue;
“
Magnolia
Street
Now is the time to cull your Hock*.
only one telltale sign of something
by Louis Golding; "Passing Stranger”
"JMI
BIAMONO
BRAND"
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Admitted ............................ $5,851,273 36
With the low price of eggs you can’t by Felix Riesenberg; “The Captain’s
dark and sinister. In their hurry to
STEAMBOAT CO.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
afford to keep “hoarders,”
get away, the bandits had over
Tale" by Sisley Huddleston; “Miss Net Unpaid Losses ..................$1,731,368 66
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
looked that sign. Besides a stump
For highest prices call or write
Aladdin
”
by
Christine
Whiting
Steamer
leaves Swap's Island at 5.30.
Unearned Premiums .............. 1.892.575 30
in the sunlit clearing, Alan picked
A. M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.251
Parmenter; “Worshipful Society” by All other Liabilities .............. 318 354 66
up old Pence’s story stick. Once
Vinalhaven
8.15, due to arrive at Rock
COHEN BROTHERS
Capital ............................ 1,000,000 00
John Galsworthy; “The House of Cash
land about 9 30.
or twice he had wondered what
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 908.975 14
PHONE 2-3, WARREN
Return
—
Leaves
Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Wi ves”by El izabeth Hamilton Herbert;
they had done with that old whiteVinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30, Ston
JAMES KENT, D. O.
Trucks will be in Warren all
“Whither I Must” by Bridget Dryden; Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,851,273 36
haired waif. They would not burden
ington
at
4.40:
due
to arrive at Swan's
E. R. SEAVEY, Agent
winter
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
“This Giving in Marriage” by Grace 63 Park Street
Island about 6 00 P M.
themselves with him, nor would
Tel. 1080 Rockland. Me.
B.
H.
STINSON,
ueneral Agent.
9Th-tf
122Stf
Stair.
thev turn him free, to report and
49-S-55

Fred Gabrielson came over on the
plane from Rockland Wednesday
afternoon. With Mrs. Gabrielson he
expects soon to return to Bar Har
bor, where he has work for the sum
mer. He reports little being done
in landscape gardening at Bar Har
bor this season.
Services at the church Sunday:
Worship at 11 o’clock with sermon
by the pastor, "Mothers Day Saluta
tions;" singing by the choir; church
school at 9.45; Mothers' Day Pageant
by young people in the evening.
music by the orchestra.
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Joseph P. Moody has his house
wired for electricity, Bert Thurston
of Liberty doing the work.
George Patt of Union was over the
Ridge Saturday selling Watkins
products.
Lucy, Alice and Lawrence Moody
were weekend guests of relatives in
Augusta.
Alice Coombs and Ruth Poster of
Belfast were overnight guests last
week of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perry.
Misses Chrystal Stanley and Linnlbel Grant visited Mrs. Bertha
Perry in North Appleton Saturday.
Mrs. Clara Wentworth who spent,
the winter with Miss Adna Pitman, is
now the guest of Miss Fannie Gushee,
but will soon go to Morrill, where she
will be with Mrs. Ada Barnes and
family.
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert , Mrs.
Elizabeth Stanley and Miss Chrystal
Stanley attended the speaking con
test, held Friday evening by the high
school in the M. E. Church at Sears
mont.
Nelson Moody who is employed in
Waldoboro visited his parents Mr.
and Mrs. L. N. Moody Sunday.
Members of Mrs. Evelyn Pitman's
Sunday School class met at her home
Saturday afternoon. They are prac
ticing for a little play which will be
presented later.

Mothers' Day will be observed Sun
day at Union Church. Rev. P. J.
Clifford’s subject at the morning
service will be "The Happy Mother;”
in the evening, "The Mind Divided."
There will be special music at both
services; at 11.30 Mrs. Hazel Roberts
will be soloist. Helen Sanborn Arey
is organist and Gertrude Kessell
Sellars director of music.
Miss Arlena Kossuth arrived
Thursday by plane from Rockland
for a visit with her parents Mr. and J
"Mrs. Willis Kossuth.
A program suitable to Mothers’
Day will be given Sunday night at
the Latter Day Saints Church.
Mrs. Frank Mullen served as presi
dent at Union Church Circle Thurs
day in the absence o/ Mrs. Margie
Chilles.
The housekeepers were
Sada Robbins, Hilma Webster. Dora
Bcman and Edith Vinal.
Guy Sawyer is attending court at
Rockland as one of the grand jury.
Mrs. Charles Chilles and Thomas
Baum are on the traverse jury.
The Girl Scouts met Thursday
night at Union Church vestry.
Mrs. James T. Dickenson arrived
Thursday from Boston and is at her
summer home on Lane’s Island.
Leroy Ames was home from Cam
den this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Hanley Dyer have re
turned from a visit with friends in
Rockland.
The soldiers’ monument and sur
rounding grounds have been put in
readiness for Memorial Day and pre
sent a fine appearance.
Smith’s orchestra, L. C. Smith, W
H. Ingerson, Vernard Warren and
Mrs. Ola Ames, played at the Mask
Ball at Swan's Island Tuesday night.
Miss Nina Ames accompanied them
and visited friends in that town.
Mrs. Lafayette Carver has returned
from a visit at Clark Island.
There will be a rehearsal of the
work at Ocean Bound Rebekah
Lodge Tuesday night.
Mrs. A. M. Cassie entertained the
Bridge Eight at her home Wednes
day evening.
The sophomore class, V.H.S. gave
a farewell party Monday evening at
Rabbit Lodge to Leland Sloane, who
left Wednesday with his parents for
Derby, Vt.
Miss Cora Vinal arrived Saturday
from Portland for a week's vacation
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bur
ton Vinal.
Calvin Ames who was in town to
attend the funeral of his father
Ezekiel Ames, returned Thursday to
Monmouth.
Funeral services for Fzekiel Ames
93. were held Wednesday at the home
of his son Joseph Ames, with whom
he had made his home. Rev. P. J.
Clifford, pastor of Union Church,
officiated. Mr. Ames was twice mar
ried and by the first union is sur
vived by a daughter Mrs. Ralph Winchenbaugh of Waldoboro and two
sons, Calvin Ames of Monmouth and
Joseph Ames of this town; also 15
grandchildren and 17 great-grand
children. There were beautiful floral
offerings. Interment was made in
the family lot at John Carver ceme
tery. Those from out of town to at
tend the services were Calvin Ames
of Monmouth and Mrs. Louis A. Han
ley of Thomaston.

HOPE
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Leigh Weaver left Friday for Bos
ton for a brief visit with relatives
and friends in that vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy and
family were guests Sunday of Mr
and Mrs. Winfield Young in Lincoln
ville.
Mrs. Addle Marriner is serving on
the jury at this term of superior
court in Rockland.
The recently appointed commun
ity welfare committee are making
some attractive Improvements about
this place. The proceeds of the last
whist party were donated towards
their use.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. True and son
William were in Boothbay last Sat
urday.
Mrs. Amy Wadsworth was in Rock
port Saturday and visited her sis
ter Mrs. Minnie Piper.
Herbert Hardy had a narrow escap
Tuesday while plowing with his
tractor. He was thrown to the
ground and one of the flanged
wheels passed over his body. His
hips and legs were badly bruised but
the doctor has not located any
broken bones.

MANK’S CORNER
Mrs. D. O. Stahl spent the week
end with friends and granddaughters
Frances and Olive Stahl in Edge
comb.
W. T. Watt has returned to his
home in Belfast after spending the
winter with his daughter Mrs. L. M.
Newbert.
The condition of Mrs. Florence
Starrett who recently scalded her
hands very badly is improving. Her
mother, Mrs. Clements of Warren, is
remaining with her.
Mrs. Etta Miller has returned to
her home in this place after spend
ing the winter with her daughters in
New Hampshire.
Levi Robinson was a Belfast visitor
last week.
Homer Jones and Brook Storer
were in Warren village last week.
The farmers of this place are very
busy burning over their land for
blueberries.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Feyler were
in North Warren last Saturday.
Mrs. Merlin Eugley and son Don
ald spent Saturday with Mrs.
Eugley's mother Mrs. Margaret New
bert.
Z. G. Mank spent Sunday with
friends in Cushing.
Miss Mabel Whitney has been
staying with Mrs. Ida Mallett for
two weeks.

SOUTH WALDOBORO

PORT CLYDE
The Lincoln Baptist Association
held its annual meeting Thursday at
the Ridge Church and a large num
ber from this place attended the
services.
Mrs. Alice Trussell has been con
fined to her home by illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Grindle whe
have passed the winter in Glenmere
have moved into the Balano tene
ment.
Mr. and Mrs. Simmons of Waldo
boro visited Mrs. Jennie Butler Sun
day.
William Clifford has moved his
household goods to Boothbay.
Several from this place attended
court in Rockland Tuesday.
Forest Hupper is very ill from
pneumonia.
Miss Muriel Proctor of Tenant’s
Harbor is boarding at the New Ocean
House.
Rev. and Mrs. John Holman are re
joicing over the birth of a son, May
3 at Kezar Falls.
Mrs. Milton Kerr was suddenly
stricken with appendicitis Tuesday
and taken to Knox Hospital where
she underwent an operation early
Wednesday morning.
Mrs. Marguerite Grindle is suffer
ing from an infected finger. She is
attended by Dr. Gross of Tenant’s
Harbor.
Newell Marshall has sold his power
boat to William Gordon.
Friends of Stephen Laughlin were
grieved to learn of his sudden death
which occurred April 23 at the home
of his daughter Mrs. Lewis Taylor at
Smalleytown. Mr. Laughlin was a
former resident of this place.

James Richards has bought the
home place of the late Mrs. Emily
Davis, and is making extensive re
pairs on the same.
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Winchenbach
and children of Rcckland were call
ers Sunday at S. J. Burrows'.
Mrs. Hamlin Scofield and Miss
Gladys Bailey were weekend visitors
in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Palmer
and children were visitors Sunday in
Bristol.
Mrs. Emma Robinson of Portland
is visiting at S. J. Burrows’.
The funeral of Mrs. Evelyn Davis,
82, who died in Rockland. Mass., was
held last Thursday at the home of
her son Alfred. Mrs. Davis was na
tive of South Waldoboro, but went
several years ago to Rockland where
she had since resided. She is sur
vived by two sons, Alfred of this
town and Adelbert of Rockland.
Mass., a sister Miss Alice Geyer also
of Rockland, brother Irvin Geyer of
And it would please the spirit of
Medford and a sister Mrs. Annie George Washington if the hoarders
Bradford of Thomaston, also a would celebrate 1932 as a buy-cengiandson Stanley Davis of Rockland. tennial.—Chicago News.
Interment was in the family lot in
the Sweetland cemetery.

MICKIE SAYS—

SOUTH BELFAST

I

Grand View Grange held a social
and supper Thursday night with fine
attendance. Games, beano, cards
and dancing were enjoyed by both
young and old.
Mrs. Almon Robinson has returned
to her home after spending the win
ter in Boston.
Edith, youngest daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Elwell met with
the misfortune of breaking nti
arm while playing recently.
Mrs. Melvin Wood is a patient k.
tlie Waldo County Hospital.
Mrs. Fred Herrick and Mrs. Clar
ence Drinkwater and son visited the
Poors Mills Farm Bureau meeting
held with Mrs. Jesse Webber.
Master Raymond Wood is visiting
his grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Wood.
The Brown's Corner 4-H Club met
at the home of Miles Dodge. There
were seven members, two visitors and
the local leader Mrs. Clarence Drinkwater present. The girls held a
Judging contest on muffins, and
Iiene Butler was pronounced the
cnampion. At the meeting of April
30 Miss Cobb, State home manage
ment specialist, presented to tne
girls the time saving dish-washing
demonstration. Dinner prepared by
tae girls preceded the meeting.
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Health m Home

Mrs. Florence Lockhart returned
Tuesday to her home in Philadelphia
after spending a few days in town.
"Practical Studies for "Wives
Mr?. Lockhart was in charge of the
Community House last summer but
and efflothers the coming season will occupy the
stone house on Mechanic street owned
------ By Dr. ERNEST H. LINES ---------------------by Mrs. Edward W. Bok.
Eminent Authority and Chief Medical Director
Newton Graffam who has been at
New York Life Insurance Company
Yonkers, N. Y„ during the winter, ar
rived home Wednesday.
CIVIC HEALTH REGULATIONS
Mrs. Albert Larson is now able to
be out again after her recent illness.
N important factor which vitally affects the family and therefore deserves
Elmer Crockett has returned from
the earnest consideration of wives and mothers is civic health regulation.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., where he was the
Most cities and states have public health departments only too anxious to
guest for a few days of his uncle
apply the benefits of modern medicine to the general welfare How much
Elmer E. Matthews.
support do they get from the women
Many yet do not understand the
Lester Shibles of Orono spent Tues
of the community? They need all economy of having their physician
day and Wednesday with his parents,
they can get for too often their make periodical physical examina
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Shibles, Beech
efforts are handicapped and thwarted tions of all members of their family,
street.
by selfish commercial interests.
especially the children.
Nobody
Mrs. Walter Carroll and Mrs. Fred
Pure food laws, pure milk, water doubts the wisdom of seeing the
erick Richards entertained at cards
Wednesday evening at the home ot
free from pollution, quarantine of in family dentist regularly. If it is ad
the former on Commercial street.
fectious diseases—these and many mitted, and it is, that the teeth
Honors went to Mrs. Walter Ladd,
other problems often involve up-hill should be examined at regular in
Mrs. Clarence Munsey and Mrs. Fred
fights by your health officer and he tervals, how much more is it necessary
Veazie of Rockland. Other guests
needs your support to carry out to have the whole body examined
were Mrs. A. B. Stevenson, Jr., of
these measures, which are for the regularly to find out if any decay lias
Camden, Mrs. Clyde Spear, Mrs. Guy
already started in any part of it.
benefit of you and your families.
Annis, Mrs. Robert Davis, Mrs. Doug
It is much cheaper to pay to be
Or again, think of the many adults kept well than to pay the cost of
lass Bisbee.
and children, bread-winners and their being made well after you are sick.
Among those from this place who ,
dependents, who are injured or killed Here is one place where business
attended the Lincoln Baptist Associ
by automobiles yearly
Many of methods in the home will reap
ation meeting Thursday at Martins
these accidents are preventable and dividends in actual cash as well as in
ville Ridge Church were Rev. and Mrs.
could be prevented if careless pedes
G. F. Currier. Mrs. Mildred Rhodes,
better health and a happier family.
Mrs. Christie Whitney, Mrs. Minetta
trians and reckless drivers were
Paul, Mrs. Rena Carroll, Mrs. Jose
properly educated and instructed.
QUESTIONS:
phine Wall, Mrs, Leslie Deane, Mrs.
Another field for women’s activities!
Edith Overlook, Mrs. Augusta Shibles.
All wives and mothers should
The West Rockport church was rep
Periodical Examinations
be able to answer these questions:
resented by T. J. Carroll, Mrs. Ruth
1. What are some <-f the impor
Lastly, wives and mothers should
Smith, Mrs. Annie Clark, Mrs. Me
tant civic regulations passed to
not forget that their own health is
linda Oxton, Mrs. John Heald, Mabel
protect the health of the family?
most important, not only to them
Heald, Mrs. Inez Varney.
Z. Can wives and mothers help
selves, but also to their families,At the Methodist vestry next Wed
prevent
automobile
accidents?
The care of a sick husband or of a
nesday evening the Johnson Society
3. Why should you see your
delicate child can cause them more
will tender a supper to the members
physician regularly, even though
care and sorrow than anything else.
of the ladies’ aid. The hour is 6
you are in good health?
Prevent these illnesses where possible
o'clock.
and conserve your own health and
William A. Clarke who has been
happiness as well as theirs—not to
confined to his bed for several months
mention the saving on the family
This is the last ef a series of 12
was made happy Wednesday t.,rough
purse.
articles on Health tn the Uorne.
the thoughtfulness of the pupils ol
grade three of the Hoboken school
and teacher Miss Hortense Bohndell.
SOUTH WARREN
PLEASANT POINT
At the close of the afternoon session
Dr. John Tibbetts of Rockland was Mr. and Mrs Frank Page were guests I they went to the home of Mr. Clarkr
I and gathering about his bed sang sevSunday of his sister in Augusta.
in this place last weekend.
Mrs. Mary Lord of Wells is the ' oral songs and gave recitations and
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Speed of
j then presented him with a huge mayMonhegan and Mr. and Mrs. Charles guest of Mrs. Cora Jones.
Mrs. Kenneth Fales attended the basket filled with fruit, flowers, cards
Bucklin of Rockland were weekend
council meeting of the auxiliary oi etc, Mr. Clarke when physically able
guests at W. J. Morse’s.
did many kind things for the little
the
A. L. Tuesday at Damariscotta.
Laurice Nicholson of Monhegan
' tots of this school constructing swings
The
Susan
Creighton
farm
has
been
was in town last week.
leased by the State for five years and and see-saws for their out of door
T. F. Donegan of Chicopee Falls, will be used for farming purposes in amusement and they adopted tms
Mass., is spending a few days at his connection with the two farms owned method to show in a measure their
cottage here.
appreciation. Several other beauti
here.
Mrs. C. R. Gray and maid left
C. T. Moody was in this part of the ful maybaskets have been received
Wednesday for Omaha, Neb. They town the first of the week presenting by Mr. Clarke from sympathetic
are to return June 24 for the season. the 1932 tax bills. The rate of taxa friends, all of which is greatly apLeslie Seavey Is attending court tion is the same as last year—$53.50 ’ predated by both Mr. and Mrs.
I Clarke.
in Rockland this week, serving oil per $1000.
Mrs. Clara Dow of West Rockport
Sunday. May 8, is that day of all the
the jury.
Mrs. Grace Maloney received a and Mr. and Mrs. Olin Sargent and year that makes a universal appeal,
great surprise last Saturday eve son of Ellsworth were guests Tues for it is "Mothers’ Day.” Everyone
knows "Mother." To some she has
ning when 22 of her friends waltted day of Mrs. Mabel St. Clair.
The B. H. Club meetings which gone to another land, as the white
in, dressed in all sorts of styles and
bringing with them three birthday I have been suspended for several carnation testifies, but with many
cakes and home-made candy to cele , weeks were resumed Tuesday evening their mothers yet remain. A cordial
brate her birthday anniversary, ' at the home of Misses Annie and invitation is extended to everyone to
show respect for motherhood and
winch occurred on May 1. The eve Edna Overlock.
L. R Bucklin is driving a new Chevr their mother in particular by their
ning was passed with games and
presence next Sunday at the Baptist
music. Miss Arietta Maloney pre rolet sedan.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland, Mrs. Church. A special program is to be
sided at the piano, and accompanied
by Homer Marshall who is an expert Rose Marshall and Mrs. Mabel St. given by the Sunday school at 10
when it comes to playing the jews- Clair attended the services held for o’clock, daylight time, and followed
harp, they rendered some pleasing Mrs. Benjafriin McIntyre whose re by the regular morning service at 11
duets. Buffet lunch was served by mains were taken from the tomb for o'clock. The young people have pre
Miss Mai ion Coombs, assisted by A. interment. The services were held at pared a candle-light exercise as part
W. Maloney. It was a very happy the home of her son Rodney McIn of the evening service at 7.30. Let’s
occasion for both Mrs. Maloney and tyre in East Warren. Four brothers, make this observance next Sunday a
nephews of the deceased, were also real tribute to mother.
the guests.
present.
A treat Is in store for local people
when on May 27 at Town hall will be
WEST ROCKPORT
Fiance—“I haven’t the courage to presented "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch” by the Rockport Dramatic
Robert Heald is driving a new tell your father of my debts.”
Fiancee—“What cowards you men Club, augmented by a carefully chosen
Plymouth sedan and George Greenare! Father hasn’t the courage to cast under the experienced direction
rose a new Chevrolet.
Returning from a meeting of the tell you of his.”—Nagel Lustige Welt. of Mrs. Mildred Holmes. This is one
of the most wholesome and amus
Blueberry Growers’ Association re
ing plays of the stage and has been
cently Herman Alto encountered two
a favorite with play lovers for many
or three moose near the Mountain
years. The proceeds will be added to
Spring and was forced to climb a
the library building fund.
tree and wait until daylight before
he was able to leave it and go to his
Mrs. William Crockett was a guest
home.
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
A large delegation from this
Crockett in Rockland.
church attended the annual meeting
The Trytohelp Club will meet Mon
of the Lincoln Baptist Association
day evening at the Baptist vestry.
tn Maitinsville last Thursday.
Herbert Butler of West Roxbury.
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton enter
Mass., arrived Wednesday and will be
tained the Tuesday Club this week.
employed at the truck farm of Sage
Miss Bernice Parker spent the
& Chater for the summer.
weekend in Portland.
J. Carleton Davis was home from
The church services are now being
Boston this week for a brief stay with
held in the morning, followed by the
his family.
Sunday School hour. All evening
Arlene and Doris Tominski, Gert
services at 7.30.
rude Erickson, Rae Page, Benjamin
Wall, Bernard Andrews and Carroll
ROCKVILLE
Richards from the village and Ho
boken schools, under direction ot
Mrs. F. L. Hunter and son Vernon
Miss Edna Gregory, music teacher,
were guests Thursday of Mrs. F. J.
gave at the Educational Club in Rock
Hunter at Rockland Highlands.
land Friday evening illustrations of
Lester Sherer is at North Haven.
scale drill, singing games, solos, duets
Orey Tolman and family of Woodand patriotic numbers in the new
fords called on his father C. P. Tol
group pianoforte classes. Miss Greg
man this week.
ory prefaced this demonstration by
Charles Tolman spent the weekend
an explanation as to this innovation
with his aunt Mrs. Herbert Mann in
In modern music methods.
Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Putnam of Union
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald will be
street who have been in Danforth,
the speaker at the 3 o’clock service
called by the death of Mr. Putnam’s
Sunday at the Baptist Church. There
mother, have returned.
will be special Mothers' Day music
• * * »
and Mrs. MacDonald will have a story
Church
Notes
for the children.
Nelo Lofman who was so ill with
Baptist Church, Rev. George F. Cur
rheumatic fever last winter and has
rier:
Sunday school at 10 o’clock:
since been confined to the house with
morning service at 11; children’s story
a weak heart, was able to ride to the
"The Strength of Mother's Apron
village one day this week. His friends
Strings;’’ sermon by Rev. Herbert E.
Betty is coaxing some one to Long; B.Y.P.U. at 6.30, subject "Ap
are pleased to know that he is im
proved.
come to her. See how she holds preciation of Our Parents;” 7.30, spe
Piles of gravel on each side of the out a dainty morsel of food and cial service for Mothers' Day, con
highway Indicate an early resurfac speaks in soft tones. If you would ducted by the young people under the
ing of the tarred road.
like to see the little creatflre she direction of Miss Helen Dunbar. Try
Ethel Hale, Harold Hale and Charles is coaxing take a pencil and join tohelp Club Monday evening at vestry;
Tolman have been neither absent nor all the numbered dots together, all day session of Ladies’ Sewing Cir
tardy during the entire school year. starting with dot number one and cle at the home of Mrs. Oren P. JackBear Hill League held its weekly
son; Thursday evening, prayer meet
meeting Friday with President Mary j ending with dot number forty- ing.
Tolman presiding. The following pro- ! one. I am sure Betty will not call
Methodist Church, Rev. Forrest F.
gram was enjoyed: Song, Fireflies, in vain.
Fowle; Sunday is Mothers’ Day;
3d grade; poem. Twins, Ethel Hale;
honor mother by attending church
poem, Robin Redbreast, Martha
and if possible have her attend with
Thurston; story, Bold Rabbit, Ken
you; subject of morning service "On
FOR
SALE
neth Thurston; story. Lame Prince,
Mothers’ Day,” with special appro
Mary Tolman; selections by Har
priate music; Sunday school at 11.45;
RUUD
monica Band. Irja Hill, treasurer of
Epworth League at 6; evening service
Instantaneous Automatic with special Mothers’ Day music;
the league, announced that $1.19 had
been received from the recent candy
Monday evening the Sphinx Class ot
sale. The pupils of the school thank
the Sunday school will entertain the
friends and parents for their contri
boys of Ernest Crockett’s class at the
butions.
vestry; Tuesday evening the Weid
man class meets at the vestry; Wed
A Western prison is said to be plan
nesday afternoon Ladies’ Aid meeting
Size 4. Style F
ning a five-hole golf course for its In
and in the evening this organization
Practically New
mates. Come to think of it, we’d kinda
will be entertained at supper by the
Can Be Seen At Thia Office
like to see a club with a crook at both
Johnson Society in the vestry; Thurs
130-tf
1 ends.—Boston Herald.
day evening, prayer meeting at 7.30.
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lerru and Joan”
.By CLEO LUCAS

Cetyr'tht, 1931 By CUo Locos—DistrUstd By raromoent Fuilix Corporation

CHAPTER i
They looked at each other a sec
ond or two.
“Oh!”
They both said this at once.
"I’m sorry if 1 frightened you."
Jerry Corbett said this.
“You did frighten me a little. I
didn't know anyone was In here."
The girl said this.
"Neither did I.”
They laughed.
Jerry walked over to her.
"May I?"
“Certainly."
He sat down.
"I'm a little drunk. Excuse me.”
“I think everyone here is drunk.
But I’ll excuse you ”
Jerry didn’t blame Damery, that
conceited old gossip columnist, for
having tried to kiss her a few
minutes ago. He put her down on
record. Blue eyes, blonde hair, the
most beautiful mouth he had ever
seen. The rest he would look over
later. Hands, arms. legs. etc.
“l)o you know who that was, the
gentleman who tried so unsuccess
fully to kiss you Just now?"
The girl was embarrassed.
“1 thought you Just came In,” she
said.
“No. 1 was sitting over in the
corner there, trying to catch up
with myself."
“I was awfully disgusted with my
self.”
“1 don’t blame you. 1 have an
aversion to gossip columnists my
self. Just on general principles.”
The girl was fixing her hair, it
was Huffy around her cheeks and
then it got straight up on top.
Jerry stood up.
"Would you like a drink?”
“No, thanks. I’m not a drinker
and I've had about all I need to
night."
Jerry walked over to the table.
It looked awfully messy. Some
body had spilled a drink on it. He
had a reeling that he should try to
straighten things up for her. She
was awfully sweet-looking, he re
membered as he drank up.
“Did that make you feel any
better?” she asked with a little
■mile.
“Much."
“Enough better so that we may
Introduce ourselves?”
Jerry laughed.
“I’m sorry. 1 forgot. I’m Jerry
Corbett."
\ The girl stared at him.
“What’s the matter?”
"Oh, I didn't mean to look so
stupid but—well, I’ve always
missed out on meeting the people
I’ve wanted to meeL Real, useful
people, people who do things—"
“Thai's nothing. Just a title.
Isn't even a good job. Doesn't pay
any money.”
“1 think it's something. You
write very cleverly. 1 never miss
reading your column. 1 envy any
body who can write.”
“But, my dear girl, that isn't writ
ing. It’s merely debunking, it you
get wnat I mean. Please don't let's
talk about that, though. We might
talk about you."
“Well, what would we say?”
"You might tell me who you arc
for one thing.”
She laughed and Jerry laughed
loo.
“I might do that and play fair.
' got interested in you, and forgot.
1 ci Joan Prentice, which doesn't
P'can a thing to you.”
“Oh, yes, it does.”
“What?”
'
“That you’re old man Prentice’s
Awochtor and that you will prob•*ij’ have a cool million or so n
voir own moniker some day if you
tatoii't already.”
’Yi.u've been reading the paper
tavco't you?”
“ft's my business to read the

After about six choruses, he leaned over and kissed her very definitely
on the moufh.*

paper. It’s like checking up the
day’s receipts In a store.”
Joan Prentice looked at Jerry
Corbett. He wasn’t a hit good-look
ing. Cute, she guessed. He was
short, shorter than she liked a boy
to be, but he was cute. That ex
pressed it. His hair was brown and
unruly, it parted itself and fell in
easy curls on his forehead.
“You’ll have to pardon me again.
This man Noble has wonderful
drinks and I have an Idea it’s get
ting late. 1 haven’t had my quota.”
Jerry poured himself another
drink and then looked at Joan.
“Don't you want to come over
here and sit at the table? It's so
much more cozy or something, and
then the drinks are handier."
Joan came over and sat down In
the chair he held out for her.
"Been having a good time?"
“Well. I’m a little disappointed.
I expected to meet a lot of famous
people and talk to them, but they're
all too drunk to talk intelligently or
else they insult you.”
“Writers aren't any different
from anyone else. They like to
drink, too, you know. Have you met
everyone you wanted to meet?”
"I thiqk so?”
Awfully fine hands. Long, slender,
artistic. A diamond dinner ring the
size of a small tomato on right lit
tle finger. Jerry wondered vaguely
how men made money enough to
buy things like that.
Jerry was feeling his drinks a
lot
“Say, 1 feel like singing. Do you
mind?”
Joan said she did not.
Jerry burst into song without
further Invitation. The song was
“Lord Jeffrey Amherst." He sang
it low, and all out of tunc. When
he finished Joan asked him:
“Did you go to Amherst?"
"No. Cornell. But that’s a good
old song. We always sang it."

"Do you know any more songs?”
"Sure. But 1 can't remember any
right now. Say----- ”
"What?”
"I like you, Joan. I think you’re
nice."
“Thanks. You mean, of course.
Iiourhonly speaking.”
Jerry ignored this.
,
“I like your hands----- ”
Joan liked the way he said
tilings. Jerry took one of tier
hands, the one with the diamond
on. in his own hand.
“—they're swell.”
Joan was beginning to like Jerry
a lot. She knew she was. Why
was it? Certainly not because he
was good-looking.
Because he
wasn’t. Because he was so darned
cute about everything, she guessed.
Different. She felt so comfortable
with him, so natural.
“Say.” she began, “what were you
at school?”
“What was 1?”
"Yes, what fraternity did you be
long to?”
Jerry laughed.
"Dli, 1 couldn’t imagine what you
meant. I've been out of school so
long I've forgotten that that was
expected of you. Sigma Chi.”
"Do you know the Sigma Chi
Sweetheart song?"
“Sure."
‘Let’s sing it.”
Jerry was getting awfully drunk
and lie was more out ot tune than
ever but he got the words out. ThsT.
lie insisted on singing it again, and
w.,ck they finished it became just a
circle of the singing of the chorus
of "The Sweetheart of Sigma Cht.”
Jerry put Ills arms around Joan,
and whi'ii they came to the part,
“Tire blue of her eyes and the gold
of her hair,” he pressed her gently.
After about six choruses he
leaned over and kissed her very
definitely on the mouth.
Joan knew that he was tight and
that she would probably never see
“Sing some more.”
him again, hut she knew in that
“Sure.”
Then he sang something about instant that she would never for
“First she gave me ginger bread get him.
"Sylvia Sidney and Fredric March
and then she gave me cake and
then she gave me Creme dc in the Paramount picture, “Merrily
Mentho for meeting her at the We Go To Hell,” screen version of
the story, "Jerry and Joan.”
gate.”
(To be Continued)
Joan liked the song.
<’unyright, Bl.’ll By Cleo Lucas —Distrib
Joan liked Jerry.
uted By Paramount Publix Cora.

WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jessemen
have returned from the South where
they have passed the winter and are
it their home at Kaler’s Corner.
A Child Health Clinic was held In
the Board of Trade rooms Friday aft
ernoon from 2 to 4 for children under
six years of age.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stetson have j
moved from Depot street to their farm '
at North Waldoboro.
Dudley Hovey of Newton, Mass., has
been a recent guest of his father at
Stahl's Tavern.
Services will be held at the Metho
dist Church Sunday, morning and eve
ning.
Rev. Mabel Whitney will
preach at the morning service and
Rev. E. K. Bassett in the evening.
William G. Labe was host at the
meeting of the Men’s Bridge Club
Two tables were in play.
A moose was seen by Mrs. Isadore
Hoffses In the field above her house
at 4 o'clock Monday morning. The
animal proceeded slowly across
the baseball ground disappearing in
the vicinity of Grant’s quarry.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Quiner have
been in Marblehead, Mass.
Miss Evelyn Waltz is at home from
Pomfret, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs Fred W. Scott accom
panied their daughter Mrs. Arthur
Hatch and children to Sanford and
made a short visit there.
Mrs. Harold R. Smith has been pass
ing a few days in Cooper’s Mills.
Judge Harold R. Smith, Henry P.
Mason and Fred S. Simmons attend
ed court in Wiscasset Tuesday.
Mrs. Clarence Benner was hostess
to the Mending Club Friday evening.
The children of the Methodist Sun
day school will give a Mothers' Day
program in the auditorium of the
church Sunday from 12 to 1 o'clock.
All interested are cordially invited to
attend

/{y

June Rogeri

OUBLED and redoubled! The of unsweetened chocolate. Add
game is close and there is no three cups of sugar, one cup of
time for napping. After an exmilk,

a tablespoon of butter* and
hausting day, when your energy is boll until the mixture forms &
at a low ebb, have you ever noticed soft ball In cold water. Remove
that you almost subconsciously from the fire, add a teaspoon of
roach for a sweet at the bridge vanilla and heat until the fudge
table? Scientists, who delve Into begins to thicken. Pour into but
the whys and wherefores of fatigue, tered tins and cool. The candy can
havo proved that sugar gives the be varied by pouring it over marsh
quickest energy reaction. Perhaps mallows, which have been cut in
that Is why wo instinctively nibble pieces and placed in the tin, or by
as we play—and why we should adding chopped nuts just before it
always supply sweets in some form is poured out. If you like pepper
to our bridge playing guests. And mint flavor, try beating In a drop
nothing is more appreciated than or two of oil of peppermint, depend
home made fudge, which is so sim ing on its strength, after the candy
ple to make and so inexpensive in has been taken from the storey.,
these days when sugar Is selling at Four or five marshmallows, or four
a price reminiscent of those days or five tablespoons of marshmal
w® refer to as “before the war.” low whip beaten into the fudg*»
Here is a recipe which you may while It is still hot, gives it <
tu-d tempting: Melt three squares smooth creamy consistency. —

D
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in the Thomaston-Monhegan-Boothbay Harbor service, was smoothly
launched Friday noon. The boat is
sturdily constructed on plans made
by the builders, and is intended for
passenger and freight service. It has
a spacious hold, a comfortable cabin,
and a forecastle. A 60 horsepower
Diesel motor furnishes the motive
power. The dimensions are 65 ft.
length, 16 ft. beam, 6 ft. depth. The
frame is of oak and hard pine plank
ing, securely fastened. The boat is
up to date in its equipment, all
necessary conveniences of modem
travel having been provided. The
Nereid will go upon the mail route,
Thomaston to Boothbay Harbor via
Monhegan the first of June, and will
tw commanded by Capt. Starrett.
Captain, mate, engineer and one or
two deck hands will comprise the
crew. Considerable work yet remains to be done. The Nereid is
roomy, staunch and speedy, and will
be a worthy successor to the oid
Douglas.

IMPROPER DIETING
MENACE TO HEALTH

CAMDEN
Mr. and Mrs. Willis D. Knowlton
have returned from a trip to Wash
ington, D. C.
Donald D. Dodge of Philadelphia, a
member of the summer colony, is
guest for a few days at Green Gables, i
The Eastern State Mountain Club
of Portland will visit Camden Sun
day and spend the day climbing Mt.
Battie and Mt. Megunticook.
Parker Morse Hooper of New York
city is spending a few days in town
locking after his summer property.
Mrs. A. E. Luce will entertain the
Bethany class May 17, at the parsoni age on Mountain street.
The regular meeting of Maiden
I Cliff Rebekah Lodge Wednesday eve
ning will be followed by a public card
party.
Playing commences at 8
o'clock.
Mrs. Anne Grinnell and Mrs. Edna
Ames entertained the Philathea class
j Friday evening at the home of Mrs
! Grinnell on Union street.
Special town meeting in the opera
j house Saturday night at 7.30. and
I the following articles are to be acted
on: Art. 1. To choose a moderator to
i preside at said meeting. Art. 2. To
j see if the town will vote to pay $12
per eight hour day for trucks: $3.50
per eight hour day for labor; $7 per
1 eight hour dav for double teams.
Camden will entertain about 1000
| peCpie on May 13-14. when the con
test between the bands, orchestras
and glee clubs of the high schools of
the State, will take place in the opera
house. Walter M. Smith, of the fameus Jenny Band, will be one of the
' judges at the band contest and will
also render a trumpet solo.
Attractions for the Comique The
atre next week include for Monday
and Tuesday. "Are These Our Chil
dren?" Wednesday and Thursday,
Will Rogers in "Business and Pleas
ure:" Friday, Wheeler and Woolsey
in "Peach O' Reno;" Saturday, re
i turn engagement of Seth Parker in
"Way Back Home."
Mrs. W. L. Tyler has returned
I from a visit with her sister, Dr. Sarah
L. Wetherbee in Boston.

Notices of Appointment

Probate Notice.

I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro- |
bate for the County of Knox. In the
State of Maine hereby certify that in
the following estates the persons were
appointed Administrators. Executors.
Guardians and Conservators and on the
dates hereinafter' named:
ADELIA L MASTERS, late of Thomas- ,
ton. deceased. April 20. 1932. Security
Trust Company of Rockland was ap
pointed Admr. c. t. a . and qualified by
filing bond on same date.
ZENAS C. MELVIN, late of Rockland,
deceased. April 20. 1932. Rockland Na- 1
tional Bank, of Rockland was appointed
Exr.. and qualified by filing bond on
same date.
ELIZA A. WATERMAN, late of North
Hoven, deceased April 20. 1932. Georgi? i
\ Harkness, of Veazie. was appointed
Executrix, without bond.
CLARA E. LINEKEN. late of Rockland,
deceased. April 20. 1932. Beatrice M.
Thompson and Jennie O Harvev. both of
Rockland were appointed Executors,
without bond.
EMILY A. RACKLIFF. late of South
Thomaston, deceased. April 20. 1932.
Archie H RacklifT. of South Thomaston,
was appointed Exr.. without bond.
JOHN CREIGHTON late of Thomas
ton. deceased April 20. 1932, Albert T.
Gould of Boston. Mass, was appointed 1
Exr. and qualified by filing bond on
same date. Alan L. Bird of Rockland. ,
appointed Agent in Maine.
CATHERINE L SULLIVAN, late of
Rockland, deceased. April 20. 1932. Timo
thy J. Sullivan, of Rockland, was ap
pointed Exr.. without bond.
ANTOINETTE H. BABBIDGE. lace of
Rockland, deceased. April 20. 1932. Adelbert L Babbid^e. of Rockland, was ap
pointed Exr.. without bond.
DORA PAYSON STARRETT late of
Warren, deceased. April 20. 1932. Mae
E Starrett. of Warren, was appointed
Exx.. without bond.
DANIEL C. DEARBORN, late of Union,
deceased. April 20. 1932. Fred F. Dear
born of Union, was appointed Admr..
without bond.
GEORGE A. MILLER, late of Appleton,
deceased. April 20. 1932. Charles B.
Miller and M. Blanche Miller, both of
Appleton were appointed Admrs., with
out bond.
MAURICE A. GREGORY, late of Rock
port. deceased. April 20. 1932, Maurice F.
Gregory of Stow. Mass. was appointed
Admr.. without bond. Edward C. Payson. of Rockland, appointed Agent
Maine.
RHODA F. AMES, late of Vinalhaven.
deceased. April 20. 1932. Edith M. Poole
of Vinalhaven. was appointed Admx..
without bond.
VINAL DYER, late of Camden, de
ceased. April 20 1932. Herman W. Crock
ett, of North Haven, was appointed
Admr.. without bond.
CLARENCE E. OLIVER, late of Thom
aston. deceased. April 26. 1932. Celia R.
I Oliver, of Thomaston, was appointed
| Administratrix, and qualified by filing
! bond on same date.
ANGIE J. MAYO late of Thomaston,
deceased. April 20. 1932. Charles C. MeD>nald, of Thomaston, was appointed
Exr and qualified by filing bond on
April 25. 1932.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.

jn Everybody’s Column f
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STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements in this column not to
»
_____
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid met
To all persons Interested In either of ««ed ,tbrae
______
Wednesday evening at the home of
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, “bts: ,t.^r/e
“h ?£?*£,„ ISSf -------- --------------------------- --» «
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! tional lines five cents each for one time.
Miss Edith Lenfest for the annual
PIGS for sale. 4 to 6 weeks old. $3.50
At a Probate Court held at Rockiand,, jq cents for three times. Six words
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I each at the house. $4 delivered nearby.
in and for the County of Knox, on the make a line.
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General.
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1 ■ FOUR ACRES shore property for sale
Mrs. Katie Webster; secretary and
day from the 20th day of said April the
• ' at Ballard Park. C. M. BLAKE WALL
following matters having been present
press agent, Miss Cora Fogerty;
Washington,—“There is one wide
I PAPER_STORE. Rockland.________ 54-56
ed for the action thereupon hereinafter
treasurer, Mrs. Margaret Stewart;
»
I sen-WILLIAM” PENDLETON, lor sale.
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Indicated it is hereby Ordered:
purchasing committee, Mrs. Hath
P for further Information write R J.
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ing health throughout the country,
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:
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William T. Flint of Rockland has
land, on the 17th day of May A D.
ENGLISH SETTER bird dog; black and
- ■ „---- —;---------geon general, United States public
1932. at eight o'clock In the forenoon, 1 white; eight months old. lost Reward.
ESSEX—1928 Sport Coupe- Excepttonbought the Franklin Watts house on
health service. “It is what is com
and be heard thereon if they see cause. ! JOHN McLOON. Tel. 51 or 253-M 55-tf j eUy good forj, down, payment
only
Knox street, formerly owned by A.
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46*56 P&R
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DAHLIAS. 15. each different ana lavice of physicians, but almost in
petition for Probate of Foreign Will ask- ; mLiu St Tel 963-W
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meeting of the Speech Readers Club,
PERRY, Willow Brook Dahlia Gardens.
allowed, filed and recorded in the Pro
dividual who practices it. Neither
Hope.____________________________ 45*65
Alexander Neilson of Boston,
bate Court of Knox County and that
letters Testamentary be issued to
is it done for health, but for looks.
FOUR PEDIGREED Treadwell
13
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ple die directly from dieting, but
with them. MRS. JACK PERIE, South
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ceased. Will and Petition for Probate
Cushing. Me.
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thousands of deaths are attributable
thereof asking that the same may be
Mothers'
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Mrs. Grace Payson has leased the
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and
that
Letters
of
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wanted
for
housework.
OVERTWO new row boats. 15 ft.; also Jigsaw
William Tarbox house for the sum
Sunday morning at the Baptist indirectly to improper and foolish
Adminlstration with the will annexed be i NESS SARKESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave .
with motor, for sale. RALPH RICHissued to George G. Teague of Warren or
mer and will make it her head Church, the Baptist Choral Society 'dieting.' 'Dieting' simply to pro
56 ARDS, 25 Franklin St. Tel. 526-R. 55-57
some other suitable person, with bond. I
quarters. She will visit her farm in will sing, ''Mother Mine," Hosmer duce a slim figure lowers the sub
MABEL H HAINES late of Rockland
ROOM AND BOARD wanted in RockLOMA 10c pound, five pounds 50c;
Cushing at her convenience. Mrs. and "Homelight," Macy. In the eve ject's resistance and leaves her a
deceased Will and Petition forProbate ! land. or any nearby town. Bachelor, bone meal 4c pound, five pounds 20c;
thereof asking that the same mly b^ j Good references. Address P. O. BOX Bradley's fertilizer 4c pound. 100 pounds
Payson and her mother Mrs. Har ning at 7.15, “The Mother of Today" prey to disease.
53*55 $1 65 to $2.15; nitrate soda 6c pound;
proved and allowed and that Letters! 423, Rockland.
riet Copeland have been living in will be honored by a service with
“Official reports for the year just
------ ! sheep manure 6c pound; our formula
Testamentary Issue to Arthur P. Haines.
tiie Tarbox house during the winter. special invitations to the parents of closed show happily thnt the gen
of Rockland he being the Executor I ATTRACTIVE opportunity for respon- lawn seed 25c pound; seeds and garden
„i'rt win withon? bond
1 s|blp man to represent us In surround- tools of all kinds. Successor to G H.
Mrs. Marguerite Sprague of Rock- the Junior Choir. An attractive pro eral health of tlie nation is improvnamed In said Will. wltb°ut bond.
[ (ng towns full 0-r part time. write THE Hart, one of the oldest seed and ferland was a weekend visitor at the gram has been arranged: “Joplin ing. The tuberculosis curve, thanks
EMELINE
McKINDSLEY,
late of EARLE CO., South Portland Me. 55-lt tlllzer dealers In Knox County. V. L.
Thomaston, deceased. Will and Petition , —rv-.—------ r— ------- y--------rv—v—r---------- PACFAPD Tel 446
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home of her sister Mrs. J. M. Cal- Glebe March." Kreyer, arr. by L. A.
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LeMers Testamentary Issue to Frank D ; Apply to MRS. R. E. CUTTING, Warren. | walks for sale; truck delivery. O. F.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Perry and reading; "Mother,” Hosmer, sung by ducted against the white plague, is
53-55 BENNER Tel. 962-J.
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Hathorne, of Thomaston, he being the I Tel. 3-3.
daughter Dea of Rockland are mov the Junior Choir, Cleora Condon. dropping. A sad tiling, however, irf
Executor named In said Will, without
BOYS AND GIRLS to sell flavoring ex-I REO TRUCK—1927 Will do a lot o.
ing into the home of Mr. and Mrs. Carleen Davis, Marian Felt and that there is too much of that dread
bond.
tracts after school wanted; send for free work for someone. Small down payment
disease showing up among young
Bowdoin Lermond, Gilchrest styeet. Lewis Tabbutt, incidental soloists;
FREEMAN S. GOULD, late of Union, sample. WAKEFIELD EXTRACT CO.. ! of $50. SEA VIEW GARAGE, 689 Main St.
Mr. Lermond is away most of the prayer; "Berceuse." Godard: “Cupid's young women from fifteen to twen
47*56 Phone 1250. Rockland.
46*56 P&R
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate Sanbornville. N. H.
thereof asking that the same may be
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pratt and son for Mother." Mrs. Joseph L. Paquin. however, that is. woman's disdain
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tional or whether the said Roy H. Gould i desire summer boarders advertise the
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. J. Estelle Moore, soloist; benediction:
stream line bmly. to attain which
had received a due proportion of said! fact in this paper where thousands i BUICK—1926 Coach—You can’t wear
M. Carney.
"Gray Champion March," Robinson. she will sacrifice almost anything,
Estate during the lifetime of the testa-1 will read of it.
out this type of car and the down payMrs. Katherine Crawford enter
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__ __________________________________ ment is only $45. SEA VIEW GARAGE,
tained Mrs. Edna Smith, Mrs. Matie rendered by The Little Symphony. is not helping her health.
MARY E. THOMAS, late of Rockport.
THOROUGHLY MODERN cottage on 689 Main St. Phone 1250, Rockland.
"Diet fads, food fads, no butter,
46*56 P&R
Spalding and Mrs. Lucy Clark at Luther A. Clark directing. The perdeceased. Will and Petition for Probate ! shore at Crescent Beach for sale or to
thereof asking that the same may be i iet. An conveniences. LENA K. SARDRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
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g
FOUR
ROOM
apartment
to
let
on
be
appointed
Admx.,
without
bond.
day—
to buy a car as good as this for only
t
day to the school children qualifying It comes
fulness well, had shown the effects of
St. All improvements. Garage. $75 down. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689
from Heaven above:
ESTATE JOSEPH A OXTON. late of Beech
time and ever increasing traffic. It NEW AID IN PREVENTING COLDS Rockland,
Capt. Erickson of Magee Island °n thesc Poi"ts of health: Vision It will brighten lives forevermore.
deceased. Petition for Admin- j L. A. THURSTON Phone 1159. Cltv55-57 Main St Phone 1250, Rockland.
46*56 P&R
was badly out of shape, rattled and
istration. asking that Wilbur J. Oxton.'
who had his boat hauled up on C Scaring, weight, posture, throat and The light of a Mother’s Love.
of Stoughton. Mass., or some other suit
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to, CHEVROLET—1930 Sedan—Paint and
A. Morse & Son's railway last fall
and havln<? a certificate of The love of a mother is more precious altogether gave one an uncomfortable
sensation, especially when long lines and now but little vestige of the old able person be appointed Admr., without let. good location, rent reasonable rubber in excellent condition. Splendid
has uncovered it and improve- birth registration Six point pins For it's one thing gold cannot buy;
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel ' motor, hot water heater, other acceswe all must cherish it ever more.
of motor cars of various descriptions
ments and repairs are being made were issued to children qualifying on And
ESTATE EMELINE C. OXTON. late of 77____________________________________
52’tf sorles. Priced to sell. SEA VIEW GAremains.
ne'er forget as the years roll by.
UDOn
the same points, without birth certifi- And
were
met
midway
between
the
two
Rockiand.
deceased.
Petition
for
AdminSTORE to let, also several tenements P£9E’ 689 Maln St- phone
The sound of her voice,
Tills is but another step in improved
46*56 P&ti
istration. asking that Wilbur J. Oxton. j at~moderate prices’? C. M. BLAKE WALL land.
shores.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Walsh motored catc- These Pir;s and certificates And the light of her smile.
Stoughton. Mass., or some other suit- PAPER STORE, Rockland
54-56
that make our life worth
GRAY MARINE MOTORS. New Light
The new bridge has steel stringers transportation facilities in this vicin of
to Bangor and return Friday.
given in observance of Child Are treasures
ity beginning with the Kennebec able person be appointed Admr., with- —----------- --------------r—rr Four 12-24 horsepower, $298. Other sizes
while;
on wooden piling, is of standard bridge between Bath and Woolwich, out bond
.
FIVE ROOM
let 5 to 150 horse power. Complete line of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts and ^ea-1^
\
i ----------. house
.. and. garage
T<?1to 949
The touch of her hand.
width, has a sidewalk, and a newlv
ESTATE WILFORD C. FOSSETT, late williaM^TuFKINm°dern
new motors at new low prices. Write us
daughter Barbara of Belmont. Mass.. E-gnti Grade: 7 point, Richard And the warmth of her cheer—
the
new
cut
off
with
overhead
rail

53-tf
Union, deceased. Petition for Admin- —-TPFK1W:______
for information. A. L. ANDERSON. Box
are spending the weekend with Mrs. Woodcock, Janette Tuttle, Doris These are treasures that count most processed deck which will make the road bridge at Montsweag, and so of
Istration, d b. n c. t. a., asking that
HOUSE, barn, henhouse, five acres 9. Camden. Me.
45-65
under section impervious to the called Edgecomb cut otf.
Wall and Mrs. Josephine Stone.
Peters- George Hall Barbara Feyler. The sou? of her goodness,
Sarah B. Pinkham of Union, or some I land to let at Ingraham Hill. WILLIAM
SEEDS of all kinds from reliable
weather for a number of years.
other suitable person be appointed DONOHUE. Tel. 527-M.
55-57 growers.
The Baptist hosts in the Lincoln ^na Coates, Elizabeth Brown, Laura The heart of her worth.
Fertilizers including Swift’s
Admr..
with the will
annexedj of the
not exchange for half of the Another element greatly appreciateti,
Association gathered Thursday at Beattie, Myron Jones, Jarpes Young, We would
tntn
„j i i
.. es-. i' AT 30 HIGH STREET three furnished vcicurnteu
viituru. Done
celebrated Vigoro,
bone me
meal. Bowker’s
earth
DOt alreadi administered, without | rooms or single room to let, bath and: farm and garden and sheep manure. C.
! It has been proved that a herring
the church in Martinsville and spent Hazel Kirkpatrick; 6 point, Evelyn Words cannot tell all our love for her by motorists Is that of firmness.
'
garage,
all
modern.
For
Information
see
C.
TIBBETTS.
288
Main
St
52-57
The new bridge is located just to traveled from New York to Liverpool.
still
the day and evening. The primary Paquin, Arthur Johnson, Anne
ESTATE GLADYS M. GREGORY, late HILL DANE. Tel 427.
49-tf
PIANO, dining room suite and other
But our thoughts go out to her and al- Ihe north of the old. Traffic was | Goldfish, of course, think nothing ot flled^^HowSnce^b?' B^SUnle^GreS1« SINGLE house t0 let at 8 Rockland ot..
object was to attend the annual Jacobs, Sidney Caler, Leon Caler
ways will.
household furniture for sale. DR. W H.
continued on the old bridge during;' going round the globe.—The Humorist „!.a
an.ce J57 a Stanley Greg- j electric lights, toilet, garagp.
MR ARMSTRONG. 39 Union St.
meeting of the association. SecondSixth and Seventh Grades: 7
garage.
52-tf
Helen Ladd,
ory. of Rockland, Trustee.
1
(London).
the
entire
construction
of
the
new,
i
SHAFTER.
15
Rockland
St.
Tel.
888.
Rockport.
ary objects were to enjoy the well point, Carleen Davis, Genevieve
ESTATE HENRY JAMESON, late of I
52-tf
'
known hospitality of the St. George Bradlee. Joseph Cross. Cecil Day,
Vlnalhaven, deceased. First and Final
ONE ROOM and kitchenette to iet.
Account filed for allowance by Leslie B,
people, and to listen to a gifted young Marion Felt, Alice Henry. Charles
heated and lighted. $6 a week. V. F
Dyer, of Vinalhaven. Admr.
woman who was once a resident of Smith, Howard Anderson, Ruth ButSTUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 52-tf
ESTATE ADDIE J. LARKIN, late of ,
Thomaston. Miss Dorothy Bucklin. Ier. Iva Henry, Estelle Moore, Nor
Vlnalhaven. deceased. First and ‘ Final ' FURNISHED apartment to let, three
now secretary of Christian Ameri- man Overlock, Donald Smith; 6 point,
Account filed for allowance by Joseph rooms and bath, modern improvements.
Edwin Lindsey, of Vinalhaven. Exr.
I CALL 996
canization ior New England. Miss; Stephen Kirkpatrick, Robert Spear,
__________________ 55-57
___
THE CHARLES ROKES farm Is to be
SMALL single house, clean and cosy, to ( sold Fine condition. Also tools—sepaBucklin’s share in the program was Richard Paquin, Virginia Pearce,
ESTATE EUGENE M. STUBBS, late of
Family with children preferred rator. sulky plow, harness, wagons, etc.
Union, deceased. Petition for Distribu let
specially Interesting to the Thomas- Russell Young. John Lunderwell,
tion filed by Alan L. Bird, of Rockland, MABEL RAWLEY. 130 Main St. Tel. i ARTHUR ROKES. Phone. 880. Rockland.
X
ton people because of personal ac- Helmi Johnson.
Admr.
676-M.
55-tf |
•
53-tf
quaintance. Those who attended j Fourth Grade: 7 point, Dorothy
ESTATE ADELIA L. MASTERS, late of I FURNISHED tenement to let in La^ | FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
Thomaston,
deceased,
Petition
for
Con

fiom the local church were Rev. and Wallace. Leah Tillson, Marie Marr.
Rosa, Grove St. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
modern buildings, pasture land. hay.
•Mfirmation of Trustee, filed by Security!
52-tI apple orchards. lumber and fire wood.
Mrs. H. S. Kiiborn, Edwin S. Vose, Jovce Whitehill, Raymond Beckett,
Trust Company, of Rockland.
MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain
Edith
Clark.
Raymond
Anderson.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Shaw. Miss
rrsTsmir ■zvm.o r~
,
J UNFURNISHED apartment of six rooms s. Camden' Tel 2597
52-tf
ESTATE ZENAS C. MELVIN, late of < to let at 17 Warren St., good repair?
tel. Z09f
Emma Stackpole. Mrs. C. H. Wash Willemena Watts, Averyl Reed, Cor___
SEVEN-ROOM hoz-e for sale. bath, fine
fi?~k',and' deb*?as<*1' Pbt,‘lo“ f"r Con- garage If desired. Inquire 12 WARREN
firmation of Trustee, filed by Rockland ST Tel 577
burn. Mrs. John Brown, Mrs. Charles lirs Tabbutt, Mildred Rich, Madelvn
52-tr! cellar, barn. ’.4 ame field, Oliver 8t.,
National Bank, of Rockland.
—'■------- '
!
mile from postoffice. Quick sale
Singer, M'llard Gilmore, Mrs. Cora Weaver, Marie Tuttle. Oswald Stet
TWO
furnished
rooms
for
light
house
V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
ESTATE MARIA W. TIBBETTS, late keeping to let: water, gas, lights. E N $2500
Currier, Mrs. Abbie Stetson, Miss son, Gordon Crie, Charles Grover; 6
| Tel. 1030.
52-tf
of
Rockport,
deceased.
First
and
Final
SYLVESTER.
23
Cedar
St.
Tel.
804J
Mildred Stetson, Oscar Gould, Ed point. Allen Strong
C4
account filed for allowance by Joshua N. _________________________________ 52-tf
Tibbetts and Ralph H Tibbetts. Exrs.
ward Brown, Mrs. John Stackpole, Fifth Grade: 7 point. Olive Leach,
IN VERY CENTRAL location, pleasant
5 iZ -5
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD Es
Mrs. Dora Kelloch, Mrs. Lucy Sil- Alfred Peters, Clarence Long, Kathquire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox front roam to let. with use of adjoining
lery, Mrs. George E. Wilson, Mrs. lecn Anderson: 6 point, Oliver
den: also garage space, If desired. MRS.
♦
County. Rockland, Maine.
R, S. SHERMAN. Tel. 103-W.
53-55
Walter Stackpole.
Frankowski, LaVonne Sawyer, Leland
Attest:
IENEMENT
to
let
at
3^
Mechanic
St
Miss Dorothy Starrett came down Overlock.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
52-S53 Inquire of MRS. W S. KENNISTO1I. 17f
from Farmington Friday to witness Second Grade: 7 point, Esther
STUDEBAKER— 1926 Coach- Must be
Main St. Tel. 874-W.
the launching of the new boat built Aehorn, Eva Spear. Ida Watts, Eliza..
---------------- : K'’pn 10 bp appreciated. Only $64 down.
FURNISHED
three
room
apartment
toi
SEA
VIEW OARAGE, 689 Main St
by Charles A. Morse & Son for her beth Stetson, Lewis Stone. Walter
let rear 11 Masonic St. MRS. E. K Phone 1250. Rockland.
46*56P&ni
father, Capt. Earle Starrett. She Chapman, Richard Whitman, Arlene
MILLS
54-tf
OLDSMOBILE touring car for sale.
will remain over the weekend.
Closson. Everett Condon, Robert
TO LET—5-room fir' all modem. 2: Excellent condition. New tires. Low
Fulton St. Inquire nOSE PRESt OTT mileage Disc harrow, nearly new, cul
Alan Cunningham of Boston, Clark. Richard Clark, Albert Mank.
BRINGING DOWN THE FLYING
240 Broadway.
52-tf tivator. E. M. STUBBS' ESTATE, East
owner of the yacht Sweet Honey, William Hopkins. Maxine Mitchell,
FISH: Cleola Smith snares one of
51*56
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let, flue cellar Union.
built bv C. A. Morse & Son is spend- Louis Paquin, Sally Gray, Pauline
the elusive denizens of the deep off
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
DODGE—1929 Sedan—This Is a Senior
ing a few days in town.
Gillis, Vaughn Anderson, Violet
large
veranda,
large
yard.
Adults
only
Catalina Island, California, where
Is mechanically right. Looks and
Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
__ 52-tf and
The Beta Alpha Club will meet Paquin. Roger Morse, Anita Oxton,
runs perfect. A dandy buy; $75 down
the flying fish have put in appear
Monday evening with Mrs. Leila Mary McLain; 6 point, Phyllis KalX.
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit payment takes It. SEA VIEW GARAGE,
ance a month before schedule.
able for family of two or three, at If C89 Main St. Phone 1250, Rockland.
Smailey, Knox street. Refreshment loch. Paul Korhonen. Virgil Hoffses,
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST
46*56 P&R
committee, Miss Elizabeth Washburn, olavi Korhonen, Tauno Brooks,
You can have your Personal
Tel. 318-W.
52-tf
Mrs. Luc$ Davison, Mrs. Lena Kathleen Butler, Lewis Johnson,
and Business Stationery, An
UNFURNISHED five room apartment
Delano.
: Christine Carstensen, Marion Overto let. with toilet, ample closet room
nouncements, Weddings,
and stove. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel
Miss Alice Oliver and Mrs. Mary : lock.
I 156-W.____________________________45-tf
Cards, Etc., done at this offlec
Berg were guests of Mrs. Ellis CopeThird Grade: 7 point, Newall McFURNISHEDapartment to let at 556
HERE’S HOW! John Golden (left) gives his first lesson after winning
with our new Process Em
land, Knox street, on Friday.
, I ain. Howard Miller, Laura Wood.
H*»**»**«*****»*»«»«****«^*«.^..».H ’•*«!
| Main St. Inquire
atFULLER-COBBServices for the week at the Henry Young, Alma Leach, Richard
the North and South Open Tournament. He’s showing Lanny Ross.
I DAVIS.
53-tf
bossed Printing Machine.
GARDENS plowed and dressing In any
Church of St. John the Baptist will Mitchell , Marie Jordan, Evelyn
young star of the Maxwell House broadcast, just how to hold the club
quantity $4 per cord. C. F. PRESCOTT.
This printing looks like en
Tel. 76-J._________________________ 54*56
be: Saturday—Preparation for holy j Hahn. Bertha Condon, Virginia Fosto drive the old pill into the next county.
communion 'at 7.30 D.m. Sunday, ter, Walter Henry; 6 point. Edward
IF YOUR Sewing Machine is not work
graving and costs less than
ing properly call 803. Stitch adjusted
holy communion at 8 a. m.; choral Lakeman. Harold Marr, Walter Marr,
half.
and
machine oiled. $1. Parts and repairs
eucharist at 10.30 a. m.; evensong at, Dorothy Marr, Arvo Korhonen, Franfor all makes. Call or write SINGER
7 p. m. Next week, Monday. Tues-: ces Johnson, Dana Sawyer, Everol
SEWING MACHINE CO., Rockland. Me.
We print everything printable
54*56
day, Wednesday and Thursday,: Elwell. Robert Robbins.
■ WYLLIES STRAIN S. C. Reds. We
from a Calling Card to the
j will deliver your chlx by parcel post or
NOTICE. Customs Case No. 14153. de
eucharist at 7.30 a. m.
First Grade: 7 'point, Lawrence
truck
for
$15
per
hundred
for
MatLargest Poster.
scribed as 312 cases assorted liquors,
At the Federated Church the serv- • chapman, June Paquin, Rose MitchState accredited for white diarrohea. F. seized from on board the Ga. S. Margue
ices on Sunday will be: Sunday en .Richard Thornton, Howard StetH. WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston, Me, rite (off No. 228849) of Boston, on April
IMMIGRANT CHILD PRODIGY:
Business and Professional
Route 1.
50-tf 19. 1932. while lying at Elliot’s wharf.
school at 9.45 a. m„ at which \ son Donald Day, Enos Verge, MadeJoanna Xenos. 7-year-old daugh
Printing Our Specialty.
S. C. R. I. Red baby chicks. Hatching Thomaston. Me.; cause, violation of the
Mothers Day will be observed; morn- iine Haupt, Alice Armstrong, Barbara
ter of immigrants who can neither
eggs. Accredited stock $15 per 100. E. Tariff Act of 1930. Any person claim
ing service at 11 o’clock, subject,! Hunt. Neil Lifcbv, Eleanor Armstrong.
C. TEAGUE, Warren. Tel. 13-42 War ing this mdse, must appear at the Cus
Expert Workmanship, Finest
read nor write English, is proving
The Christian Fellowship;" music j joscph Richards. Stacey Burkett,
ren.
52-tf toms Office. Rockland. Me., file their
Stock,
Lowest
Prices.
to
be
a
prodigy.
In
the
year
she
claim and give bond within twenty days
will include “Victory,” an adapta-: Qlenice Lermond; 6 point, Edith
from May 7, 1932; otherwise the goods
has
been
attending
school
In
Chi

tion from Verdi. Evening service is sawyer, ____
Edith Korhonen, Ruby
will be forfeited to the Government.
Phone or mail orders to—
cago. she has passed from the first
at 7 o’clock, when the subject will be ■ pro=k, Austin Cookson. Henry Marr
FRANK M. HUME. Collector.
55-S-61
to the eighth grade.
“Where Abidest Thou?”
Isabelle Watts, Junior Little.
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Mrs. Mary Ahern returned Friday Sub-Primary: 7 point, Loraine
— — — — w _____ ___________________________ 52-tf
from a visit of several days to her t Armstrong, Jean Crie. Virgil Beckett,
sister Mrs. George Patterson, in | g-Quy Frankowski, Payson George.
YOUNG MAN. educated prep, school I CABINET WORK, furniture repaired
refinished, trellises made to order.
abroad, unemeumbered. alone. Tactful, i and
Fairfield.
Eleanor Nelson, Lois O’Neil, Harold
55-57
resourceful.
Chauffeur, butler, or what, 25 FRANKLIN ST. Tel. 526-R.
Harry Stewart is in Boston for a pau;sen
Ralph Paulsen , Harold
ROCKLAND
have you. Address A. K.. care this o^cp
NOTICE—After this date I will pay no
few days.
Peters, Mary Luce, Dorothy Robert55*57. bills contracted by anybody except myI self.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Bucklin and on. Kenneth Stetson, Harold Sim’* H. S. DOLLIVER. Owl’s Head. Me.
! May 3. 1932.
54*56
children who have been visiting Mrs. mons Willis Spear. Charles Smith
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING Is a
Avesta Bucklin. Mechanic street, are Pcter Lynch; 6 point, Eleanor Wil
specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409
returning today to their home in liams, Phillip Kalloch, Audrey
■
Sim
I Main St.. Rockland.
52-tf
Portland, accompanied by Mrs. mons.
NOTICE. Customs Case No. 14154. de
Bucklin and Mrs. Susie Davis.
scribed as a Ford Truck, Model-A Engine
Keys made to order. Keys mane
The large power boat Nereid built
1 No. AA. 3289920; seized at Elliot's wharf,
to fit loeks when original keys are
SOUTH
THOMASTON
Thomaston. Me.. April 19. 1932. for viola
by Charles A. Morse & Son for Capt.
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
tion of the Tariff Act of 1930. Any per
Earle A. Starrett of Thomaston to
son
claiming the goods must appear at
books provide keys for all locks
replace the old Governor Douglas
the Customs Office at Rockland. Me., file
FROM
CONSTRUCTION
MAGMr. and Mrs. J. Putnam enter
without bother.
Scissors and
claim and give bond within twenty days
Knives Sharpened.
tained at bridge Wednesday evening
NATE to bricklayer. Numbered
from May 7. 1932, otherwise the mdse,
RUN, DON'T WALK! That’s the base-running slogan of the Boston
will be forfeited to the Government.
among the millionaires last year
Prompt
Service,
Reasonable
Prices
Strout Insurance Agency for Mrs. Charles Washburn and
Red
Sox
this
season,
for
special
precautions
against
bad
feet
have
been
F. M. HUME. Collector.
55-S-61
duaghter Fulvia of Hartford, Conn,
was John J. Meehan, head of the
17 GKEEN ST. THOMASTON, ME. Mrs. H. M . Wiggin entertained
taken by the club. Here Dr. Joseph Lelyveld, president of the National
HARNESS and leather goods, also re- k
Meehan Construction Company.
pairing. JAMES H. HALL, 231 Main St
Association of Chiropodists, Is examining the underpinning of Al Van
Thursday evening in honor of her
Depression hit the building trade,
opp foot Pleasant St.
52-tf
Insurance in all its branches
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
guests Mrs. Charles Washburn and
Camp, first baseman, for bunions, athlete's foot, and other pedal ailand Meehan’s company collapsed.
LADIES - Reliable hair gooas at Rock
Probate Ronds
Notary Public Miss Fulvia Washburn of Hartford,
Telephone
791
land
Hair
Store,
24
Elm
St.
Mall
orders
ments while little Hal Rhyne, Jr., and his famous shortstop daddy
Now he’s in charge of a gang of

: LOST AND FOUND
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Summer Cottages *

Catching Cok(?

TO LET

In

REAL ESTATE

TAe WEEK'S NEWS

;

AUTOMOBILES

! MISCELLANEOUS •
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X
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The Accumulative
Effect of Good
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98-tf
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H. C. RHODES,

Til. 519-J.

52-tf
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PLANTED MAPLES

WARREN

CHRISTMAS SEALS

SOUTH THOMASTON

Rev. Herbert Long, for 18 years An
of Miss Maijorie Sleeper entertained!
Acknowledgment
missionary in India, will speak on
, 15 of her adi<oolmates Saturday at
“Mission Work” at the Montgomery
Knox County's Efforts— i a birthday^PTrty. In the group were
rooms Monday at 7 o'clock, stand
Doris Pierce, Virginia Reed, Alice |
Camden On Honor Roll
ard time. His talk will be illustrated
Baum, Beverlie Jackson, Celia Crowby lantern slides. Rev. Mr. Long
ley, Alberta Graves, Vinnie Graves, J
An outstanding school activity was was a classmate of Rev. Howard A.
Throughout Knox County, In spite Myrtle Harlow, Arline Knowlton,
tlie Arbor Day observance yesterday Welch at Newton Theological Semi of unprecedented hard times and Miriam Wiggin, Elizabeth Till, Hel- i
In addition to personal notes regard
Aime Beaudoin, Miss Celia Brault, morning when the winners from the nary.
ing departures and arrivals, this depart Mrs. Israel Snow, Miss Dorothy
business depression, the citizens en- enamae Mahoney, Sylvia Tyier, |
Senior and Junior High Schools in
ment especially desires information of
Mrs. Avis Norwood, Mrs. Emma horsed the Christmas Seal sale with Meredith Mundie and Evelyn Ulmer.
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc Parker and Miss Bernadette Snow the essay contest sponsored by the
The usual games and music, also re
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be , motored to Augusta Thursday where Garden Club planted the sturdy Norwood and Mrs. Royal Hall were j as mUch interest and willingness as
gladly received.
Miss gnow was an entrant in the maple saplings, their awards, amid guests Thursday at a luncheon usual. A splendid corps of efficient freshments of fruit salad, buttered
bridge given by Mrs. Bessie Stephen chairmen and committee members rolls, birthday cake, cocoa, fancy
TELEPHONE ................... — 770 or 794-w flpaig 0( the annual Spear Speaking impressive ceremonies.
cookies and divinity fudge were in
carried on the campaign with success. cluded in the entertainment.
Contest, held in the State House.
At 8.30 under escort of Boy Scouts son at her home in Union.
Ten
children
and
several
mothers
It
is
regretted
by
the
Maine
Public
Contestants,
numbering
ten,
repre

Miss Adelaide E. Cross is spending
and a portion of the Boys’ Band the
The first passing over the new j
the weekend in Portland with sented some of the best talent in the junior class with the winner, Frank were present at the child health Health Association that every in bridge began Saturday, hut the ap
conference
Wednesday
afternoon
dividual
who
purchased
seals
cannot
State,
and
while
Miss
Snow
did
not
friends after attending the Lily Pons
Harding, and grades seven and
proaches were not completed until
win honors, she made a splendid eight of the Junior High, with the which took place at the Congrega be thanked personally, for his or her Thursday of this week. Most of the I
concert Thursday evening.
tional
vestry
with
Dr.
Fred
Camp

showing and was a distinct credit to winners, Thelma Whitehouse and
support is sincerely appreciated.
workmen have now left town.
The money derived through the
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Landers and her school. The contest was won by Vernet Morgan, (8-3) marched to the bell and Miss Grace Lawrence in at
Mrs. Miriam Sellers who spent the
sale of the little Christmas stickers winter in Rockport has returned to I
daughter of Vinalhaven were visit Edwin Wall of Hebron Academy, who front of the building, where on the tendance.
won second place in last year’s con steps were seated Mayor Charles M.
ors in the city yesterday.
Mrs. Norman Gray and two chil and the Health Bonds is expended her home here.
test. Principal Joseph Blaisdell was Richardson, Rev E. O. Kenyon, Mrs. dren of Hallowell were recent guests ; by the Maine Public Health AssociaThe schooner Jewell came into tne I
Fred L. Snow, Jr., has returned to also in attendance.
Nina Beverage, president of the ol Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Aehorn, Sr. ; tion for its tuberculosis prevention lumber wharf Sunday and loaded I
Portland after visiting his sister,
Garden Club; Mrs. Harriet Frost;
Mrs. Follansbee, Mrs. Bessie Nor- Program. It will be remembered that about 50 cords of the pulpwood
Mrs. Herbert Lord, in Thomaston.
year more than 1000 school which has been piled there during
Mrs. Raymond E. Thurston gave a Miss Anna Coughlin, Mrs. Mary wood and Miss Christine Norwood.
Carrillo
and
John
Durrell
,of
the
Mr. Snow has returned from a trip 'mall luncheon party yesterday
and Misses Geneva and Isabelle children m Rockiand and Rockport the winter, taking it to Bangor the
to Honolulu as chief cook on the afternoon at Mrs. Edith Jones', Mis. High School faculty, With Robert Thurston of Rockland spent Satu;- were given the tuberculin test which following Saturday. To the children I
steamship Santa Cecilia.
followed by chest x-rays of all of the village it was a very great |
Lewis O. Barrows of Newport as Allen as master of ceremonies this day of last week with Mrs. Emma
formal program was presented:
Norwood
those who showed any reaction. This event and they spent every spare
hunur guest.
_
'
.
, ., _ , t, -.r program was financed by the sale oi moment clambering over it and fish
Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow
Salute to the Flag
Eleven members of the S. of U. V. sea]s j 1930
Scripture reading
have returned from Brookline, Mass.,
ing for flounders from it.
The N&S Club was entertained at
Nicholas
Pelllcane
auxiliary
of
Warren
were present at
Many teachers and pupils in Knox
where they had been called when luncheon and bridge Thursday cve- Prayer
Mrs. Lizzie Whitmore of Warren
the
meeting
of
the
Rockland
auxinCo
are
also
familiar
the
ex
_
Rear Admiral A. S. Snows condition n.ng by Mrs. Raymond Cross, Broad- Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector ot St. Peter's
is the guest of her cousins G. B.
ary
Wednesday
evening
which
mso
'
ce]len
t
health
work
carried
Episcopal Church
on bv
suddenly assumed an alarming turn. uay, the occasion serving as a birtnwas inspection night at the lodge Mjgs Abbie M Buck chud healtb Butler and Miss Louise Butler, called
Meaning of Arbor Day
The patient is now slightly improved. day surprise for Miss Constance Joy. Reading—TheFlorence
Dean
there. A fine supper was served arm cducation director for the state As. here by the illness and death of her
aunt Mrs. Susan Butler who died
The table appointments carried out Address
the evening much enjoyed by tne S0CiattOn. A part of her work and quite suddenly Tuesday morning.
Mayor Richardson
Miss Hazel N. Day, Mrs. Charles a color scheme of yellow, with forIntroduced by Miss Coughlin
visitors.
program is a’so financed by seal sale The family had returned to their
Creamer ,and Miss Lois Small of sythia forming the centerpiece. Reading
—poem—The Trees. Samuel Cole
Superintendent Frank D. Rowe returns. With the exception of five home here the previous Friday after
Winslow's Mills were in the city Wed Luncheon was served by candlelight.
Everett Frohock
Principal Dwinal of Warren High i csnts out of every dollar raised, the spending the winter in Rockland.
Reading
—
poem
—
Trees
Bliss
Carmen
nesday.
A buthdav cake occupied a place of
Elizabeth Clark
•
and Principal Thomas of Union 1 entire amount derived in the ChristThe Grange is to observe Chil
honor. The winners were Miss Eva Song—Katydid
High attended the piincipals' ban- mas campaign is used within the drens Night May 18. and everyone
Mrs. Fremont Beverage of North Rogers, Mrs. Herbert Kalloch and
Junior High Girls' Glee Club
quet and conference Friday at the limits of the State of Maine; 5% is is invited. The children of both
Haven who passed the winter in Mios Joy, with a guest prize for Mis.
directed by Miss Elizabeth Hagar
State House in Augusta. Mrs. sent to the National Tuberculosis As- schools will combine in furnishing a
Washington, D. C., is visiting Mr. Addison Stiles of Augusta who was a Presentation ot trees
Mrs. Frost
Florcnce Gardiner, assistant, subsli- | sociation for research in the tuber- progiam under the direction of their
and Mrs. L A. Thurston for a few special guest. Miss Joy was also pre Reading of prize essays by winners
tuted for Mr. Dwinal in his absence, culosis field.
ot trees
days
teachers. The program will be a
sented with individual gifts from the Planting
Star Spangled Banner
Mr .and Mrs. John Robinson ai.r
Following is the list of chairmen repetition of things prepared in the
club members.
The High School tree, christened mother Mrs. Martha Burgess re- and committees who have given gen- regular school work in observance
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
Veterans will hold a bridge party
Mrs. H. E. Abbott of Rumford is the Harding Tree, was planted neai turned to their Warren home Wed- erously of their time and energy that of Bird and Arbor Day. Mothers’
Tuesday evening at Grand Army hall, visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stone the street front entrance, and the nesday after spending the winter in the 1931 sale might be a successful Day and Child Health Day. Re
Junior High tree, named tht Mor Rockland. Friends will be interesi- one: Appleton, Leander Neal, $8.78: freshments will be on sale and the
with Mrs Mabel Beaton in charge. • at The Highlands.
gan-Whitehouse tree, was placed at ed to know that Mr. Robinson is Camden, Mrs. T. J. French, Supt. proceeds will be sent to "The Home
corner of the lot adjacent to the opening a furniture store near Chu- Charles B. Lord. $443.96; Cushing, for Little Wanderers.” The affair
Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett, Mrs. Lina
Mrs. Arnold Rogers was hostess to one
Carroll and Mrs. Annie Aylward were the Monday Night Club Wednesday McLain School grounds. Tin boxes holm's Spa in Rockland.
Mrs. Evelyn Reilly, Mrs. Evelyn Dins- is under the direction of Mrs. C. S.
winners in bridge at the meeting of evening at her apartments on Tai- containing the official names of the
Mis. S. F. Haskell has been quite more, Miss Zetta Smith, Miss Grace Watts. It is hoped there will be a
the Jolly Eight Wednesday evening bot avenue. The members spent trees were placed under the roots.
ill with bronchitis.
Mcran, $6.40; Friendship, Principal large attendance^
The essays, on “Why We Should
at the home of Mrs. Minnie Rogers, their time busily in the interest of a
,,
.
_
, _
Donald R. Knapp, Charles L. Grant,
Mr. and Mrs. William Clement of
Mrs. Annie Douglass of Rocked
j Margaret Johnson, Mrs. Marcia Massachusetts are at their summer
Not Cross Lawms," displayed much
Amesbury street.
Rockland girl soon to become a bride. thought. Mrs. Frost’s presentation
h
y
Cavis, Mrs. Lena Davis. Mrs. Mildred home here for a few days.
Elizabeth Mills
Walu Gammon $445; Hopc, Miss
The Moonlight Auctioneers met
Mrs. Bertha Hanley and daughter
Mrs. Addison Stiles of Augusta is was particularly happy, and the
Mrs. AO. Johnson of Somerville, n
Morton, Miss Martha Harts- Miss Ethel Holbrook of Kent's Hill
Wednesday evening at the home of visiting her mother, Mrs. Herbert singing by the Girls’ Glee Club won
marked
approval*
ahL, ° r' horn, Mrs. Elizabeth S'jrowl. $14 38: were weekend guests of Mrs. F. J.
Mrs Warren Eldridge. Honors were Kalloch, Amesbury street, for a few
In all the observance was carried w.th her mother Mrs. Arthur C. Is]{, au Haut Mrs Elizat?eth Rich? Baum.
won by Miss Madlene Rogers, Mrs. days
out in a noteworthy manner, and
t°r a time.
$7.50; North Haven, Rev. Henry F.
William Vinal of Thomaston, Miss
South Tliomaston people are much
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hahn visited H
$1Q Q r Head Miss Gladys pleased to learn that at the joint
merited a much larger attendance of
Lenore Benner and Miss Esther AhlThe Corner Club met yesterday
Mr.
and
Mrs
Charles
Hahn
SunBcwc
’
n
Miss
L
Marion
Makinrn
,
meeting of St. George, Friendship,
berg. Lunch was served.
afternoon for bridge with Mrs. J. S. citizens than turned out for the oc da,y. at
E> K a
aw
Mrs. Mvra Scammon. $10.84; Rock- Owl’s Head, Cushing and Soutu
casion.
Jenkins, Myrtie street.
Mis.
Flora
Peabody
and
Mrs
*
Booth.
Mrs
Eva
Students and teachers assisting
Thomaston school boards
hclu
There were forr tables in play at
Mlss EUen Cochran Miss Thursday night in Thomaston, F.
Mrs. Mary Carrillo, general chairman Hazel Starrett entertained seven
the bridge pat
Tuesday evening
Mrs. E. F. Rochester (Gwendolyn of the arrangements, included Miss
\°2™ SehInUr Xnn nf™ Maude Smith. James Kent. M. D.. H. L. S. Morse was reelected superin
under the au-pices of Ruth Mayhew Wolfe) of Arlington, Vt,, is the guest
papet p Blodgctt $520.23; Rockport, Miss tendent of schools for a term of three
Tent. The sixth and final party ot of County Attorney and Mrs. Ensign Ellen Cochran, Miss Beth Hagar, the Engine hall.
Mrs. Ivy Hart, Shirley Barbour, streamers dainty may baskets filled M.idredGraffam. $73.83; SL George, years.
the scries will take place May 17, at Otis fa: a few days.
Nicholas Pcllicane, Carol Gardner, with candy and peanu s and baskets
Thorbjornsen. Mrs. Mary
The Morgan house which has been
Grand Army hall, when the capital
Elizabeth Harris, vacant for seveiai years is under
Mildred Sweeney, Caroline McAllis ot flowers placed at intervals formed
prize will be awarded.
Mrs. Edward Cutting of Portland ter, Dorothy Spofford, Marjorie an attractive setting for a May party.
5Hunnewen, Mrs. Norma going a thorough renovation, ft is
-------.
, is the guest of her father, Dr. W.
punch, cookies candy and nuts Ha'kJ
Mrs Margaret gimmons, painted ivory with brown trimming,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Newcomb o. B Armstrong, Union street. Dr. Jackson, Dudley Perry, Charles Hav Fruit
ii’prp served
srrvpn as
jw refreshments.
rpfrpchmpntc Hnnnrc
.
.. __
were
Honors Mrs. Ethel
Auld, Mrs. Mary Mona and is a very handsome place now.
Portland have leased an apartment j Armstrong is closing his home, ener, Charles Bowser.
at cards went to Mrs. Ethel Griffin ghan, Harlan Bragdon, Mrs. Aun? It is rumored that Mrs. Witham will
in the Miss Anne Flint house, 32 , and p[ans (0 leave the latter part of
Mrs. Harold Whitehill, who is re and Mrs. Nancy Clark; consolation Bragdon. $27.79; South Thomaston, rent it for the season.
School street, for the summer season. next we.k t0 jje with Mr. and Mrs.
ceiving
treatment at Knox Hospital, to Mrs. Marjorie Allen and Mrs. Mrs. Bernice Sleeper, Mrs.
Mrs. A. C. Washburn and daugh
Mar-------- .
.
I Cutting for a time.
is
improving
somewhat, but will not Mary Berry.
garrt Gilchrist, Miss Grace Winchen- ter Miss Fulvia of Hartford, Conn,
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton have I
------are guests of Mrs. Harry Wiggin.
baugh, $12.82.
reopened their home on Broadway
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis O. Barrows of be able to receive visitors for sev
•
• • • »
COLBY COLLEGE NEWS
Thomaston, Mrs. Marie Singer,
having been at 27 School street dur Portland were guests of Mr. and eral days. •
Rev. H. S. Kiiborn, Mrs. John E.
ing the winter.
Mrs. Raymond E. Thurston yester
Grammar School Notes
The track team goes into action Walker. Miss Mary E. McPhail.
Mrs. Andrew Coffey and Mrs. Fred
day.
The time during the month just
John H. McLoon is joining Mrs.
A. Snow were in Boston this week to for the first time Saturday in a dual $157.71; Union. Mrs. Ethel Creighton.
passed has been taken up with ex
McLoon in Portland today at the
Mrs. Charles G. Hewett and sons meet Mrs. Snow’s mother, Mrs. C. E. meet with the University of Vermont Dr. H. H. Plumer, $44.45; Vinalhaven. tensive diagnostic tests and review
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. Merrill Hav Russell and Elwood leave today lor Johnson, who came hj’ bus from at Waterville. Last spring Colby Supt. E. A. Smalley. $25.65; Warren, work for the purpose of making the
for the weekend. Mrs. McLoon is New Gloucester where on Wednes Westfield. N. Y. Mrs. Johnson and swamped this team on its home field no local committee, $58.30; Wash pupils in each grade more thorough
returning from a week’s visit with her day Mr. Hewett took charge of Op the Snows are planning to spend sev by the score of 99 2-3 to 35 1-3. The ington, Miss Bernice Beachey, $7.20; in their work before the time lor
eral weeks at their cottage at Ash wintei indoor meets indicated several total lor entire county, $1,434.31.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Mc portunity Farm.
promotion arrives. In spelling the
consistent point winners on the
The Maine Public Health Associa
Point.
Dougall in Boston.
squad. The Interfraternity Meet tion takes this opportunity to thank 750 word test required by the State
-------Mrs. Rhama Philbrick, Chestnut
John M. Richardson of The Cou was held last week, resulting in a all who helped in an/ way to make course of study was given to the
J. Bird Brown of Weeks Wills is street, was hostess to the Cheerful
rier-Gazette staff is convalescing walk-away by the Lambda Chi Alpha this rale such a success. It appreci seventh and eighth grades and these
the guest of his sister, Mrs. E. H. j circle Wednesday evening.
from a grippe attack which has con representatives. About 45 men have ates the fact that Knox County peo names were added to the honor rod:
Philbrick, Adams street.
Z .
-------Ralph Tyler, 99.9 per cent; Sylvia
-------—
Mrs. Grace Ames and daughter fined him to the house during the beer training on the track squad, in ple are interested in the fight being Ty'.er, 99 per cent; William AndciMrs. Gladys Mills of Warren street' Ada Giennjs have returned from week.
cluding: Eino Hill '33, of Long Cove. waged to eliminate tuberculosis from son, 98 per cent; Winship Reed, 98
» ♦ * »
was hostes to Bercan Bible Class yes- gwan's island where they visited Mr.
Maine, and extends gratitude to per cent; Miriam Wi.ggin, 98 per
‘What is the greatest need of tlie
The department of religious edu those who conducted the rale, and to cent; Meredith Mundie, 98 per cent;
terday afternoon.
; and Mrs. George Stanley for a few
Democratic party?” asks a politician. cation lias been doing work of such those whose generous purchase dem Virginia Reed. 97 per cent; Alberta
days.
Mr. and Mrs A. T. Thurston are
Ofihand. we'd say more Democrats.— quality that it has received unusual onstrated their willingness to help Graves, 96 per cent; Doris Pierce, 96
in Farmington for the weekend, visit- j Priscilla Mac, daughter of Mr. and Atlanta Constitution.
recognition from the Yale Divinity in the campaign.
per cent; Mike Sutella, 94 per cent;
Camden will be placed on the Marjorie Sleeper, 92 per cent.
«Mrs. Ralph Clark of Limerock street,
School. This weekend, at the invi
ing relatives.
ceiebiatcd her fifth birthday Satur
It is announced by the stylists that tation of the Yale officials, six stu honor roll for the State this year, as
Bird and Arbor Day was observed
The Episcopal ladies conducted a day. Her little guests were Frances blue will be the predominant color dents who are members of the class it had a per capita sale of .123; Isle Friday by each grade prepar.ng
successful bridge party Wednesday Eldridge, Jean and Joan Abbott, this spring. As if we didn’t know!— in contemporary religion, together au Haut comes second, with a sale of compositions on "Birds and Their
evening at The Thorndike grill, when Barbara Atkinson, Bertha Coombs Thomaston (Ga.) Times.
with Prof, and Mrs. H. L. Newman, 097 per capita, while Thomaston is Usefulness To Man,” learning bird
honors were won by Levi Flint, Mrs. and Ruth Sukeforth who assisted
went to New Haven to participate in listed third, with .071 for each boy, poems, each pupil a different one,
Lucius York, Miss Katherine Veazie. Miss Helen Matson in .playing
. _ the
a conference with the Yale class in girl, man and woman within its making posters and bird houses and
Miss Eleanor Secber of Tliomaston gamLS. The table was very attractlie same subject. Both groups have boundaries. In order to secure a po raking the school yard. The boys
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent, Mrs. Riah tivc jn pjnk and green. Priscilla rebeen doing significant research and sition on the State honor roll it be housed the five cords of wood while
Knight, Miss Phronie Johnson. Mrs. cejVed many nice gifts and a delightwill thus have the opportunity to comes necessary to attain a per the giiis held a candy sale, the pro
Thomas McKinney, Mrs. Clara Curtis, , fuj time was the verdict. Bertha
compare the results of their study capita of ten cents or more. It will ceeds of both activities to be used in
Mrs. Lillian McRae. Mrs. W. Seymour Coombs won the peanut hunt.
of "The Place of Religior. in Modern be remembered that Owl's Head, for the purchase of a set of travel books
Cameron, Mrs. Addie Simmons. Miss
several consecutive years, was thus for the school.
College Life.”
• • • •
Rose Whitmore and Frank Harding
Les Bijous met Wednesday evening
honored, but for the past two years
All children were allowed the privi
Home-made candies and salted with Miss Susan Spear. Miss Spear
The library has received a gift of it has not reached the desired rating. lege of attending the MacMillan lec
The had highest score.
more than 200 volumes which will
nuts were on the tables.
ture in Rockland, and eight availed
in
charge consisted
committee
be known as “The George Otis Smith
themselves of the opportunity and
ISLE AU HAUT
The annual meeting of Chapin
of Mrs. Thomas Foley. Mrs. Roy
Collection in Geology." Dr. Smith,
reported on the lecture in school the
Mr. and Mrs. James Conley have following day, proving that in tvery
Estes, Mrs . ,George Avery, Mrs. Class takes place Tuesday evening
i the donor, is a graduate of Colby in
George B. Davis, Mrs. Josephine at the Universalist vestry. The
tiie class of 1893. For 23 years he returned to their home at York Island case it had proven highly beneficial.
spending the winter at Fruit
supper is in charge of the officers.
Perry and Mrs. Lawrence Barbour.
at PENOBSCOT GRILL i was director of the U. S. Geological after
, Survey in Washington and now holds land Park, Fla.
When three lunatics escaped from a
Where Food Prices Are Lowest j the position of Chairman of the Fed
J. K. Barter returned Tuesday from British asylum, posses went out and
E. A. Smalley, superintendent of
Miss Doris Wilson of Belfast is
Rockland.
schools in Vinalhaven, was the guest the guest of Miss Elizabeth Hagar,
eral Power Commission. He is a
in five.—Richmond Timesof Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morton. Grace street, for the weekend.
American Home Cooking } native of Hodgdon and maintains a Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cousins and brought
Dispatch.
daughter
Amy
are
in
Rockland
while
Broadway, Wednesday. Mr. Smalley
’ summer home and voting residence
Try our 25, 35, 50c Dinners j in Skowhegan.
Mr. Cousins is serving on the jury.
Miss Ervilla Stoddard who has
was returning from Portland where
Miss D. M. Champagne and Mrs.
• • • •
as captain general of the DeValois been having a week's vacation from
PENOBSCOT GRILL
Commandery of Vinalhaven he had her teaching duties in the EastThe class in dramatic art won Rose Green who passed the winter in
MON.-TUES.
been a delegate to the Grand Com hampton (Mass.) High School leaves
| well-merited praise last Thursday Hartford, Conn., have returned to
Opposite Perry's Market
today to spend the weekend with Mr.
mandery sessions.
i for their production of “A Doll's their summer home here.
ROCKLAND,
MAIN/
Mrs. Gussie Ingraham of Rockland
and Mrs. W. A. Holman in Portland,
I House,” the famous play by Hendrik
Service:
5
A.
M.
to
7
P.
M.
The meeting of the Junior Har going thence to Salem where she will
| Ibsen. The setting and costumes is visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
mony Club Wednesday evening was meet friends motoring to Eastwere in keeping with the styles of James Conley on York Island.
Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Grant and son
one of unusual interest, marked by hampton.
half a century ago, carefully pre
Nevells have returned from a
the music memory contest on which
pared by the students. The finished Bert
visit with relatives in Brooksville.
Mrs. Charles A. Emery of Pacific
the young members have been work
I acting deserved credit.
Friends in this town of Mrs. Mar
ing during the winter With Mrs. street who was in Portland Thursday
and
garet F. G. Whitney were saddened
Leola Noyes at the piano, these selec to attend the Lily Pons concert had
to hear of her sudden death April 28
BRISTOL
tions were plaver: Salut d’Amour by a particularly happy experience.
uccess
Everett Poland is visiting his sis at her home in Cambridge, Mass.
Elgar; Polish Dance by Scharwenka; While waiting in the lobby of The
The town road is being repaired
ter Mrs. Slenda Carter at Loudville.
go HAND IN HAND
To Spring bv Grieg; Hopak by Mous- Eastland, she was joined by a former
Mrs. Florence Carter recently under direction of Merle Bunker of
sorgsky; Minuet by Bizet; Elegie by friend. Jeanne DeVaique, whom she
Buy From The Guy
visited her father Randall Simmons Camden.
Massenet; Scotch Poem by Edward had not seen for several years, and
Who Can Buy From You
Ellsworth Thomas and Mr. and Mrs.
and her sister Mrs. Mary Hyson.
MacDowell; Serenata by Moszkowski. who at one time had lived in Mrs.
Gooden Grant were in Rockland last
There
seems
to
foe
very
little
im

Emery's
home
in
New
York
for
more
The numbers were taken from “Mod
provement in Sherman Gifford's Monday, returning Tuesday morning.
ern Masters and Their Melodies" by than a year. It developed that Miss
Herman Coombs has gone to New
health.
Emerson, specially prepared for club DeVaique is Miss Pons’ personal
York to engage in yachting.
Mrs.
Fred
Teel
was
a
recent
caller
work, and work done by the 17 en secretary and accompanist, having
on Mrs. Abbie Robinson.
trants was carried on entirely at club been with her since the great singer's
Mrs. Julia Poland has been work
APPLETON RIDGE
LEW
meetings. The winners were Jose arrival in this country, and through
ing for Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Thompson.
phine Pelllcane, pupil of Mrs. Noyes, her Mrs. Emery and the friends with
Appleton High and Liberty High
Mrs.
Helen
Poland,
the
postmis

and Edith Dondis, pupil of Miss her for the concert were enabled to
played baseball on the Appleton
tress, is ill.
Margaret G. Stahl. The first award meet the famous singer backstage
Miss Leah Prior of Damariscotta is grounds Monday afternoon, score 13
was a State Federation pin and the after the thrilling concert. Miss
in favor of A. H. S.
visiting her mother" Mrs. Thomas to A6 tin
other a musical dictionary. Preced Pons talked with them for seveiai
shower was given Mr. and Mrs.
Prior at Loudville.
autographed
programs,
ing the contest this program was minutes
Joseph Moody Monday evening at
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Garland are their new home and a pleasant time
given: Piano duet, Don Juan Minuet. and charmed them all by heT artless,
receiving congratulations on their enjoyed.
Mozart, Nancy Snow and Ruth unassuming manner. Miss DeVai
j little granddaughter Thelma Kath
Wheeler; trumpet solo, Serenade, que, who expresses the warmest ad
Rev. and Mrs. Louis Watson and
ryn. Their thanks are extended to son spent Tuesday and Wednesday in
Greenwald. Marian Harvey (Mrs. miration for Miss Pons, is a highly
neighbors
and
friends
for
kindness
Noyes at the piano); piano, Merry- accomplished musician, having in
Madison with relatives.
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE,
during their daughter's illness.
go-round, Shafford. Ida Shapiro. the past accompanied several of the
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody were in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
O.
Thompson.
Mr.
A happiness picture full of Love,
There was also choral practice in Metropolitan artists such as Calve,
Newcastle Tuesday.
j and Mrs. Thomas Prior and Keeper
Laughs and Romance
preparation for the annual open Amata, and others. During the year
The "Old Plantation Moon" enter
C. N. Robinson were in Portland tainers presented their acts at River
meeting which will take place the in Mrs. Emery's home in New York,
TODAY
Sunday and called on old friends. side hall Wednesday evening to a good
Mrs. Nettie Kittredge, Mrs. Emery's
latter part of May or early in June.
TOM MIX in
They also visited Elmer Robinson sized audience and who were very ap
sister, had the privilege of studying
“BESTRY RIDES AGAIN”
who is in the Children's Hospital. preciative judging by the applause.
A regular quality $2 and $2.50 car languages and coaching with her.
He is getting on fine.
It was the second time they have
wash for 95 cents, cash, during
Millard and Guy Robinson are played here. They were in BurkettYou will find a line of beautiful
month of May at Fireproof Garage.
A Paramount Publix Theatre
sawing wood at Loudville for their ville Tuesday evening and Thursday
Cars called for and delivered. Phone new Mothers’ Day cards at Hustonmother Mrs. C. N. Robinson.
evening in Stockton Springs,
53-55
889.
53-55 Tuttle Book Store.

Interesting Arbor Day Exer
cises At the High School
Grounds Yesterday

Loyalty
S

AYRES

HEAVEN
..EARTH

The Courier-Gazette

PARK

MEYER BOTH
General Newspaper

Service
Meets all local advertising illustration,
copy and layout requirements . . . the
butcher — the baker — the grocer — the
Realtor—Banks—Retail stores—in fact
attention compelling advertising for EV
ERY need.... Our advertisers are urged to
make fullest use of this service.
THE MAY ISSUE NOW AVAILABLE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
“MICKEY AND HIS MA”
l’u Sfcttrtft Six wluun
Dollrks
uncle
J(W5 FEEl ISSUER'

i'll

Beichr FlF-fEEN

MlLL-tUN TRILLION OlLnON
ZILLION OollRRS 1KV
IS,-PEE INEE?

H MA sez:“It pays to be economical, hut anyone who
thinks they can't afford the fine furniture at
Studley's is laboring under a hallucination.”
I don’t exactly know what “A loose nation”
meant:, but if my Ma sex co it’s so!

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

COMPLETE MQME JFURNIBIHINCS
A 6 I PA R K STF-*
WOCKLAWP, MAINE

features will be reports from the dele
gates to the associat on meeting
Martinsville; also "Uncle Jimmiel
Henderson has been asked to tel
about his trip to Scotland and coni
ditions as he saw them In th|
churches there; all of which giv
promise of an interesting meeting.
R v. and Mrs. Harold W Nutter
Islesboro attended the U. B. Iancoll
Association at Martinsville Thursf
day and were overnight guests of Rc(|
and Mrs F. W. Barton.

SPRUCE HEAD
Leslie Wotton and Charles Gordon
5f Boston were weekend guests of
Mrs. Cassie McLeod.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Thompson have
returned home from Rockland where
they spent the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mann of Two
Bush Light station arc spending a
few days at their home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Waterman en
tertained Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lcvensaler of Rockland Wednesday at
chicken dinner and bridge.
Mrs. Lotta Crowley, Mrs. Cassie
McLeod and Mrs Eugenie Godfrev
were guests at bridge Thursday eve
nlng of last week of Mrs. Merrili
Bartlett at her home in South Thomaston.
Friends of Mrs. Callie Morrill will
be Interested to know that she has
taken a position in Thomaston at the
home of Miss Jane Watts.
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Shea and Alden
Shea have returned from . Rockland
for the summer. Mr. Shea stood the
trip well and is now resting very
comfortably.
• • • •

I

MON.-TUES.

i

0 “Datlmg, don’t go up 0

today! I'm afraid!” r*
'"J

q

(
j

Q But he'» getting fifty dollars Q
to crash a plane — and he
Q needs the money!
Q

,

r-5 Here’s how REAL movie p
heroes do their stuff! A V
Q CLOSE-UP of heroism in
the greatest story of stunt
Q flying ever limed!
Q

□

School Notes

Pupils not absent or tardy this'
month are David Post, Vernon Sim- j
mons, Winton Beal, Joseph Godfrey
Paul York and Edgar Post.
Lila ihiompson has returned from
Rockland and is being gladly wel
comed.
New spelling book covers are being
made this month.
Five volumes of the “Life of Georg?
Washington" have been received for
the library. Joseph Godfrey lent
these books and they certainly were
appreciated by the school.
Members of the first grade have
made a long circus parade and are
planning to make a circus in the sand
table.
Baskets of flowers and bluebirds
have been made and pasted on the
windows. They look very attractive
from the outside and have attracted
a good deal of attention.

TENANT'S HARBOR

T H E

ton
iQUUHK
RICHARD

DIX
n

JOEL McCREA
Moiy Ailor

Q

Roben AriTuirong

o

□

o

□

n
Special Children's Matinee
Tuesday at 4.00 o'clock
NOW SHOWING
“WORLD AND THE FLESH”
with
GEORGE BANCROFT
MIRIAM HOPKINS
A Paramount Publix Theatre

“Like As a Mother" will be the
morning subject at the Baptist
Church, with special music by the
choir; solo, “Tell Mother I'll Be
There,” James Cant; Sunday school
at 11.45, with classes for all ages
Christian Endeavor at 6, topic. "Ap
preciating Our Parents." As the pas
tor will be at the St. George First
Shows at 2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Church the evening service will be in Continuous Saturday, 2.15 to 10.45
i charge of the deacons and among the.

SHT D5A MOD.

Every-Other-Day
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AT CASTINE NORMAL

SURVIVED THE WINTER

BOOSTING MAINE

r

It Was a Good Season For Insect*,

Members of the school and facul
So Be On thc Watch For Them
Work of Publicity Bureau
GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
ties recently entertaUg^ the School
Seems
To
Be
Reaping
In-;
________
"
Masters Club of Hancock County at
If anyone should ask, the answer
their annual ladies night in offering
is that insect life in Maine weathered
teresting Returns
At last the meek and lowly Ictodes the winter well, thank you.
a program of whist playing for tht
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
------, faetidus has come into its own. A
women at Richardson Hall dormitory
“Now,” says Dr. H. B. Peirson,
Gladys
St.
Clair
Morgan
i From Maine Publicity Bureau) ! “pome” has been written in its honoi, S‘ate entomologist, "it behooves
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
and the facilities of the normal
The
Maine
Publicity
Bureau
apand
here
it
js
.
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.
=chool for the men’s after dinner
everyone to be on the lookout for
pears to be making progress in its!
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Mr. Orth was bom near Annweiler
A friend in New York writes:
Quoddv Head
Is sensed ln blessings sweet and rare.
severe sufferer from insomnia and they discovered in due time, travel- "Your Rubinstein
__
Club meeting of Germany, in 1850 and when a year gives the motorist superb views of bage growing around those ponds
A. G. Makm, Boatswain (L) is nervous dyspepsia. Certainly he was ing in the direction indicated so J i^t ’Friday sounded most interesi old he was brought to this country other mountains, of lakes and of the which form in the woods in the Thank God for mothers not of earth.
back again from leave of absence ultra-courageous, as was demon- strenuously by the late Horace I ing j believe that there is much by his parents. He showed an early ocean. It is easily accessible being soringtime. The only reason I can But yet remembered for their worth;
And who ln spirit, watchful, care
during which a few days were spent siratid at An'ietam and Fredericks jreelev. Just what should make the ’ m0-e arprrciation of, and a desire aptitude for music. He began tak but a few minutes from the business assign for that is, that like the ma For
their loved children everywhere.
ai Rockland and Boothbay Harbor, burg. It is claimed that for a week fish travel west at this time of year fo, musjc in the smaller cities and ing piano lessons when he was 8 section of Bar Harbor, or from jority party in the Literary Digests Down through the silence oft Is brought
btfort Gettysburg and during tne s something of a problem. Some towns. And I can guess that your years old and at 12 he was playing Northeast and Seal Harbor by the prohibition poll, the skunk-cabbage Prom them, some good and helpful
calling on friends and relatives.
Five men have been discharged at ihiee days of tnai battle he had lit might think that the water is cool- ,neetings are far more interesting thc organ ln one of the Taunton drive through the park by way of is eternally seeking for water, and j w;se Sel^sent in prayerfulnesa
Jordan and Bubble Ponds.
the coast guard station since the first tle or no sleep, in which case is it ng up. and perhaps it is. But the ani are conducted in a far more ex- churches.
tnose penc,s are drv in the summer.
bring their children blessedness.
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Elizabeth o. Marsh.
the roads will become bad agon so near us have been an aftermath bait-tub, and those critters are just i ills startling, unless one might con- abroad to continue his music. For ficials of the club who are planning what did you iearn at school today?” '__
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eftei being in good shape for travel of Gettysburg?
naturally raising heck and repeat s,der Paderewski’s concert at the five years he was under Kullak, Le- vacations for the 9000 employes of "Not much,” was the reply, ”1 goKa j
3c far as the writer can learn, no vith the boys.
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Madison Square Garden as being bert, Pruckner, Deppe and Liszt, the Western Electric Co. of Kearny.
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According to a clipping from the today, so I gotta go again. And J For RHEUMATISM take
near this station by the crew, and some fatal poison on the rocks be mere. No fishermau begrudges even The Operatic Surprise' given by Welter, Weitzmann, Kiel and P. San Antonio. Texas. Express; “Craig that doesn't hurt my feelings. So!
it is expected several good games low high water. If this last, then the a dogfish a mouthful of herring or ' members of the Metropolitan as Sharwenka.
McDonnell, one of the better bari long until I find the plant of the J
His studies under Liszt bore es tones in radio, has traveled exten genus Caltha, known as marsh mari
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mer.
this way before is lessened. And. .‘reaks of nature wait until the fish Unemployed Musicians. Oi course
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sively and thinks Maine is more gold.
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It has been mentioned many times having viewed the place with its ere caught on the trawl and can’t ii was an evening of horse play, yet widely recognized as a keen and czarming than Europe.”
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tnat there are very few Coast Guard shallow water, this seems more prob jet away, and then they barge in and it was quite the most entertaining sympathetic inteipreter of the com
leading drug stores. Let us send you
items appearing in the column able to the writer.
That Jonesport realizes that Seth
clean ’em up, leaving heads and one that I have ever spent, merely poser’s music. His interpretations
If the League of Nations doesn’t do a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab
"Guardians Of Our Coast.” Comt
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backbones in place of the cod.
because it served to show us all the were delivered both in lectures and Parker is a fine advertisement for something pretty soon, they’ll be call bot Village, Me.
on men, send a few lines so the folks
But coming back to tne net fish great and WSser stars outside of their recital form before many clubs and the town is shown in a letter to the ing that bird the dub of peace.—Bos
Matinicus Rock
will know everybody Lives and is
ing, the fleet was quite large, being usual environment. Ponselle and other organizations. He also was the Publicity Bureau from Harry J. ton Herald.
having a good time. Why allow the
Alvah Robinson, second assistant, augmented—which is an ancient Jeritza were out of town. The sing author of numerous compositions.
White who says that he hopes to fur
May 28, 1883, Mr. Orth was mar nish a place there where summer
light keepers to beat us to it?
has been to Millbridge to bring back Gaelic word, meaning swollen—by ers were arranged in groups accordSurfman Merrill Minzy has bought his boat, a 30 foot Jonesport model. three or four Boston and Gloucester i;lg t0 their nationality. Gigli was ried to Lizette Emma Blood, also a tourists can get information about
an automobile, making a total of He made good time, coming up in schooners and a couple from New qUi*e the star of the evening, dressed musician and composer, who died in Seth Parker (Phillips H. Lord) free.
nine at the station besides the Gov ten hours.
York. And because they failed to i as Carmen and doing the Habenera 1913. Surviving are two sons, Carl "Have on hand about 4000 fan let
ernment truck. Each officer and enStation work is nearly completed locate the lish until fairly late in | jn falsetto voice. Pons was of course Orth and Harold Orth, both of ters. pictures galore and write-ups
1 .zed man owns a car so there is no We had some ideal weather in April ;he week, this movement of the jn the French group and they Watertown. Mass., and three sisters, by the handful,” he writes regarding
chance of taking a walk.
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and made hay while the sun was school worked out very well. Prices brought her on the stage enclosed in Mrs. George F. Bosworth, Mrs. Caro this plan to furnish information
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shining.
took a jump all round, and for a I a packing box and further covered line Orth Young and Miss Sybilla about the famous radio artist.
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Mrs. Benson had a nice trip to ew days it looked as if the depres- by a huge paper champagne bottle; Orth, all of Boston.
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’Twasn’t true, though. They locat- , ing of the evening—the Bell Song
Side of the light April 24 by flsn weekend at home with her parents sd the fish, and the market settled ! from Lakme. Tlie Russian group several summers at Ash Point.
pearance of the new Maine booklet
beats being disabled when her net: Miss Louise Ames of Matinicus is like the grounds in Turkish coifee came in with much noise and color.
“Eastward Ho” was reprinted in the
caught in the propeller. Capt. Baine quite ill, and friends hope for her Darned good comparison there toe. being dressed as migrants and doing
Client—“I know the evidence is herald of Decatur, Ill. As a result
came ashore for the keeper to can1 speedy recovery.
f anyone should notice. Neither one Russian songs and dances. Best of strongly against my innocence, but I a prospective tourist wrote the Ba
Room for two persons at the price of one person
the coast guard station crew to come
Mrs. Powers gave a chicken din- is worth a whoop unless it’s kept all were the Germans: they paraded have $50,000 to fight the case.”
teau, giving the names of 23 school
aud iow him into harbor. Wnile ner in honor of Mr. Robinson's birth tirred up.
down the main aisle of the house
Lawyer—“As your attorney, I as teachers of the city, to whom Maine
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
waiting for the Cranberry Lsiand day anniversary. Mrs. Choate who
It's funny about those dogfish. dressed in all sorts of gay and funny sure you that you’ll never go to literature was sent.
• • * «
c.ew to come to his assistance. Capt. is the birthday cake maker for the ‘hough. If they hang around much , German costumes, preceded by a prison with that amount of money.”
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Baine had dinner with Keeper and station, turned out another very nice longer it means that whatever had- i typical German band and followed
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fjxetj soon. Best wishes tc operated. Some of the Bight lad- stunts. All in all it was a most un
to plan a Penobscot Indian reserva
orthophonic victrola presented as a , keepers antj families along the coast, have made a stab at trawling out in usual affair.
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Mrs. Fagonde, was also at the light Florida, and hopes he enjoyed the
thing that Stokowski does.
trip.
The keeper thanks W. O. Fuller for
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